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“Resilience is... the capacity to strategize,
make effective use of support networks,
and innovate new forms of social
relationships”
--Alaka Wali, The Aesthetics of Resilience

Park in the LES - photo courtesy of Pratt Fundamentals 2013

and threats in the built, social, economic, and natural environments,
identified in our Fundamentals of Planning Studio Existing Conditions
Report (Fall 2013). We assembled these reports for Good Ole Lower
East Side (GOLES) and the Lower East Side Long Term Recovery
Group’s Disaster Preparedness Committee. The committee was
formed by a number of community-based organizations to improve
disaster preparedness on the local level. As part of our research for
this report, we conducted interviews with residents, government
agencies, and community-based organizations, analyzed case
studies, and weighed the merits of a number of recommendations
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The devastating effects of Superstorm Sandy exposed numerous
gaps in the ability of the Lower East Side to withstand major disasters.
Large amounts of low lying land created susceptibility to flooding
and storm surge. Aging building stock and critical infrastructure,
such as sewer systems and communication grids, flooded, leaving
institutions such as hospitals, telecommunication hubs, and other
vital services without power. Thousands of vulnerable residents, such
as elderly living alone, were trapped in high-rise units without power
for days. Federal assistance programs failed to address a number
of special needs. Though Sandy was an extreme weather event, it
should not be written off as an outlier, as climate change threatens to
increase the intensity and frequency of coastal storms and extreme
weather conditions.
However, the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy also shined
a light on the remarkable capacity of Lower East Side residents,
community-based organizations, local businesses, and outside
volunteers to come together and respond to a crisis. Non-profits,
advocacy organizations, and government agencies at all levels
responded with the development of aftermath documents, such
as the the Mayor’s Special Initiative for Rebuilding and Resiliency
(SIRR), Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force, and Sandy
Regional Assembly. These initiatives sought to improve response
mechanisms and strengthen communities to become more resilient
against future disasters. However, a majority of these recovery
documents emphasized the built environment, with a lack of focus
on community engagement. As the new administration prepares to
strategize and develop budgeting and planning, it is important to
address the significance of socioeconomic resiliency and the role of
disaster preparedness and recovery on the community-based level.
The recommendations presented in this report aim to
build off the existing assets of the Lower East Side and enable a
comprehensive approach and inclusive process towards resilience.
These recommendations respond to the weaknesses, opportunities,
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3. Promote the use of community reporting
networks (such as 311) to ensure that area
issues are fully known and can be addressed
in an appropriate manner.
4. Distribute Go Bags at public events and
empower individuals to make bags at home.
5. Inform residents on mold remediation
guidelines and resources.

Efficient and Effective Disaster6. Educate residents about opportunities to
related Communication
lower demand on energy grid.

1. Use diverse and innovative means to spread
information about disaster preparedness, Incorporating Vulnerable Populations
response, and recovery.
7. Partner with resident associations and
2. Establish an Emergency Information World Cares Center to develop a Neighbor
to Neighbor Preparedness and Response
Communications Network (EICN).
Network.

Recommendations

8. Coordinate pre-storm supply PODs in
subsidized housing buildings and stock them
with critical supplies.
9. Inform decision-makers to ensure that
community information hubs, points
of distribution, and volunteer resource
centers are strategically located in areas
that are accessible to all members of the
community.

Conclusion

People walking along the East River before Sandy’s arrival - photo courtesy of Michael Heiman/Getty Images
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11. Educate residents on how to use EBT to

14. Encourage CBOs and small businesses
to complete a Continuity of Operations Plan
(“COOP”)--a step by step template that is
customized to ensure stability of critical
functions during potential emergency and
disaster events for each organization.

20. Partner with government agencies,
financial institutions, and universities for
small business training and workforce
development.

21. Improve long-term food security by
working with partner CBOs to build selfImproving Infrastructure Networks sufficiency for residents to access affordable
and healthy fresh foods.
15. Advocate for the necessary legislation
to allow microgrids to be created and 22. Partner with CERT to train Residents on
implemented in New York City.
the use of hazardous material test kits.

Lights proudly declaring LES Ready. Source:
University Settlement

16. Advocate for green infrastructure projects 23. Advocate for FEMA to develop additional
in the Lower East Side.
studies to create a multi-family design guide.
18. Plant trees in existing green spaces.

24. Initiate a Rezoning of R7-2 Districts to
Improve Resiliency and Promote MixedUses on NYCHA Properties, and advocate for
Fortifying the Built Environment
zoning changes to allow community-needs
17. Develop a berm and collapsible floodwall. retail development on underutilized parcels
on NYCHA properties.
18. Promote and educate the community
on flood-proofing measures for at-risk 25. Support Chinatown Working Group
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10. Inform residents and shelter managers on
how to be prepared to meet health care and
special needs in the event of a disaster.

obtain supplies in the event of a disaster and structures, and available funding for flood Zoning Amendment components that seek to
proofing techniques.
advocate to expand the D-SNAP program.
ensure tenants rights as well as opportunities
for economic growth.
12. Survey residents after disaster events, to 19. Build alliances with organizations like
better understand their evacuation processes, the New York City Chapter of the American 26. Advocate for the expansion of disaster
and any future changes that may be necessary. Institute of Architects (AIA) to connect recovery and resiliency funding for
building owners and tenants to accessible Community Based Organizations.
Strengthening CBOs and Businesses technical assistance.
These recommendations reflect a
vision
for a more informed, connected,
13. Advocate for a National Flood Insurance Ensuring Social, Economic, and
adaptive, and prepared community--a more
Program that Accommodates Dense Urban Environmental Justice in Future
resilient Lower East Side.
Environments.
Planning
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ensure social, economic, and environmental
justice in future development and planning.
Our recommendations are designed to
provide GOLES and the Committee with
approaches to accomplish these objectives.
We have categorized these approaches into
four action strategies: (a) Inform, (b) Partner,
(c) Take Direct Action, and (d) Advocate. The
recommendations include:
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offered in reports inspired by Superstorm
Sandy. These reports were composed by
federal, state, and local government agencies,
as well as non-profit and community-based
organizations. Among the most influential
were by the Special Initiative for Rebuilding
and Resiliency (SIRR), Post-Sandy Initiative,
NY Rising, Sandy Regional Assembly, and
the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force’s
Rebuilding Strategy.
Our recommendations are categorized
under six overarching objectives: (1) develop
more efficient and effective disaster-related
communication, (2) incorporate vulnerable
populations in resiliency planning, (3)
build the capacity of community-based
organizations and businesses to rebound
from disasters, (4) improve infrastructure
networks, (5) fortify the built environment
to withstand surge and flooding, and (6)
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Following

Superstorm Sandy, residents,
community-based
organizations,
and
government agencies saw the need to institute
coordinated efforts to prepare for, respond
to, and recover from natural disasters. As
extreme weather events are predicted to
increase in severity and frequency; mitigation,
preparedness, and recovery will require
coordination across all levels of agency,
especially on the community level.
Our studio was tasked with
examining existing conditions and providing
recommendations to GOLES and the Long
Term Recovery Group (formed in response
to Sandy) in order to improve the resiliency
11

of the Lower East Side. Community-based
organizations provide key insight to direct
comprehensive emergency response that is
inclusive and contextual to the needs of the
community. This report builds on research
conducted for Pratt’s Fundamentals of
Planning Studio Existing Conditions Report
(see dropbox). In this report, we looked at the
major idioms that define the Lower East Side
in relation to natural disaster preparedness.
Our studio synthesized information
gathered from our Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis,
interviews with leaders engaged in disaster
preparedness, and individualized research to

establish six primary objectives that provide
a comprehensive and inclusive framework
for government and citizen participation to
make the Lower East Side a more resilient
community.
After identifying our objectives, we
organized our recommendations in a format
that outlines a plan for GOLES and the Long
Term Recovery Group in the Lower East
Side to implement. Our recommendations
address how CBOs with long-standing social
ties in the Lower East Side can affect change
at all levels of government, in communitybased organizations, and with residents. The
plan outlined in this document incorporates
a range of recommendations, from shortterm low-cost projects to long-term capital
expenditures that are equally important in
creating a resilient neighborhood.
This report will elaborate how
we identified our six objectives, key
recommendations, and the methods for
implementing these projects.
We have
formatted this document to be an actionoriented guide for GOLES, the Lower East
Side Long Term Recovery Group, and
other organizations dedicated to creating a
more resilient Lower East Side Community.
“Inform” recommendations are meant to be
combined into a larger outreach effort with
all parties involved in educating Lower East
Side residents about procedures, rights, and
actions residents should take to be better

prepared for future disasters. “Take Direct
Action” recommendations indicate GOLES,
along with the Long-Term Recovery Group for
the Lower East Side, should incorporate these
ideas into their on-going work. “Partnership”
recommendations are meant to be carried out
in conjunction with other organizations that
have a pre-established mission that directly
align with our stated recommendation.
“Advocacy” recommendations are on-going
and long-term campaigns for innovative
projects that GOLES can encourage other
organizations and government agencies to
implement in the Lower East Side.
This report could not have been
completed without the invaluable feedback
provided by the Long Term Recovery Group
and GOLES. Their deep knowledge of the
community’s characteristics enabled our
studio to focus on the most relevant issues
facing residents of the Lower East Side.

Our existing conditions research provided the lens through which our studio
formulated our six objectives, with the overall goal of creating a Lower East Side that
is resilient, not only to future natural disasters, but year round. Once these objectives
were identified, we broke our research into three areas: the natural, social, and built
environments. From this research we synthesized key recommendations that seek to
create an environment through which local stakeholders can take control of disaster
preparedness within their community.
Our initial research was conducted by critically analyzing several reports that
were published in response to the effects of Superstorm Sandy, and other disaster
preparedness publications. These reports included the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding
Task Force’s Rebuilding Strategy, NYC Special Initiative for Rebuilding and Resiliency,
Department of City Planning Urban Waterfront Adaptive Strategies, Rebuild by Design,
the Sandy Regional Assembly Recovery Agenda, and more. These, and other works,
formulated our understanding of possible recommendations for the Lower East Side.
After gathering this information we conducted interviews with key organizations and
governmental agencies to better inform the specifics of our recommendations. Through
the entirety of our research, GOLES and the Long Term Recovery Group guided our
understanding of critical issues to highlight and develop recommendations that will
make the Lower East Side better prepared in future emergencies.
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Volunteers outside of the GOLES office after Sandy - photo courtesy of The Lo-Down
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Large amounts of low-lying
land create susceptibility to
flooding and storm surge.

The Lower East is home to many
waterfront housing developments. Much
of this land is in fact fill that was used to
build up marshland and extend the island
of Manhattan into the East River (SIRR,
2013). As a result, much of this land is lowlying and susceptible to flooding. While
bulkheads have been constructed to fortify
the land against regular tide, storm waters
can breach these bulkheads and cause
extensive flooding. In some areas the land
slopes upwards towards the western part of
the island, however these elevations are not
sufficient to prevent large storm surges.

ConEd Station, which exploded during Sandy - Photo credit: ViosIsNeias

Critical, aging infrastructure
networks are vulnerable to
damage and disruption from
disasters.

The increasing intensity of heat
waves and flooding events have made New
Yorkers acutely aware of the fragility of an
aging sewage, power, and communications
infrastructure. The 13th street power facility
was inundated with water during the storm
surge, which left thousands of residents and
other infrastructure systems without power.
This failure of power, coupled with flooding,
incapacitated the 13th street pumping station.
This station pumps millions of tons of sewage
every day to the Newtown Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant (Riverkeeper 2013). The
failure of this sewage infrastructure left
residents of the Lower East Side exposed to
hazardous materials in the wake of Sandy.
Telecommunication networks were severely

13 Flooding under FDR Drive - photo courtesy of NY Daily News

compromised during Sandy, which strained
emergency response and coordination.

Federal Assistance Programs
are not designed for multifamily dwellings.

The Lower East Side is a highly
dense urban district, with residential
dwellings taking on the forms necessary to
accommodate such density. Many of the
Lower East Side’s residential buildings are
multi-family dwellings and require a wholly
different set of tools to deal with disasters and
the subsequent recovery period. The current
federal assistance programs are geared toward
one and two family dwellings and do not
adequately respond to the needs of multifamily buildings. According to the New York
Community District Block Grant Partial Action
Report, Plan A, housing recovery funding is
broken down into a 60-40 relationship, where

View of the Lower East Side from Manhattan. Photo by G Tiarachristie, Pratt Institute Fall 2013

concentration of open hazardous material
spills have been reported to the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation.
Combined sewage overflows are a continuing
issue in precipitation events. A combined
sewage system is characterized by funneling
of surface runoff and wastewater into one pipe
that is processed by a wastewater treatment
facility. When there is a precipitation event that
exceeds one inch, there are combined sewer
outfalls that allow untreatable wastewater
to flow into public waterways. Rodent and
Hazardous material spills,
insect infestations are growing issues as more
Combined Sewage Overflow bars and restaurants populate the Lower East
Side. Some of these issues are exacerbated by
events, pests, and mold
natural disasters like the storm surge during
infestation pose risks to
Superstorm Sandy. There was no publicly
human health, exacerbated available information about the toxicity of
the standing water following the storm surge.
by disasters.
There are several environmental Mold infestation is the first and most pervasive
hazards in the Lower East Side that can be human health concern after a flooding event.
dangerous for human health. Some of these
issues are made worse by flooding, which
can increase human exposure to hazardous
materials. The Lower East Side is host to
the 14th Street power facility where a high

The most vulnerable
populations experience
multiple vulnerabilities.

The Lower East Side is home to a
number of vulnerable populations including
low-income, the elderly, children, and the
disabled residents. Many of these residents
inhabit housing along the waterfront.
These waterfront properties are especially
vulnerable to disasters due to a number of
factors. Most notably, these buildings are
closest to the water and therefore face the
greatest risk of flooding. Waterfront buildings
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As a part of our existing conditions
research, we identified major concerns and
the opportunities that these issues created
for improving the resiliency of the area
and reducing the vulnerability of these
residents. The main issues addressed in the
recommendations are summarized below:

60 percent goes toward the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of single-family homes and
40 percent goes toward the rehabilitation
of multifamily buildings. The total housing
recovery fund is $648 million, of which
$306 million is allocated for single-family
homes and $225 million for multi-family
homes. Federal assistance programs are
not designed to serve the needs of multifamily buildings in Community District
3, as a majority of residential buildings in
the district are multi-family walk-up and
elevator buildings. According to Pluto 2013,
97.6% of buildings in CD3 are walk-up and
elevator, while only 2.4% are only 1-2 family
buildings. These statistics reveal a severe
social justice issue when it comes to equitable
distribution of disaster recovery resources.
We have developed objectives that address
this issue and seek to reform the distribution
guidelines.
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Elderly in Census Tract 6 - Photo by G Tiarachristie,
Pratt Institute Fall 2013
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Increasing intensity of
coastal storms due to
climate change.

In light of the tornadoes that touched
down in New York City in 2009, Hurricane
Irene in 2011, and Superstorm Sandy in
2012, along with the findings from the New
York City Panel on Climate Change, among
Dunkin Donuts replaces a pharmacy on Grand St. - Source: The Lo-Down
others, it has become apparent that the city
will be facing weather events with increasing
are primarily high-rise towers and therefore Growing gentrification
frequency and intensity (NYC Panel on
face substantial obstacles in an evacuation
Climate Change, 2010). As sea levels rise,
scenario where a high density of residents threatens housing
coastal areas will be especially vulnerable
may be forced to exit through stairwells. affordability and the
to flooding during storms. Through our
Additionally, many residents receive SNAP business diversity that
research, we found numerous areas within
benefits, which are accessed through a
serves
community
needs.
the Lower East Side that are susceptible to
system that typically requires an electronic
Lower East Side has experienced flooding and storm surge. We have framed
card reader. SNAP, Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program, is a federal program some of the fastest gentrification of any area our recommendations to address these risks.
that provides residents living in poverty with in New York City. Beginning in the 1970’s
vouchers to spend on specific items to ensure more affluent residents began moving into
they are more food secure. In the event of the area, creating an increasing demand
a power outage, residents that depend on for housing. As this population increased,
these benefits and store employees might not commercial investment in the area occurred,
know that there is a paper method to access often occupying spaces that had previously
these benefits. A related issue is the absence been vacant. As this trend continued
of a major supermarket in the area. With the and the competition for space increased,
closing of the Pathmark at 227 Cherry Street, both residents and businesses began to
residents must now travel significantly longer be displaced. Today the Lower East Side
distances to acquire basic necessities, which continues to face these issues. Affordable
would be an even greater burden in the event housing is a primary concern and is especially
problematic as more and more rent-regulated
of a disaster.
units are deregulated and brought to marketrate rents. Businesses face similar pressures,
15

Superstorm Sandy - Source: NASA

Laguardia Senior Center - photo courtesy of Pratt Fundamentals

CBOs provide a wide range
of services, culturally and
linguistically appropriate and
geographically dispersed.

The Lower East Side has a rich and
long history of community organizing,
pioneered by passionate residents and
community-based organizations (CBOs)
that continue to serve critical needs of
the neighborhood today. These CBOs are
geographically dispersed throughout the
Lower East Side, serving in close proximity
the residents of diverse needs in culturally and
linguistically appropriate ways. This extensive
social support system was key in response
and recovery from Sandy. The coordination
and collaboration of these groups present
an opportunity to strengthen the resiliency
of the Lower East Side through providing
networks and resources for effective disaster
preparedness, response, and recovery. They

are also crucial to strengthening the overall
social and economic resiliency of residents
and small businesses of the Lower East Side.
These opportunities for partnerships with
greater workforce development

The key to creating a thriving urban
district lies in its ability to provide a number
of different uses, attracting both residents
and visitors to the area throughout the day
and night. Uses can take the form of office
space for workers, entertainment facilities,
including bars and restaurants, green spaces,
and residential buildings. These uses provide
both a constant presence of pedestrians on
the streets, creating a sense of safety, as well
as a diverse economy that is more resilient to
the effects of disaster. The Lower East Side
is a quintessential example of a mixed use

Mixed use buildings in Chinatown - Photo credit: John Pozadzides, 2002
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A significant amount of
mixed-use, residential, and
commercial uses throughout
the area promote safety and
convenience.
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as commercial rents increase, and local
businesses face competition from national
retailers for space.
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Planned developments have
the potential to incorporate
disaster management.

Prior to the incorporation of FIRM
standards into New York City’s building code
in 1983, buildings in the city were not required
to incorporate flood-proofing into their
design. The construction of new buildings
provides an opportunity to outfit these
buildings with flood-proof design standards.
Following the passage of the Flood Resilience
text amendment by the Department of City
Planning, all buildings are required utilize
flood-proofing measures in their design.
Measures including rooftop gardens, solar
panels, freeboard, and barring certain uses on
ground floors, are all essential in improving
17

/VISION
In developing our recommendations to address these issues and take advantage of these opportunities, we were guided
by a set of visions for a more resilient Lower East Side on an inclusive community-based level:

Informed

Prepared

Adaptive

Connected

equipped with
the scientific and
local knowledge to
understand, prepare
for, respond to,
and recover from
disasters, regardless
of race, class,
ethnicity, or ability.

has the capacity to
live within the context
of a changing climate;
with behavior, policies,
and infrastructure
interventions that
reduce environmental
impact, mitigate
disaster, and ensure
the health and safety
of the community.
Two Bridges Rain Garden Rendering - Source: D Land Studio

ready, with preemptive
plans to address special
needs, to protect critical
organizational resources,
and to minimize risk
and loss; a Lower East
Side where residents
have greater control of
how their environment
impacts them.

connected on a
grass-roots level,
with strong social ties
and organizational
networks that enable a
coordinated response
and recovery.

Conclusion
Conclusion

Conclusion

which are aimed at controlling stormwater and
either preventing it from entering the sewer
system at all or retaining it so that it doesn’t
enter the sewer system until the peak load on
the system has passed. Green infrastructure
improvements can improve the permeability
of existing open space and enhance their
ability to retain water, while increasing the
cooling and pollution-capturing capacity
of open spaces by planting more trees. The
open space areas created by R7-2 zoning
Existing open spaces can be and “tower in the park” developments can
be re-engineered to absorb more stormwater
used to increase stormwater runoff. Street tree pits which line the roads
in the Lower East Side, and the roadways
management.
There are a number of ways to reduce themselves are the same.
Combined Sewer Ooverflow events, many of

the resiliency of the Lower East Side’s built
environment. Our recommendations have
examined a number of the tools available to
improve the resiliency of new buildings in
the CD3, from educating building owners
on flood-proofing measures and available
funding, to rezoning certain areas to
preserve permeable space while encouraging
the construction of new, disaster resilient
buildings.
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district, providing nearly every imaginable
use at some point within its boundaries. This
is a key resource, as it provides many elements
needed in both preparation for, and response
to, disaster scenarios. The presence of open
space can serve as both water catchment
prior to a storm and a staging ground for
response teams following an event. High
numbers of retail facilities can aid residents in
acquiring the necessities needed to weather a
storm. Finally, the most important factor of
mixed-use districts in improving resiliency
is providing a strong economic base, which
creates an inherently more stable community
that is better able to withstand disaster events.
Through our objectives, we have sought
to build upon this valuable resource, and
improve it further as we move forward.

Resilient

resilient socially, economically, and environmentally; with the capacity to absorb
and contain disaster, minimize loss, rebuild, recover, and rebound to adverse
situations; a neighborhood that is self-sufficient and strong from a grass-roots
level; an LES that is stable, equitable, and resilient during non-disaster times.
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Photos courtesy of Landmarks Preservation Commission, 2012

Using these principles, we formulated a set of objectives that
allowed us to develop specific recommendations. These objectives
are more fully explained in the body of this report, framing our
recommendations.
1. Develop efficient and effective ways to disperse disaster related
communication for preparedness, response, and recovery.
2. Incorporate vulnerable populations in preparedness, recovery,
and response planning.
3. Build capacity of community-based organizations and
businesses to be resilient against disaster.

5. Fortify the ability of the built environment to withstand storm
surge and flooding.

This study began by conducting neighborhood surveys
in three sites within the Lower East Side. These sites were chosen
because they were representative of areas within CD3 that experienced the worst effects of Superstorm Sandy.

The recommendations that we pose reflect objectives
which respond to the research from our existing conditions. They
serve as a comprehensive set of recommendations that involve
the interconnectedness of the social, economic, built, and natural
environments to disaster preparedness.
You will find recommendations that are more immediate
and can be accomplished with relatively low cost, as well as
recommendations that are longer term. These require advocacy
and a more substantial investment on the part of many actors.
Harnessing the strength of community-based organizations in the
Lower East Side, we have coded our recommendations to indicate
the type of action that GOLES and the Long Term Recovery Group
could take:

Inform and
Reach Out
to the public

Take
Direct
Action

Build
Strategic
Partnerships

Site One has the greatest variability of the three sites. The
westernmost section of the site is home to the Jacob Riis Houses,
a public housing development that fronts the coastline. The western section of the site possesses the mixed-use character typical in
much of the Lower East Side. It is worth noting that a large ConEd
plant lies just outside of Site Three’s northern boundary.
Site Two sits just North of the Manhattan Bridge and

contains a number of public housing developments. LaGuardia,
Rutgers, and the Two Bridges Urban Renewal Area all sit within the
bounds of Site Three. This site is almost exclusively residential, with
only a couple of commercial uses within it. The piers on the eastern
most edge of the site are occupied by Basketball City, as well as a
number of city agencies.

Site Three is located between the Brooklyn and Man-

Advocate

hattan Bridges. It contains the Alfred E. Smith Houses, as well as
Knickerbocker Village. Both of these developments house thousands of residents and were subject to extensive flooding in the
wake of Superstorm Sandy. The western section of the site has a
mixed-use character, in contrast to the primarily residential uses
found in the eastern and southern sections of the site.

Towards the end of the report, we outline a time versus cost scale
for implementation of the projects. Short term and low cost include
low-hanging fruit projects, on which GOLES can take direct action
or partner with other organizations to implement. Long term and
higher cost are more ambitious projects that require collaboration
across various levels of agency and community organizing and
advocacy starting immediately.
Maps created by Sonja Boet-Whitaker, Pratt Institute Fall 2013

We utilized these sites as points of reference in developing
pilot projects through which some of the recommendations can be
implemented. These pilot programs will serve as a testing ground
for the recommendations. By implementing recommendations in
the selected sites, we can gauge how successful they may be on a
broader scale.
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Conclusion

4. Improve the Resiliency of the sewage, power,
telecommunications, and transportation infrastructure network.
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/OBJECTIVES

6. Ensure Social, Economic, and Environmental Justice in future
development and planning.
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Image on opposite page by Pratt
Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013

/OBJECTIVE 1

Executive Summary
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1.1 Use diverse and innovative means to spread information about disaster pre-

Introduction
Recommendations
Recommendations

The Lower East Side is a highly populated, culturally and economically diverse community. Multiple
cultures form the background of its social fabric and several languages are spoken by different
segments of the community. Furthermore, there is a high density of special needs populations, such as
those who with limited English proficiency, those with sensory disabilities, and those socioeconomically
burdened and with little disposable time. Different segments of the population have varying access to
technology, and are unable to receive emergency alerts or other important information that is distributed
electronically. Allocation of resources during a period of emergency stretches the ability for the city to
comprehensively address all emergencies combined with documented lack of trust in official response
is a major concern. This diversity of needs poses many challenges to disaster preparedness, especially
in communicating disaster related information. The Lower East Side has a long history of communityorganizing and strong social ties, and this should be harnessed to meet these diverse needs and ensure
an informed and prepared neighborhood.

1.2 Establish an Emergency Information Communications Network (EICN).

Introduction
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Recommendations Recommendations
Plan of Action
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1

Develop Efficient and Effective ways
to Disseminate Disaster Related
Communication for Preparedness,
Response, and Recovery

paredness, response, and recovery.

1.3 Promote the use of community reporting networks (such as 311) to ensure
that area issues are fully known and can be addressed in a more appropriate
manner.

1.4 Distribute Go Bags at public events and empower individuals to make go
bags at home.

1.5 Develop mold remediation guidelines and/or give them to members of the
community.

Conclusion
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Conclusion
Conclusion

1.6 Disperse information about opportunities to lower demand on energy grid.
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Recommendations
Recommendations
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Image 1.1a: Hoboken Educational Approach: repurposing of infrastructure to make information more
prominent and relatable to the daily lives of residents. Source: Rebuild by Design Team WXY/West 8 New Jersey

residents about the geographical vulnerability
of the Lower East Side, or through pictograms
bridging language gaps. Strategies could
include using infographics, photos on fliers,
or videos to educate the public. For example,
to more clearly explain processes, use
flowcharts; for quantitative and comparative
information, use matrixes or check-lists, and

geographically-based information, use maps,
which inform and educate the community
on disaster preparedness for the long term.
Throughout this report, you will find many
examples of this visual communication that
we as a Studio have provided for GOLEs to
use.

1. Rebuild by Design is an initiative of the Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force and HUD which invites groups to enter
project ideas that address structural and environmental vulnerabilities.

Image 1.1b: Taylor Lindsay uses an art instillation to
raise educate about Manhattan’s natural shoreline.
Pratt Institute 2010.

2. Make The Road New York (MRNY) is a non-profit that builds the power of Latino and working class communities.
They released a report about the effects of Superstorm Sandy on immigrants in NYC.
3. For other examples, see Muniz, Brenda. 2006 and San Diego Immigrant Rights Consortium 2007

would not seek status information from local
rescue and recovery agencies3. Community
facilities and public service providers that
interact with the public on a regular basis
should be educated on engaging with
different racial groups, for example through
working with the agencies to conduct cultural
competency trainings.
3. Build relationships with local/ethnic
radio stations to distribute information.
Building relationships between local media
and humanitarian organizations is critical
to maximize communicative networks in
the Lower East Side. According to research
conducted by students at Columbia
University’s School of International and
Public Affairs, establishing this relationship
through regional meetings or workshops that
focus on clarifying organizations’ disaster
response versus the everyday aid work they
conduct, is one of the most effective means
of distributing disaster information to the
community (Aoyama, 2013). Furthermore,
identifying local media (through the New
America Media group) can tap into the ethnic
networks and media that serve immigrant
groups (North Carolina Center for Public
Health Preparedness, 2012).
26

Conclusion
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Communication of resources regarding
preparedness, response, and recovery is
critical to building neighborhood resilience.
The cultural and economic diversity amongst
Lower East Side residents presents many
barriers, such as language and disposable
time, to fully educating the population about
these resources. Thus, it is important as part
of preparedness and long term recovery to
use diverse and innovative means to spread
information for the public to meet their
needs. The following are strategies we suggest
implementing as part of this recommendation:
1. Use visual communication in diverse
mediums to help bridge language barriers and
develop information that is more relatable
to the daily lives of residents. For residents
to fully absorb information on disaster
preparedness and take the recommended
precautionary measures, the information
needs to be more relatable to their daily lives.
Using visuals is a means to communicate with
residents about the impact of a disaster on
their lives. This can be carried out by using
photos that speak to conditions that occur
during disasters, through maps that educate

“This could provide an
opportunity to incorporate
local artists of the
Lower East Side...”
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Conclusion

Use diverse and innovative means to
spread information about disaster
preparedness, response, and recovery

for a driver’s license could deter immigrant
groups from using disaster services. One way
to help make these resources more accessible
is for these agencies to refrain from asking
for identification documents as a condition
for basic services, unless required by federal
rules or public safety concerns. Any ID
requirements should be made indiscriminate.
Local agencies should be educated about the
issues facing immigrant communities as it
relates to emergency response.
This issue has come up for NYC
residents in the past, and not only in the
aftermath of natural disasters. During 9/11,
for example, missing relatives were not
engaing agencies that provided relief and
recovery services, fearing their immigration
status (Make The Road, 2013). Advocacy
organizations have taken the initiative to
urge the federal government to temporarily
suspend local immigration enforcement.
Someone from INS made assurances that they
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1.1

The
“Rebuild
by
Design”
1
Competition , team “WXY/West 8 New
Jersey” recommended an educational
approach to disaster communication—a
system that helps people connect with what
happened, understand the landscape and
level of risk, and make a plan to live with
the water (signs of tidal lines on buildings or
information on historical ecosystem) (Image
1). Implementing more visual communication
can be done in collaboration with local
universities or visual organizations such
as the Center for Urban Pedagogy to create
infographics. Public school classes could
be tasked to create a disaster preparedness
video to help prepare their fellow neighbors.
This could also provide an opportunity to
involve local artists, using existing spaces
simultaneously for art, education, and
preparedness. For example, a mural painting
showing flood lines, community impact,
and response (Rebuild by Design The Local
Approach, 2013).
2. Make explicit eligibility/ineligibility
of programs for immigrants. During Sandy,
many immigrant groups were not accessing
resources that were available to them because
of uncertainty about their eligibility for these
resources, and feared interacting with local
or state law enforcement agencies which
could lead to detention or deportation (Make
the Road2, 2013). To ensure accessibility of
resources for these groups, information should
explicitly state whether these resources are
eligible for all residents. For example, asking

public education services to Superstorm Sandy disaster survivors in NYC. In the Lower East Side, they are organized through
the Settlement Houses.

Executive Summary
Recommendations
Recommendations
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Immediately following the disaster event,
information should be focused on response
(location of PODs, health care, information
on hazardous materials). After immediate
concerns have been addressed, outreach
should be focused on recovery resources,
such as support systems, case management,
and special assistance. Recovery information
needs to use two-way communication5,
channeling key messages and networks.
(Rosario, 2013).

Conclusion
Conclusion
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post-disaster PODs—see recommendation on
Pre-Storm PODs). Other instruction includes
pre-emptive preparedness—how to shelter in
place, checking in on neighbors, preparing
supplies, going over your Emergency GoBag contents [see recommendation on Gobags] preparing medications, etc. During
an event, the information continues to be
instructive and informative about what
actions residents can take to be safe. This
form of communication most often needs to
occur via non-technological means, and often
on a massive and rapid scale. (Aoyama, 2013)
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Introduction

OPPORTUNITIES

of Operations Plans (COOP) for small
businesses, environmental education for
schools, and opportunities for overall
strengthening of the local economy. This type
of distribution should be constituent-based,
and focused on outreach and preparedness.
Before a storm, information is mostly in
the form of warnings or notification. CBOs
can fill this gap by maximizing preparation
and instruction, including informing
the community about evacuation, EBT
accommodations, location of Points of
Distribution for supplies (pre-disaster and
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access information on disaster which feeds back into preparedness),
preparedness in the Lower East the appropriate materials and means of
Side). Other common locations distribution. For example, during non-storm
could include social services, job periods, information to distribute includes
preparedness
informational
centers, post offices, libraries, long-term
Laundromats,
pharmacies, Community Emergency Response Team
bus stops, street vendors, and (CERT) training opportunities, flood
churches. The “Information insurance, Emergency Go-Bags, Continuity
Systems” teams in the Rebuild
by
Design
competition
recommended
repurposing
Image 1.1c. Multilingual flyers at a bodega on Cherry St. - photo
existing infrastructure such as
Consider partnering with:
by G Tiarachristie, Pratt Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013
advertising and traffic signage, to
educate the public on disaster in
Center for Urban Pedagogy, local
4. Distribute information through the Lower East Side. In addition to the use
design universities, and/or local
low-technical means in areas frequented by of murals and arts as mentioned before, this
artists to develop materials to
vulnerable populations. Non-technological could include repurposing bus stops, street
distribute/post in the LES.
information communication is crucial to signs, etc. (Rebuild by Design Information
reach vulnerable populations who may not Systems, 2013). Door-to-door and personhave access to advanced technology due to-person outreach and workshops are the
CARD (Collaborative Agencies on
to economic or linguistic barriers. Thus, most effective means to reach populations
Responding to Disasters) offers
traditional forms of information distribution with little free time. Adopting a Project
trainings to CBOs on outreach
need to be maximized strategically. For Hope4 model of door to door outreach for
to Limited English Proficiency
example, to reach public housing residents, preparedness would only maximize outreach
residents (LEP) groups. http://
place fliers in doorways and elevators and educational potential.
cardcanhelp.org/services/
5. Strategically distribute different
of buildings. For buildings with high
intermediary-support
concentrations of elders, disabled, or types of information depending on stage
linguistically isolated, ensure information is of disaster. Disaster Information is critical
available in large print and the appropriate at all stages (See Image information
Tips for Communicating With and
languages for local residents. Encourage communication cycle). As mentioned above,
Educating At-Risk Populations:
grocery stores to give out pamphlets or flyers disaster preparedness material distribution is
http://cphp.sph.unc.edu/atduring check-out (Make the Road, 2013), a continual process. We have created a graphic
riskplanning/3communicate/tips.
or bag the pamphlets with goods during the that helps to organize the various stages of
htm
week of the storm. Use telephone polls to information, (preparedness and planning,
post laminated fliers for more permanent before the storm, response, and recovery,
information, such as encouraging residents
Project Hope is a crisis counseling program managed by the Office of Mental Health, which follows a locally-deployed
to sign up for Notify NYC or where to 4.
model, where crisis counselors go door to door in each building. They provide free and confidential supportive counseling and

Figure 1.1a: Stages of Disaster Information Communication: information is critical at all stages - Diagram by Pratt Fundamentals of Planning Studio, Fall 2013
5. Interview with Anthony Rosario from the Hope Project on Nov 21, 2013 at University Settlement. New York, NY].
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Executive Summary

Establish an Emergency Information
Communications Network (EICN)
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Image 1.2a: The National Weather Service is one of
select agencies that sends alerts to FEMA and OE Source: FEMA

that serve special populations. These existing
networks could be harnessed to formalize and
establish a system of emergency information
communication on preparedness, response,
and long-term recovery.
Currently, the NY Office of Emergency
Management (OEM) relies on two programs
to communicate emergency information to
city residents and vulnerable populations:
Notify NYC and the Special Needs
Advanced Warning System (AWS). Notify
NYC communicates localized emergency
information via text, email, or social media to
city residents, who must sign-up voluntarily

for this service online. The Advanced Warning
System reaches special needs populations
through government agencies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that
work closely with these groups. The system
works by coordinating emails and conference
calls with agencies, who then communicate
the information to the groups they serve.
However, many residents and CBOs are not
signed up for or are unaware of these systems.
The emergency information communicated
are notifications regarding information
from agencies such as the NOAA (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration),
MTA (Metropolitan Transit Authority),
DOT (Department of Transportation), utility
providers (such as Verizon and Con Edison),
NYCHA (New York City Housing Authority),
and other agencies regarding weather updates,
subway disruptions, and more6.
Furthermore, these notifications
do not adequately facilitate comprehensive
localized emergency information regarding
preparedness, response, and recovery.
With the Notify NYC system, residents
can access short updates on severe weather,
school closures, subway disruptions, and
6. Interview with Melissa Umberger at the Office of Emergency
Management on November 25, 2013. Brooklyn, NY.

WHO DO RESIDENTS
RELY ON FOR
EMERGENCY INFO?
According to the 2013 Emergency
Preparedness Resident Survey
conducted by NYCHA, about 37%
of NYCHA residents are signed up
for Notify NYC. Only 28% signed
up for NYCHA alerts. Only 46% of
residents were familiar with alerts
and warning systems. In the first 72
hours of a disaster, most residents
relied on information from radio
(59%) and TV (70%), while only 3%
replied they would rely on NYCHA
property management or NYC.gov
(NYCHA, 2013)

Figure 1.2a: Conceptualization of EICN, filtering, customizing, and distributing information from agencies to
to community-based organizations to relay to residents - by Pratt Fundamentals of Planning Studio Fall 2013

Design Information Systems 2013), but it
would also be beneficial for the Lower East
Side to reorganize existing information
networks to filter the emergency information
for the public, especially for populations
who have special needs such as language
translations or difficulty hearing or seeing.
The EICN coordinator would
actively collect, organize, and filter disaster
preparedness, response, and recovery
information and distribute it at appropriate
times to appropriate groups. One example
of this network use would be information on
preparedness and resources for single parents,
which would be sent to day cares, head start
programs, or Women Infant Children (WIC)
centers, who would forward the information
to their clients. This could be done in
conjunction with the recommendation
regarding diverse information distribution

7. Interview with Disaster Preparedness Committee Members. November 14, 2013 at Ryan Nena Medical Center in New
York, NY; Interview with Anthony Rosario from the Hope Project on Nov 21, 2013 at University Settlement. New York, NY

means. Information would also be available
on an “LES Ready” website centralizing local
disaster prep and resources, perhaps with
tabs organized by specific needs/populations.
This disaster information coordinator could
help translate much of the material from
larger agencies into the various languages
and special needs, eg. Section 508 compliance
to make it available to those with sensory
disabilities (National Organization on
Disability, 2009). If organizations or residents
had a question, they could contact this
disaster information center for assistance.
This two-way communication could also help
filter information from the grassroots level
to the disaster-related agencies and local first
responders.
Implementation of this program could
involve establishing LES Ready as a Disaster
Resilience Center (as recommended by the
Sandy Regional Assembly 2013) in the Lower
30
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to the multiple stages of disaster
communication, the diverse set of special
needs, and the possibilities of more
innovatively disseminating information,
resiliency information distribution can
become an overwhelming task. Consider
creating a more formalized structure
within the existing Long Term Recovery
Group committee that enables efficient and
effective emergency information sharing
on responding to special needs. Establish
a phone/email tree to create an official
“Emergency Information Communications
Network” (EICN) that includes all social
services in the Lower East Side for efficient
planning and information sharing. Designate
a staff member to coordinate information for
the EICN.
This recommendation responds to
the need to (1) filter and create information
distribution points for more coordinated
and streamlined information sharing
between emergency responders, (2) and to
create efficient networks for information
distribution to special needs populations.
Social service organizations in the Lower East
Side already have sophisticated information
distribution networks through coalitions
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1.2

traffic advisories, but they cannot access
information on location of critical goods or
services in the Lower East Side. Furthermore,
emergency information is critical in multiple
stages (see infographic on multiple stages
of disaster communication). As noted
by members of the Long Term Recovery
Group, communication lines between OEM
and Lower East Side community-based
organizations on the ground are unclear,
indirect, and lack two-way communicative
capabilities7. The information team from the
Rebuild by Design Team has recommended
better reorganization on the national scale of
communication from emergency information
agencies to the general public (Rebuild by

Executive Summary
Introduction
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Check them out at:
http://www.itdrc.org/about.html

8. National Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (NVOAD) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, membership based organization that serves as the forum where organizations share
knowledge and resources throughout the disaster cycle—preparation, response and recovery —to help disaster survivors and their communities.

Another

resource for reporting
disaster related issues is the pre-existing
municipal 311 system. New York
City relies on a community incident
reporting system, known as the “311”
system, to respond to the needs of the
community on an individual incident
basis. Any complaint or request made
through this system is collected and
filtered by the City, and then published
image courtesy of
on their website. The 311 system is
citypragmatist.com
an essential resource through which
community organizations can access information about a diverse
range of topics. This information can be used not only for immediate
response, but to direct long-term policy as well. This tool is useful
for municipal agencies to identify where certain types of incidents
are occurring.
The 311 system was also an important asset in New York’s
response to the imminent threat of Superstorm Sandy. The daily
average of calls into the 311 system during the storm was about four
times greater than the 2012 daily average, with a peak of 274,000 calls.
311 service was not interrupted during the storm, and contingency
plans that were established before the storm helped ensure this
continuity, despite damage to Verizon’s Lower Manhattan hub.
However, greater usage of these networks should be encouraged. Help
for residents is available in over 170 languages by calling 311. OEM,
NYCHA, MTA, and other major emergency stakeholders rely on the
311 system to reach residents. For example, to find out the location

of a shelter or of supplies such as food or water in an area, residents
can call 311 and request those details. However, the greater concern
is finding ways to inform the community of the availability of the
network as a resource and the importance of utilizing 311 to ensure
that any issues faced by the community are fully known and can be
responded to accordingly (Hurricane Sandy After Action, 2013). The
After Action report also recommended expanding the capacity of
311 call-taking during emergencies (Hurricane Sandy After Action,
2013). Note that accessibility of this service is predicated on access to
phone or internet service.
Promoting the usage of the network is primarily the
responsibility of the city. However, community organizations can
help ensure that resources about the effectiveness of the network
are distributed to the general population in an effective manner. In
addition, separate promotional campaigns and public discussion of
the efficacy of the 311 network can help ensure that the community is
fully aware of the benefits of utilizing the network when appropriate.
Promotion of community reporting networks can easily be folded
into other outreach and education efforts done by GOLES.

NYCHA ALERTS
As previously stated, NYCHA also runs a similar alert system
for use during natural disasters. However, this system, known
as “Notify NYCHA,” is limited to NYCHA residents and is only
accessible through NYCHA’s website9. Expanding the Notify
NYCHA system, or combining it with the city-wide 311 network,
would optimize the ability of NYCHA residents to have their
needs met in a comprehensive manner.
9. “NYCHA Alerts and Notify NYCHA” New York City Housing Authority Online
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The Information Technology
Disaster Resource Center
(ITDRC) maintains a cache of
technology assets that can be
rapidly deployed to support
Emergency Operations Centers,
Distribution Centers, Voluntary
Organization Disaster Assistance
Centers, Volunteer Reception
Centers, and more. They provide
short term needs of a community
during the Response and Short
Term Recovery phases, including
providing equipment with
servers, notebooks, workstations,
laser printers, wireless access
points, switches, routers, etc.
They also conduct workshops on
community preparedness and
disaster communication.

Promote Use of Community Reporting
Networks such as 311
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East Side, with a staff member as the primary
moderator of the EICN. In the shorter term,
it could be someone from the LTRG group
assigned to administer a listserv including
all CBOs in CD3, organized by categories
(see the EICN diagram as an example). This
designated coordinator should also serve as
the LES Long Term Recovery Group (LTRG)
in the NYC Voluntary Organizations Active in
Disaster (VOAD) Network8, meeting once a
month with other LTRGs in NYC and staying
informed about other efforts. The listervs of
CBOs could be categorized by organizations
serving
vulnerable
populations,
for
example, those serving the elderly, disabled,
linguistically isolated, women and children.
Or they could be organized by organization
type, eg. Religious institutions, day cares and
senior centers, immigration centers, or small
businesses in the area. The goal would be for
every community-based organization in the
Lower East Side to be part of this network,
and every resident to be connected to at least

1.3

MAINTAINING
DISASTER
COMMUNICATION
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Figure 1.2b: National Voluntary Organizations Active
in Disaster logo - Source: NVOAD

one of those community-based organizations.
Many of these networks already exist, but it
is essential to formalize them as emergency
information communication networks,
and they should include memorandums
of understanding from participating
organizations on their specific responsibilities
to distribute the essential information to their
clients, especially vulnerable populations,
to help meet their diverse linguistic and
special needs. The memorandum should also
explicitly state a requirement to communicate
these responsibilities within the rest of
their respective organizations. (Disaster
Preparedness Committee, 2013). Formalizing
this network is essentially creating a protocol
chart, which identifies the role of each agency
during different types of disaster information
distribution, in leading the preparedness and
response of the Lower East Side as a whole.
In the immediate term, members of
the LTRG and especially CBOs working with
vulnerable populations should go on OEM’s
website to sign up for the Advanced Warning
System, and potentially sign up for the Citizen
Corps newsletter on emergency preparedness
by emailing citizencorps@oem.nyc.gov.
The LTRG should encourage residents to
sign up for the Notify NYC, NYCHA Alert
System, as well as be informed about 311 (see
Recommendation on 311 Alerts).
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The American Red Cross has streamlined “Be

Red Cross Ready,” a 45-minute presentation
and training session on developing a disaster
plan and creating a disaster kit. Basic kits
with survival necessities10 are distributed to
participants11.We recommend the Committee
leverage this resource to provide training and
kits to as many residents as possible. This
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will require soliciting participants, providing
information on location and transportation
options, and reserving a large space such as
an auditorium or large classroom.
Furthermore,
Committees
can
become certified to give Red Cross Ready
presentations themselves. To do this, one
of the Committee members would have to

Empower individuals to create
their own go-bags at home.

Though Red Cross kits provide individuals
with basic survival necessities, Go-Bags
should not be limited to the contents of a
first aid kit. Rather, to effectively prepare
vulnerable populations for disasters, Go-Bags
should be customized to meet individual

10. See the Appendix for a list of preparedness items in an American Red Cross Survival Kit -- appendix item: ARC Get a Survival Kit PDF
11. FN: The Red Cross requires a minimum of 200 people to sign up before they will deliver the free training.
12. To book a presentation or inquire about certification, Committee members may contact Suzan Rosen, the Manhattan-based Red Cross representative for New York (and a member of
the Long Term Recovery Group). Her telephone number is 646-734-8955, and her email address is suzan.rosen@redcross.org.

Image 1.4b: Ready New York Bag - photo courtesy of
Bronx Mama

The following resources contain valuable information on disaster
preparedness, and some communicate that information in interesting and
highly effective ways.
New York City’s Office of Emergency Management (“OEM”) has produced
an impressive amount of in-depth educational material on preparedness.
(http://www.nyc.gov/html/oem/html/ready/ready_guides.shtml).
This material is broken down by subject or demographic type and provides
comprehensive, customized Go-Bags for vulnerable populations including
the elderly, disabled, linguistically isolated, and more. The guidelines
are offered in up to 14 different languages. OEM’s website also contains
information on the ideal contents of a Go-Bag. (http://www.nyc.gov/html/
oem/html/get_prepared/supplies.shtml).
FEMA’s website (Ready.gov) also contains information on choosing
the contents of a Go-Bag. However, unlike OEM, FEMA provides web-based
programs and simulations designed to educate people on how to build a
kit. The “Being a Hero is Fun” platform is designed to engage young people
(and their parents) and teach them how to choose the contents of a GoBag. The platform is presented in the format of a simulation resembling
a video game, where participants earn points and complete levels by
making smart decisions. The platform is successful in that it conveys a
large amount of information on disaster preparedness in an interesting and
competitive format. The value of playing games in education and planning
is well documented (Lerner, 2013). Similarly, the Office of Public Health has
published a novella designed to teach preparedness through parable. They
have published a graphic novella titled “Zombie Apocolypse” available
for download (http://www.cdc.gov/phpr/zombies_novella.htm). In-depth
information on disaster preparedness is also readily available in a number
of easy-to-read formats.
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Image 1.4a: Emergency Preparedness distribution. Source: FEMA

become a certified Red Cross volunteer. Red
Cross’s certification process involves two
steps: First, basic classes prepare volunteers
to assist victims of a large-scale disaster.
After completing basic classes, volunteers
will be required to choose from a variety
of specialized trainings. These specialized
trainings include a path to become certified
as a Community Outreach Presenter. There
is no obligation or minimum volunteer
requirement for certification. Once certified,
the Committee member will have standing to
host “Be Red Cross Ready” presentations and,
for each presentation, request basic survival
kits from the American Red Cross.12

GUIDELINES ON GO-BAGS AND OTHER
TRAINING RESOURCES FOR RESIDENTS
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Introduction

Distribute Go-Bags at public events and
empower residents to make their own

needs. Go-Bag preparation is inextricably
tied to general knowledge about disaster
preparedness.
We recommend the members of the
Disaster Preparedness Committee, comprised
of members from the Long Term Recovery
Group, use these platforms to spread
awareness on the importance of Go-Bags.
Committee members can request the above
agencies for printed material to distribute
at CBO offices, events and gathering spaces.
Further, we encourage the members of
the Disaster Preparedness Committee to
prioritize door-to-door disaster preparedness
checks. These checks could ensure that every
vulnerable household in the service area has
access to an adequate 5-day survival bag.
This platform may come in the form of an
extension of current “Project Hope” initiatives
run through the Settlement Houses.
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1.4

FEMA’s “Are You Ready?” survival guide provides information on
preparedness for a variety of natural hazards (http://www.fema.gov/medialibrary-data/20130726-1549-20490-4633/areyouready_full.pdf).
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Executive Summary

Develop Mold Remediation Guidelines
and distribute to residents
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Image 1.5a: Apartment mold after a flood photo courtesy of HiCliber
government. In Superstorm Sandy’s case,
funding was allocated from the federal
government to the States of New York and
New Jersey, as well as the City of New York
(HUD, 2013). However, this funding does
not cover the entire population in need. As
of November 15th, 2013, the City’s funding
stream will cover 150 more properties before
it runs out. This is an inadequate amount of
funding for the remaining mold remediation
work that must be completed. According to
World Care, a few thousand more properties

Figure 1.5: Mold Remediation Key Steps- Image courtesy of Environmental Protection Agency. See Appendix B for a more detailed remediation guide to distribute as
well as a reference table.

protect occupants were not followed), and
a series of toxic materials were sprayed in
order to get rid of the mold. According to
Anthony Rosario of Project Hope, the main
remediation tool employed by NYCHA was
bleach. These practices are toxic to residents
and they do not deal with the underlying
root of the problem thus increasing chances
that mold will reappear. He also noted that in
some cases, mold was painted over (Rosario,
11/2013).

Detailed fliers outlining the federal
guidelines and funding mechanisms should
be given to community leaders so that they
can make sure mold remediation is being
coordinated and performed efficiently,
effectively and safely. There should also be
clear and concise multi-lingual information
given to at risk housing units or housing units
that already have a documented infestation, in
order to make sure the residents are aware of
the health dangers and remediation process.

Funding for these outreach measures should
come from municipal sources such as the New
York City Department of Health and Mental
Hygiene, which funds and creates guidelines
for mold remediation efforts. Other funding
should come from Federal sources, such as
the Environmental Protection Agency since
they deal extensively with mold outreach and
engagement.
36
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became a widespread human hazard. Mold
growth was especially pronounced in NYCHA
housing in the Lower East Side. Citizens
need to be informed about mold growth and
remediation, as some measures that are taken
may not be effective at completely getting rid
of the infestation, and may be dangerous to
the inhabitant. This is something that has
hindered the recovery of property owners,
thus putting resident’s health at risk from
remaining mold infestations. Inhaling the
spores, which tend to grow in moist areas,
can lead to respiratory problems, allergic
reactions, and can exacerbate asthmatic issues
(EPA, 2013). Since mold infestations are not
necessarily tied to disaster, it is a difficult
issue to deal with, especially since it involves
insurance companies. For example, labor and
equipment prices rise significantly after a
disaster and insurance caps are not adjusted
to meet these increases (State of New York,
2013). This results in longer wait times for
removal and higher prices.
Community
organizations
and
stakeholders involved must be informed
of the funding “chain of command,” in
which funding is allocated from the federal

require mold remediation.
Policy wise, mold remediation guidelines
exist on the federal level, but should be
communicated and implemented with the
participation of local stakeholders and
community members. The guidelines, which
are drafted by the Environmental Protection
Agency, are broken down into the amount of
square footage affected, protective equipment
that needs to be used, containment of area
being remediated, and type of furniture
or infrastructure affected. For example, an
area affected that is larger than 100 square
feet requires full containment in order to
protect the occupant and full protection for
the person performing the mold removal
(EPA, 2008). Post removal cleaning materials
include wet vacuums, damp wiping, and high
efficiency particulate air vacuums. Protective
equipment includes gloves, eye gear and
full face respirators with HEPA filters (EPA,
2008).
It should also be noted that NYCHA
residents have complained about NYCHA’s
process for mold remediation. Residents have
complained that NYCHA did not relocate
them during the mold removal process (most
likely, federal contamination guidelines that
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Immediately after Sandy, mold growth quickly
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Disperse Information about Opportunities
to lower demand on energy grid
The base load of electrical use strains our

Image 1.6a: Turn the Lights of Stickers. Source:
Berkley Green Computing

turning off lights in unoccupied rooms.
NYC Cool Roofs implements white roof
projects around the city. These projects use
a high albedo paint material that reflects the
energy from the sun off the roof, effectively
lowering energy demand to cool buildings
during heat waves. NYC Cool Roofs also
collect a number of groups and resources
provide opportunities to retrofit buildings to
lower energy demand. NYC Cool Roofs is an
exciting collaboration between NYC Service
and Department of Buildings to paint roofs
with that reflective paint in order to lower
energy demand during heat waves.

Left: Bus stops are an excellent example of
use of existing infrastructure to educate the
public about ongoing resiliency building
information, such as lowering energy
demand at home.
Bus stop on Madison St. Photo credit Pratt
Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013

RESOURCES
10 Tips to Saving Energy in Your Home:
http://www.dpandl.com/education/
efficiency-tips/top-10-tips-to-saveenergy-in-your-home/

Conclusion
Conclusion

existing electrical infrastructure system,
and leaves it vulnerable to disruption in
emergency and extreme weather events.
Many suggestions have been made, across
the board, about lowering energy use
through two major strategies. One strategy
is modifying human behavior, and the other
is structural changes to high-intensity power
use. Thus, a low-hanging fruit project for
GOLES could be to help disperse information
about opportunities to lower demand on
energy.
There are a number of things that
individuals can do to reduce their use of
electricity. For example, identifying ways to
spread information about lowering energy
demand is currently being conducted by
Consolidated Edison and National Grid, the
major energy utility company in the area.
Also, developers have access to preferable
9% Low Income Housing Tax Credits in New
York State (rather than less-desirable 4%) if
they meet a certain threshold of greening
instruments in their proposed development.
Individuals can weatherize their homes and
37

There are several state programs
that encourage energy efficiency retrofit
work. The New York State Weatherization
Assistance Program, accessed in the Lower
East Side through the Northern Manhattan
Improvement Corporation, provide direct
subsidies for weatherization work to tenants
and homeowners. NYSERDA also finances
weatherization projects at below market
rates. In return, residents will save money on
electricity by decreasing their usage.w
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See Appendix C for a pamphlet on
home energy savings which could be
distributed to residents
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/OBJECTIVE 2

Image on opposite page credit:
M’Finda Kalunga Community
Garden, Lower East Side - October
2012
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Neighbor to Neighbor Preparedness and Response Network.

2.2 Coordinate Pre-Storm Supply Points of Distribution in public housing
buildings and stock them with critical goods.
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Incorporate Vulnerable Populations
in Preparedness, Response, and
Recovery Planning

Two thirds of Lower East Side residents are located in high-risk natural disaster areas. The most
vulnerable populations are densely concentrated along the waterfront, where there is a high risk of
flooding. We defined “vulnerable” residents with limited mobility or special needs and who are already
socioeconomically burdened, who lack the resources necessary to adapt to, recover from, and rebound
beyond the challenges presented by a disaster. Using U.S. Census Bureau data, we selected 10 indicators
to measure of vulnerability among residents in a census tract, including foreign born populations,
linguistically isolated households, youth, elderly living alone, households with disabilities, populations of
color, single headed household families, population below the poverty line. Further, our research showed
many residents experience vulnerabilities not in isolation but in multiplicity1, and thus require complex
assistance. Our existing conditions report also identified the social infrastructure of the Lower East
Side as a strength towards the resiliency of the neighborhood. However, Superstorm Sandy revealed
opportunities for improvement in coordination and response. This objective seeks to address gaps in
response efforts by building on the strong social cohesion that already exist among residents in the
Lower East Side. It aims for a more inclusive and collaborative disaster planning process that addresses
the special needs of vulnerable populations.

Recommendations
Recommendations
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2

2.1 Partner with residents associations and World Cares Center to develop a

2.3 Inform decision-makers to ensure disaster service centers are located in
areas accessible to all members of the community and disaster-resilient.

2.4 Disseminate information on resources regarding health care preparedness.
2.5

Inform residents on Supplamental Nutrition Assistance Programs on how
to use EBT to obtain supplies in the event of a disaster and advocate for the
expansion of D-SNAP Program.

2.6 Survey Residents to better understand evacuation processes and plan for
future changes.

Conclusion

Conclusion
Conclusion
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1. For example, one could be a single headed household mother, who is person of color, living below the poverty line, and linguistically isolated, with a sensory disability, etc.
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Partner with residents associations and
WCC to establish Neighbor to Neighbor
Preparedness and Response Networks
Public emergency responders (EMT, National
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Graphic 2.1a: Neighbor to Neighbor Preparedness and Response work together to direct outside response agencies to prioritize special needs units. Conceptualization and
graphic by Pratt Fundamentals of Planning Studio Fall 2013

Image 2.1a: Residents help each other evacuate. Photo courtesy of NY Times
and local first responders, encourage resident
associations to develop a coordinated
floor captain and special task force
program for each building. The following
recommendation, which we have dubbed
the “Neighbor to Neighbor Preparedness
and Response Network,” is designed to train
and encourage residents to assist each other
as necessary until first responders arrive.
The National Organization on Disability has
found that well-organized, person-to-person
response networks are key to ensuring that

residents’ special needs are met (National
Organization on Disability 2009). A buildingbased network means fortifying neighborto-neighbor relationships, formalizing a
response structure, organizing the flow of
communication, and using that organization
to trigger an effective preparedness and
response program. This network would
also serve to supplement the Emergency
Information Communications Network
(EICN) as effective means to disseminate
information to residents.

3. This survey was conducted between May 15 through June 21, 2013 of a sample of 2,000 residents. Half of the residents were in evacuation Zone A. Households with at least one
member with limited mobility or special life assistance constituted one quarter of surveyed households in Zone A and non-Zone A

The components of the network could
include: (1) a buddy system program, where
each unit acts as a “buddy” for another unit
by holding a contact-information card that
includes any special needs they might have;
(2) Floor Captains who are CERT4 trained
and serve as assistants to residents. Floor
Captains would check in on residents on their
floor before a storm and after; (3) Building
Captains for every five to eight floors, to whom
floor captains would report the status of units,
emphasizing details on units with vulnerable
residents; (4) Base Captains at the ground

floor, to whom Building Captains report; and
(5) Special Task Force teams, CERT trained,
to meet the special needs of populations such
as the elderly, linguistically isolated, women
and children, and disabled. As noted by one
Disaster Preparedness Committee member,
this building-based CERT team could serve
as an opportunity to engage local youth and
provide them with important responsibilities5.
See infographic in Appendix D for more
details and other aspects of implementing
this recommendation.
The structure described above should

not be prescriptive, but should serve as an
example that can be modified according to
the specific needs and desires of building
residents. This network is meant to serve as a
communication tree, not as a hierarchical or
bureaucratic process. It is meant to strengthen
existing social ties, develop new partnerships,
facilitate more efficient communication,
and foster a more inclusive, collaborative,
localized response.
Currently, a similar type of floor
captain coordination is developing in the
Village East Mitchell-lama cooperative

4. NYC CERT trained, including 20 hours of instruction on local preparedness, fire safety, disaster medical operations, light search and rescue, team organization, and disaster
psychology (FEMA 2013 (a))
5. Interview with Disaster Preparedness Committee Members. November 14, 2013 at Ryan Nena Medical Center in New York, NY
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Guard, etc.) should be the primary responders
in ensuring resident safety. According to the
“Emergency Preparedness Resident Survey”
conducted by NYCHA, 65% of respondents
said they would rely on fire, police, and
other emergency personnel in the first 72
hours of a disaster3 (NYCHA 2013(a))---(See
chart 2.1a). However, Superstorm Sandy
taught us that these agencies may be slow
to respond to local needs, especially in the
event of a communication and power outage.
Our existing conditions report identified
neighbor-to-neighbor networks as a strength,
contributing significantly to the resiliency of
the Lower East Side. However, the NYCHA
survey showed that only 26% of respondents
would rely on people in their building in the
first 72 hours of disaster. Thus, there is an
opportunity for significant improvement in
neighbor-to-neighbor coordination in the
Lower East Side.
We
recommend
GOLES,
in
collaboration with the World Cares Center
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special needs registry. Recently, NYCHA
attempted to conduct a special needs
Emergency Preparedness survey by dropping
off fliers in NYCHA buildings. However,
those fliers are not accessible to many
residents, such as those with impaired vision
and those who speak different languages7.
The Disaster Preparedness Committee can
improve the effectiveness of NYCHA’s effort
by working with the Settlement Houses on
the Project Hope Program. The door-todoor outreach model of this program lends
itself well to reaching out to populations with
communication barriers. A special needs

University models of preparedness:
http://www.gallaudet.edu/dps/
emergency_preparedness_guide/floor_
captain_roles_and_responsibilities.html

registry would serve as a critical resource for
local emergency authorities, and the Special
Needs Task Force, before, during, and after
an emergency8. Ideally, trainings of floor
captains, building captains, and residents will
incorporate emergency responders (FDNY,
EMT, etc.). Simulations can be conducted
at schools and office buildings to develop
synergy between local volunteers and first
responders. The CERT program, done in
conjunction with NYC’s first responders, will
play an important role in training residents to
prepare each other. When residents are CERT
trained they become part of a team to be

6. Interview with Jacob Ley, Communications and Manhattan Programs Manager, World Cares Center. December 5, 2013
7. Interview with Anthony Rosario from the Hope Project on Nov 21, 2013 at University Settlement. New York, NY
8. Safeguards should be put in place to protect registrants’ privacy and confidential information, as well as a memorandum of understanding of when, how, and with whom this
information can be shared.

RESOURCES

Fire Prevention Floor Captain/
Warden: System. http://fire.columbus.
gov/uploadedFiles/Fire/Document_
Library/Fire_Prevention_Bureau/
Procedures_for_High-Rise_Buildings/
Publications/Safety%20Program%20
Emergency%20Procedures%20
for%20High-Rise%20Buildings.pdf

Image 2.1c: Knickerbocker Village - photo courtesy of The New York Observer, 2012
9. Phone Interview with Emily Accamando, outreach coordinator for Citizen Corps, OEM. December 2, 2013]
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Image 2.1b: CERT in Chinatown and OEM work together - photo courtesy of OEM

Above-- Chart 2.1a: Percentage of
responders would rely on particular agents
in the first 72 hours of disaster - image
courtesy of NYCHA 2013.
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deployed during an emergency. Having more
individuals trained in a building enables a
more coordinated response. This synergy will
enable effective and efficient preparedness
and response.
For the longer term, it is also
important to advocate for greater funding
and support from government agencies to
enable building-based response networks
and trainings. For example, currently OEM
and Red Cross conduct various types of
preparedness activities on a household and
district-level. However, no training program
exists for building-based coordination, let
alone programs specifically for multi-family
high-rises9. This is a need that is prevalent
in New York City and should be raised for
emergency management agencies to address.
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under the leadership of World Cares’
“Leading and Management Training Team.”
According to Jacob Ley, a World Cares
Center team member, the organization plans
to try something similar in other co-ops and
NYCHA buildings. Ley emphasizes the need
to customize each effort to each building’s
specific needs.
To implement this recommendation,
GOLES could work with residential
associations in the flood zone to solicit
leaders and coordinate Neighbor to Neighbor
Networks. Further, GOLES can support the
expansion of World Cares training programs
to provide residents with appropriate
technical assistance and training. According
to Jacob Ley, the average World Cares Center
floor-captains training program costs about
$5,000. Cost is an aggregate of total (1) staff
salary (including time necessary to research,
plan, coordinate, and deliver trainings),
(2) production costs (including printing,
marketing, and location rentals), and (3)
other organizational costs necessary to
operate World Cares Center trainings. For
a project of this scale, Ley estimates a need
for 200 staff hours for research, 20 staff hours
for coordination and preparation, and 1-24
hours to conduct the training. Training can
be completed over the course of three-to-five
days6.
Next, each participating building,
whether through the ground floor community
center, social service, or management, should
be encouraged to create a consent-based

Safety Programs and Emergency
Procedures with High Rise Buildings:
http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/
www/groups/public/@fire/documents/
webcontent/wcms1p-090101.pdf
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Collecting supplies for Sandy vistims - photo courtesy of Fox News 5

Locating these points of distribution
(“PODs”) in NYCHA buildings will (1) reduce
long lines at well-known post-storm points
of distribution, (2) improve organizational
distribution of donations and thus vulnerable
populations’ access to donations, and (3)
provide an opportunity to conduct last-

minute household preparedness education.
In addition to helping residents access
supplies, this program should be harnessed
as an opportunity to localize distribution
of information on the potential impact of a
disaster, and reeducate on preparedness.
For example, three days before a storm,

10. In the event of a power outage, leaving buildings without elevator service, it is suggested for vulnerable residents with special
needs evacuate to a shelter that can provide adequate medical services and other support.

11. See the recommendation under the first objective,
“Develop efficient and effective ways to disperse disaster
related communication for preparedness, response, and
recovery” for details on and disaster kits.
12. See recommendation to “Inform residents on how to use
EBT to obtain supplies in the event of a disaster.”

Aixa Torres, President of Residents Association at Smith Houses - photo courtesy of Serena Solomon of DNAInfo

this report. For example, when handing out
disaster kits11, or information on how to access
DSNAP benefits12, the committee can include
an infographic flyer on the critical supplies
necessary to be prepared for a disaster.
Opportunities
to
Implement:
Designate a portion of the Long-Term
Recovery Group disaster preparedness
supplies fund for pre-storm supplies. Work
with OEM, the Red Cross, food banks,
grocery stores, and religious institutions to
preempt disaster response by coordinating
supplies before a storm. Emphasize these
pre-storm preparedness efforts—and the
potential effectiveness of a public buildingbased POD—when applying for disaster
preparedness and response grants.

Conclusion
Conclusion

reduce the impact of a disaster in the
Lower East Side, residents need to be prepared
with critical supplies before a catastrophic
event. This recommendation envisions
designating centralized spaces for public
housing residents to access preparatory
goods, such as food and water, a few days
before a disaster. It also recommends using
this as an opportunity to reeducate residents
on household preparedness.
Further,
this
recommendation
seeks to adress gaps in the Lower East Side’s
shelter capacity by strengthening the ability
of residents to shelter in place. Currently,
there is only one small shelter, Seward Park
High School, designated to serve the entire
population of the Lower East Side (over
163,000 people). On the other hand, the
high-rise, steel-framed buildings along the
waterfront are able to withstand storm surge
and flooding, and therefore offer opportunities
for sheltering in place (FEMA 2013)10. The
goal is to bring supplies to residents in high
rise builidings and strengthen their ability to
shelter in place.
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Coordinate Pre-Storm PODs in subsidized
housing buildings and stock them with
supplies and educational materials
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2.2

community-based
organizations
in
the Long Term Recovery Group could
collaborate with tenants associations and
set up PODs on the ground floor near
elevators, entry-ways, or in community
centers. Each household, for example,
could receive a “goodie bag” with samples
of supplies and a more comprehensive
guideline of goods they should prepare (see
Appendix A for Basic Disaster Supplies Kit
recommended by FEMA) and perhaps
a map of where they can purchase these
goods to supply their home. At the POD
check out station, volunteers can distribute
contact cards and Ready NY pamphlets
that cater to individual household needs.
OEM has pamphlets specific for the elderly
and disabled, for various languages, for
pets, etc.
This also presents an opportunity
to inform people on where other, larger
post-storm PODs will be located or where
evacuation shelters are. As with the
Neighbor-to-Neighbor Response Network,
above, executing this recommendation will
involve working with tenant associations
in NYCHA developments. A key part of
this collaboration will involve information
distribution to NYCHA residents about
the new POD locations. This effort can be
easily folded into the other information
distribution efforts recommended by
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13. See Appendix E for Guidelines for VRCs created by Cleremont County Citizens Corps in Ohio

Nonprofit Finance Fund, Community
Resilience Fund (CRF)14
“CRF combines business advice with
innovative grant money over an 18-month
period, designed to make participating
organizations financially stronger
and more resilient in an era of scarce
resources. CRF will provide up to 20 NYC
organizations supporting vulnerable
populations with deep advisory services...
and Change Capital grants to a select
number of participants, allowing them to
move from planning to action.”

14. Find more information here: http://nonprofitfinancefund.org/CRF/Hom
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of these centers, their management, and
deployment plans need to be established as
soon as possible. Centers should be supplied
year round and operations plans reviewed
at least bi-annually. Collaboration with
Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) is
critical to accomplish this, as the geographic
dispersion of these organizations’ bases
will serve as important asset in providing
equitable distribution of these service centers.
Image 2.3a: CBOs and faith-based institutions serve as well-known locations for HUBs, PODs, and VRCs - photo
Currently, the Disaster Preparedness
courtesy of Erin Patrice O’Brien, 2013
Committee has very basic outlines for these
We recommend GOLES communicate CHECKLIST FOR SPECIAL centers based off World Cares Center and
FEMA guidelines, as well as a list of possible
strategic guidelines to coordinators of service
NEEDS SUPPORT AT
organizations to participate. However,
centers to maximize their capacity to serve the
SERVICE CENTERS
the Committee does not have the funding
community. Service centers, such as “HUBs”
Is there signage in multiple languages?
necessary to support these centers. This
(command centers with medical services,
Is there someone who could serve as a
recommendation serves to provide guidelines
call centers, etc.), Points of Distribution
translator to help manage?
for the selection of HUBs, PODs, and VRCs
or “PODs” (where critical supplies are
Does it provide a safe space for families,
especially children?
and offer funding opportunities.
distributed) and Volunteer Reception Centers
Does it have the capacity to hold charging
Reliable spaces for VRC13s and PODs
or “VRCs” (where volunteers are received
stations?
are difficult to come by in a dense urban area
and dispatched) should be strategically
Does it have internet/phone/wireless
that is vulnerable to flooding such as the Lower
capability or the potential for connectivity
located throughout the district to effectively
to
emergency
cell
towers?
East Side. We have drafted a framework below
accommodate the needs of all residents in
Is there a backup generator or potential to
to facilitate the challenging task of choosing
the area when a disaster occurs. The locations
house one?

FUNDING OPPORTUNITY
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Strategically locate HUBs, PODs, and
VRCs to maximize their capacity to
serve the community

Partnerships with local businesses (to supply
goods) and organizations willing to participate
(to serve as these hubs) should be drafted as
soon as the locations have been assessed and
agreed upon. Businesses such as local food
vendors, hardware stores, and pharmacies,
could help supply the PODs with critical
goods at centralized spaces. Coordinate with
OEM, Red Cross, and other disaster relief
agencies about these formally established
service centers so that donations and other
resources can be directed to appropriate
places. Finally, educate residents on these
locations during the pre-storm phase.
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2.3

appropriate locations for disaster relief
centers. Selection of appropriate locations
for disaster relief centers should include the
following to ensure their effectiveness: (1)
distance from the flood zone, (2) accessibility
by limited mobility residents, (3) minimum
space requirement for storage and people,
and (4) level of commitment by organization
responsible for space. We offer a series of
recommended public spaces that would be
appropriate locations.
Once these locations have been
selected, coordination between the LTRG,
participating organizations, and relevant
government agencies must then occur.

Text here
Possible locations to cluster these service centers to enable accessibility to residents throughout district. Facilities, community-based organizations, and faith-based
institutions that could serve as POD and VRC coordinators. Created by Chelsea Kelley, Pratt Fundamentals of Planning Studio Fall 2013.
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Disseminate information and resources
regarding health care preparedness
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Doctor at-home visit - photo courtesy of Peter Cihelka
of The Free Lance-Star, 2013

needs. This information should be dispersed
in multiple languages prior to the disaster at
PODs, health facilities, and through CBOs/
tenant associations to ensure the information
reaches their residents. Information regarding
proper medical storage methods can be
found in the “Safe Drug Use After a Natural
Disaster” document provided by the FDA
(see Appendix F.2 for insulin storage during
emergency).
It is also important prior to the event
that residents with critical needs have their
medical information readily available and
written down in English. Compiling this
information will not only be helpful for

checking off needs prior to an evacuation,
but also for first responders who may need
that information before providing medical
attention. This will also serve the Neighbor
to Neighbor Preparedness and Response
Network (see the recommendation 2.1)
and will encourage residents to be aware of
their neighbors special medical needs. For
example, first responders need to know if a
housing unit has an oxygen tank in it, which
can pose a threat in the event of a fire, and
should be marked on the apartment door.
This is something that a neighbor in this
network should be aware of. We recommend
the Committee encourage residents to (1)
record their medical information or (2)
obtain an information card from their health
facilities (see tag provided on next page). It
is also recommended that the Committee
promote existing special needs registries
that help inform first responders identify
residents who do not have critical needs
in the event of disaster. This registry will
be subject to guarantees regarding quality
assurance and protection of information to
protect the privacy of residents. Especially
for public housing residents and those with

12. U.S. Census 2010 did not colllect disability data. Census 2000 is the most recent information available on dsabilities on the census tract level in the Lower East Side.

1. See http://
www.nola.gov/
ready/health/special-needs/
2. See http://www.
phe.gov/preparedness/planning/
epap/pages/default.aspx).
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information and resources
regarding the proper storage of medications
both for the individual and for shelters prior
to disaster. Ensure special needs residents
have an information card with contact info
and special needs.
People with critical needs, especially
those in need of temperature-sensitive
medication or equipment that relies on
electricity, found themselves highly vulnerable
in the days following Superstorm Sandy. There
is a high concentration of elderly disabled in
the Lower East Side. According to the U.S.
Census 200012, there are 13 census tracts in
Community District 3 where half the elderly
population is disabled; in some tracts, they
are concentraed up to 77%. (See Appendix
F.1 for map and more details on elderly and
disabled populations in the Lower East Side).
This presents a major issue in the event of
disaster, particularly for those who rely on
refrigerated medication (such as insulin) or
durable medical equipment (DMEs), such as
respirators and oxygen tanks. Thus, it is crucial
for all residents dependent on these critical
needs to be well prepared and informed on
how to properly store medication and/or
relocate to places that can meet their specific

helped in the event of disaster similar to New
Orleans’s registry.
It is crucial that residents receive
information on how to access medication
if they do not have proper identification.
We recommend informing residents of the
Emergency Prescription Assistance Program
(EPAP), which helps residents obtain critical
needs should they not have proper medication.
According to the Office of the Assistance
Secretary for Preparedness and Response’s
Public Health Emergency, “the purpose
of the EPAP is to perform the activities
related to processing prescription drug
claims for medications and durable medical
equipment (DME) for designated eligible
individuals in a Federally-identified disaster
area.” EPAP allows any enrolled pharmacy
in the United States and its territories to
use existing electronic pharmacy systems
as an infrastructure to efficiently process
prescriptions and DME for individuals that
are eligible for the Emergency Prescription
Assistance Program.15
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Disseminate

and promoting such an asset at community
events or in literature. This is also something
that can be incorporated into the previous
recommendation about informing residents,
and should be included in the information
distributed at PODs.
NYC’s
Special
Initiative
for
Rebuilding and Resiliency (SIRR) report
announced financial incentives (in the form
of sales tax waivers, grants, and interest-free
loans) for retrofitting a limited number of
nursing homes and adult care facilities—
as well as other primary care and mental
health clinics—to support the installation
of emergency power solutions for A/C
systems & electric systems (SIRR, 2013). This
would ensure that those with access to those
facilities can refrigerate their medication and
operate their DMEs. The SIRR also called for
pharmacies to become more power resilient,
by installing back-up generator systems.
The report also suggests creating a NYCHA
public housing registry of elderly or disabled
residents so that they can be contacted and
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special medical needs, this can be a sensitive
issue.
NY State Home Energy Fair
Practices Act (HEFPA) requires utility
companies to inform residents with life
support of upcoming energy reductions;
however, the list of residents is a voluntary
registry. A shorter-term component of this
recommendation is to inform all residents
using refrigerated medications and DMEs to
sign up for the registry. Something similar
has been enacted in New Orleans, Louisiana
in response to Hurricane Katrina. Run by the
NOLA Health Department, the registry does
not guarantee assistance and is primarily a
way for first responders to appropriately plan
and prepare for a disastrous event14. Though
the registry does offer some promise to those
with critical medical needs, the system itself
is online which is not necessarily accessible to
all residents. We recommend the Committee
help residents with these critical needs sign up
for New York’s registry in person. This could
take the form of a tabling or announcement

Figure 2.4: Sample Emergency Medical Information Tag - courtesy of MedicTag.org
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Image 2.5a: Electronic Benefit Transfer machine photo courtesy of Northshore Locavore

these benefits, residents must apply in
person with a Food and Nutrition Services
worker at a designated D-SNAP facility. The
program is intended to provide temporary
food assistance for households affected by a
widespread disaster. Recipients get one month
of SNAP benefits at the maximum allowed for

16. This involves swiping the SNAP card in an electronic reader, as with any credit or debit card.

the voucher form, create their own form,
or maintain a notebook of SNAP manual
voucher transactions that includes all
required information.
A sample guide of step-by-step instructions
on how to use manual vouchers is included in
Appendix G.

REQUIRED
INFORMATION FOR
MANUAL VOUCHERS
Date and time of transaction
Store FNS number
Total purchase amount (be sure to not
charge tax for hot or prepared foods)
Card number
Cardholder name
Cardholder signature
Clerk signature
Voucher Number:
“Official” voucher forms are preprinted with voucher numbers. If
retailers must use copied vouchers or
notebooks/lists, they will have to create
a voucher number for each transaction
in order to get paid later. The number
can be any 7-digit number other than
“0000000”.

Conclusion
Conclusion

disaster to SNAP recipients and participating
businesses. After Sandy, with so many areas
lacking electricity, stores that would have
been able to accept Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program vouchers (“SNAP”) via
Electronic Benefits Transfer (“EBT”) were
not able to process these transactions using
the standard method16. People without cash
on hand were turned away. However, many
retailers may not know how to use manual
vouchers. Or, they may know about the
vouchers but are afraid they will not receive
payment. By providing instructions, forms,
and information about emergency waivers
from New York State, retailers will be more
likely to process a manual voucher (596
Acres, 2012).
Another resource for acquiring food
and clean drinking water is the D-SNAP
program (Disaster-SNAP), which is separate
from regular SNAP benefits. These benefits
are only available to eligible residents who
have suffered loss due to a disaster (usually
designated by zip code). In order to receive

the household’s size, as long as that household
is not in receipt of regular SNAP benefits. The
program can also facilitate the issuance of
supplemental SNAP benefits to households
already in receipt of ongoing SNAP benefits.
D-SNAP is designed to respond to disaster
situations where a large number of households
have disaster-related expenses that are not
typically considered when determining
eligibility for SNAP, and where the need is
so great and pervasive that the streamlined
process and expanded eligibility criteria of
the D-SNAP is warranted.
When a disaster occurs in New York
State and a county has received a Presidential
Major Disaster Declaration for Individual
Assistance, and the local social services
district for that county requests approval to
operate a Disaster Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (D-SNAP), the New
York State Office of Temporary and Disability
Assistance (OTDA) will submit an application
on behalf of the local social services district
requesting the United States Department
of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) permission for

We also recommend GOLES continue
its advocacy with the Long Term Recovery
Group to expand the D-SNAP program.
These benefits should be made available in
more zip codes, including those victimized
by looters, and affected residents should be
allowed more time to apply. Two coalitions of
elected officials — Manhattan-based officials
at the city and state level, led by state Senator
Daniel Squadron, and citywide officials at
the federal level, led by Congressman Jerrold
Nadler — urged the City’s Human Resources
Administration (which is handling D-SNAP
distribution) to make the program more
accessible.
This recommendation could be
implemented all over the Lower East Side
by using Committee members’ existing
community organizing structure. As part
of the ongoing outreach, grocery stores,
bodegas, and other retailers that accept
EBT SNAP benefits can learn about manual
vouchers and emergency preparedness. A
fact sheet with frequently asked questions
and step-by-step instructions on how to use
manual vouchers can be left behind with the
owner or manager, or posted in the store.
This recommendation can be
implemented at relatively low cost. Retailers
can obtain free manual vouchers by calling
the JP Morgan EFS Retail and Field Support
Office at 1-800-350-8533. However, if
disaster strikes, retailers are not required to
use the official paper vouchers. According
to JP Morgan, a third-party EBT processor,
stores need only capture certain required
information. Stores can make copies of
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Distribute guidelines on the use of EBT during

the local social services district to operate
D-SNAP (NYSOTDA 2013).
D-SNAP is a completely different
program from the regular Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP),
with different eligibility and verification
standards and benefit amounts based solely
on household size. Therefore, there are many
disaster survivors who will be eligible for
D-SNAP who are not eligible for ongoing
SNAP, including immigrants and those who
suffered extreme losses but exceeded usual
SNAP income guidelines. D-SNAP also
allows current SNAP recipients to receive
increased SNAP benefits in the event of a
disaster. Until its application period ended
on Dec. 18, 2012 after Superstorm Sandy,
D-SNAP was available to eligible Manhattan
residents only within the 10002 zip code as
well as those within Coney Island and Red
Hook Brooklyn, Far Rockaway, Queens and
parts of Staten Island’s southeastern shore.
Several elected officials (including
State Senator Daniel Squadron) advocated
for the expansion of D-SNAP immediately
following Superstorm Sandy. Advocates
want these benefits to be available before the
storm hits, and they want a more streamlined
application process. The Long Term Recovery
Group Case Management Committee has
supported elected officials in working with
HRA to meet these goals.
However, there has not been a
coordinated effort to provide information to
SNAP beneficiaries about accessing benefits
in the event of a disaster, or to business
owners about the use of manual vouchers.
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2.5
Inform SNAP recipients on how to use EBT to
obtain supplies in the event of a disaster and
advocate for D-SNAP expansion

Retailers may find it easiest to start
with “0000001” and count up with
every new transaction.
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After disaster events, survey residents to
better understand evacuation process and
necessary future changes
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whenever possible, to lessen the possibility
of gridlock and being stranded on a roadway
during a disaster. However, the city does
not have their designated evacuation routes
publicly available via the internet ahead of
time, and there is no indication that the city
or the MTA have made any plans for special
transportation services to be available to
assist in evacuations (NYCOEM(b) 2013).
NYCHA acts as an exception to this
rule. Ahead of Superstorm Sandy, NYCHA
provided buses to take residents from NYCHA
complexes to OEM evacuation centers (Gibbs
et al. 2013). For the Lower East Side, however,
the limitations of the OEM Evacuation
Center system (a capacity of 10,000), as well
as legal concerns and lack of information

Image 2.6a: Project Hope employees - photo courtesy of
Henry Street Settlement, 2013

and appreciation of the seriousness of the
disaster, limited the efficacy of this service.
In fact, over 40 percent of NYCHA residents
citywide who live in flood-prone areas were
found by a recent survey to lack familiarity
with evacuation routes, where shelters
were located, and how to get assistance in
evacuating (NYCHA(a) 2013).
As a response to Superstorm Sandy,
GOLES is working with the Urban Justice
Center and members of the community to
survey Lower East Side residents to help
document the effect the storm had in the area.
This will help build upon the NYCHA survey
and other studies done in the aftermath of the
storm. The results of this survey will likely
prove invaluable in focusing recovery and
resiliency planning efforts. However, due to
the dynamic nature of the Lower East Side, the
circumstances and effects of future disasters
are likely to be different from those of Sandy.
Therefore, the aftermath of all future disaster
events that involve an evacuation should spur
further survey work to ensure that resiliency
efforts are continuously updated.

Conclusion
Conclusion

a survey with residents to gain
an understanding of current evacuation
patterns to better inform how to improve
future evacuation plans. In New York,
evacuation can be either recommended
or mandatory, through the order of the
mayor, with guidance provided through
the NYC Office of Emergency Management
(OEM). However, there is a lack of clear,
publicly available information on where
exactly residents are expected to go during
evacuations, and how they are expected reach
their final destinations. Evacuees are directed
to stay with family or friends where possible,
and “in a planned evacuation... the City will
advise residents of which areas are impacted
and provide guidance on how the evacuation
will proceed. In the case of coastal storms,
designated routes have been identified
throughout the city to effectively get people
from low-lying hazard areas safely to higher
ground” (NYCOEM(b) 2013). Direction is
given to residents to develop alternative plans
for evacuation, as primary transportation
routes may not be available. Residents are
also advised to use mass transportation
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GOLES’s work in conducting surveys through a resident to resident outreach approach is a best practice that enables the
inclusion of more people throughout LES in resiliency. Engaging through youth groups and religious organizations can also help
to strengthen a sense of community and teamwork around disaster preparedness. Above: Chang Te Buddhist Association of New
York. Photo credit Pratt Fundamentals of Planning Studio Fall 2013.
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3.1 Advocate for a National Flood Insurance Program that accomodates dense
urban environments.
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Our existing conditions researched revealed that gentrification increases the costs of living for CD3
community members, adding to the burden experienced by vulnerable populations, and threatening to
displace residents. Gentrification removes vulnerable populations from the life-saving social fabric of the
Lower East Side, threatening vulnerable residents’ ability to withstand a disaster. This section gears its
recommendations towards community-based organizations and small businesses that provide affordable
services to meet community needs. We emphasize the businesses that help to keep life in the Lower East
Side affordable, and help foster social development of the area by hiring locally and acting as informal
gathering spaces for area residents. Indeed, these businesses act as a pillar of the social infrastructure
of the community. The strength of these local businesses and CBOs are the crux of Lower East Side’s
resiliency. Thus it is necessary that they themselves are resilient to disaster in order to resume critical
services that these organizations provide to the community.
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3

Strengthen capacity of CommunityBased Organizations and Small
Businesses to Withstand Disaster,
Continue Operations, and Rebound

3.2 Encourage community-based organizations and small businesses to
complete a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP).

Conclusion

Conclusion
Conclusion
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Image 3.1a: NFIP fails to accomodate realities of NYC’s dense urban environment - photo courtesy of CBS NY

structure. In some cases, flood insurance is
cheaper than post-disaster assistance loans.
For example, a $50,000 disaster-assistance loan
at a government-subsidized 4% interest rate
means monthly payments of $240 a month,
or $2,880 a year, for 30 years. Compare that to
$50,000 of flood insurance covering contents,
which, for a non-residential building on 11th
street and Avenue C, costs less than $400 a
year, or about $33 a month3. But a few blocks
east, flood insurance costs much more than
the price of disaster-assistance loans. For

example, flood insurance covering contents
of a non-residential building on the corner
of Ninth Street and Avenue D might cost as
much as $2,123 a year. Building and contents
coverage for the same building might cost as
much as $4,807 a year.
Unlike small businesses, chain stores
and large firms can afford to pay flood
insurance premiums due to economies of
scale (Dixon et al. 2013, xviii). For example,
large businesses often buy comprehensive
insurance from private companies. These

1. The contents-coverage in the example provided covers all building locations, including the basement. The premium would be even less if the tenant did not insure contents in the
basement against flooding, and less still if the building were residential. However, the premium would be more to insure the building (including the basement) as well as its contents.
However, even then the premium would cost only $1,016 a year. Flood insurance agents can be found using the directory provided on the NFIP on its website, www.floodsmart.gov, and
prices do not vary by agent. (www.floodsmart.gov)
2. This may have to do with lack of knowledge of risk exposure and misconceptions of insurance as a short-term “investment” that should bring a return (i.e. a claim) rather than a
form of long-term protection. (SIRR 2013).
3. FEMA defines a “special flood hazard” area as one in which there is at least a one in four chance of flooding every 30 years (www.floodsmart.gov).

Graphic 3.1a: Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 - photo courtesy of FEMA

4. See Title V of the Reigle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994 (“NFI Reform Act”).
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the growing movement to reform
National Flood Insurance policies to
provide small businesses and communitybased organizations with access to sensible,
affordable flood insurance. Informal
interviews with business owners and managers
of property located in the Lower East Side
revealed that many are not insured against
flooding, even when that property is located
within a FEMA-designated “Special Flood
Hazard Area.1” This finding, though alarming,
comports with the estimated proportion of
insured small businesses located in high-risk
flood zones city-wide (5-10%) (Dixon et al.
2013, xvii). In the Lower East Side, almost all
of our uninsured interviewees cited the cost
of flood insurance premiums as the reason
for remaining uninsured2.
The price of flood insurance varies
significantly by type of desired coverage,
location, property elevation and building

created new requirements for policyholders:
In order to reduce premiums, policyholders
must alter their buildings in certain ways to
mitigate the risk of damage from a storm
surge or flooding event.
The NFIP offers policyholders a
variety of opportunities to decrease premiums
through mitigation activities. However,
certain mitigation activities are required
before policyholders can obtain any premium
decrease. The Program distinguishes between
residential and non-residential building uses.
Currently, in order to reduce premiums, all
policyholders are required to protect the
part of their building that lies below the base
flood elevation of their area. The details of
this mitigation activity are addressed later in
this report. For the purposes of this section, it
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Advocate for a National Flood Insurance
Program that Accomodates Dense
Urban Environments

Currently, any property owner or
tenant may purchase flood insurance as long
as their property is within a “community” that
participates in the National Flood Insurance
Program (“NFIP”). The five boroughs of
New York City participate in the NFIP
as one community. Individual insurance
premiums vary by location, elevation and
building structure. Though building owners
and tenants receive different types of flood
insurance at different costs, both have an
interest in improving a building’s capacity to
withstand a flood, as this is factored into the
price of insurance for both. In July of 2012,
the U.S. Congress passed the Bigger-Waters
Flood Reform Act, which increases NFIP
premiums for property located in a special
flood hazard area. Further, the legislation
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policies typically include broad flood
insurance and business interruption coverage
(NYC(b) 2013, 96). Insured firms have less
of a reason to avoid the flood hazard areas
of the Lower East Side. As addressed in our
existing conditions report, large flooding
events are expected to occur regularly due to
global warming and the increasing intensity
of storms. Therefore, we predict an increase
in businesses that can afford insurance (chain
stores), and a decrease in businesses that
cannot (affordable community needs-serving
stores) in the special flood hazard area of the
Lower East Side. In other words, lack of flood
insurance among affordable community
needs-serving businesses will contribute to
the commercial gentrification of the Lower
East Side.
Further, flood insurance is required
for property owners seeking to obtain federal
(or federally related) financial assistance for
buildings in high-risk flood areas4 (FDIC
2012). This means that if the owner, or
potential owner of a building, in a special
flood hazard area in the Lower East Side wants
to secure a loan for acquiring, constructing
or substantially improving a building, she
will have limited options unless she obtains
flood insurance. Lack of flood insurance
among building owners in the Lower East
Side narrows potential sources of funding
for fortifying the built environment. As
addressed later in this report, flood proofing
the built environment is no small task, and
building owners’ ability to access a variety of
funding sources is a crucial step towards that
end.
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Graphic 3.1b: Alternative mitigation strategies to reduce premiums. By Jordan Zimolka, Pratt Institute
Fundamentals of Planning Fall 2013.

Image 3.1b: SIRR Report 2013 - image courtesy of the
mayor’s office

affordability issues to reform the NFIP.
·Low income policyholders should receive
means-tested vouchers to help them afford
flood insurance premiums
· Develop FEMA-endorsed flood protection
standards and certifications for existing
urban buildings
· Elevation-alternative flood protection
standards should be recognized by FEMA
· Call on FEMA to recognize mixed-use
buildings as a distinct building category
· If building occupancy is more than 75%
residential, it is considered a residential
building. Less than 75% residential
occupancy and the building is considered
non-residential. Currently, only nonresidential buildings located in high-risk
flood areas can reduce insurance premiums
through certified flood-proofing designs
other than elevation. FEMA should recognize
a mixed-use building category, and permit
those buildings to reduce premiums through
elevation-alternative flood proofing designs.
· Call on FEMA to develop mitigation credits
for elevation-alternative resiliency measures

· Study approaches for New York City to join
FEMA’s Community Rating System program
· Support the goals of the NYS 2100
Commission to protect New York State,
consumers, and businesses
· Call on NY State to improve policyholder
awareness at the point of sale or renewal
·
Launch a consumer education campaign
on flood insurance
· Launch an engagement campaign targeting
insurers.
Essentially,
the
SIRR
report
recommends national legislation to change
NFIP to better reflect the realities of an
urban environment. Further, the report
urges FEMA to expand access to premium
reduction through alternative risk mitigation
activities. For example, a community
can mitigate risk—without elevating its
buildings—through weatherproofing, green
infrastructure and storm water management
initiatives. Further, a community can mitigate
risk of damage through improved flood
warning and response programs and drainage
system maintenance. Combined, these efforts
might reduce flood damage to the extent
achieved by building elevation and, therefore,
substantially contribute to NFIP’s solvency.
We recommend the Disaster
Preparedness Committee support the
initiatives identified in the SIRR report
by joining the movement advocating for
affordable flood insurance legislation.
Residents of Red Hook have created
an organization focused on this issue, called
Sandy Survivors for Affordable Insurance
Legislation. Currently they are in the process

of petitioning legislators to consider the
initiatives identified by the Bloomberg
administration in the SIRR report.
New York City’s status as an NFIP
community provides rare opportunities
for collaboration and cost-sharing among
individuals and groups in the five boroughs.
The Disaster Preparedness Committee
should identify groups serving special flood
hazard areas in New York City, and urge
them to join the movement for affordable
insurance legislation. Further, the Committee
should make special note of those areas that,
due to the updated flood insurance maps,
have been newly designated as special flood
hazard area. With premiums rising by orders
of magnitude, people in these areas have
a heightened incentive to take part in this
initiative.

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRMs) are used to determine
who must buy flood insurance and
where floodplain development
regulations apply. Learn more about
your coastal flood risk by visiting
http://www.region2coastal.com/
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The NFIP does not reflect the realities of
an urban environment characterized by
massive, attached high-rises made of brick
and concrete. Further, elevation requires
eliminating ground floor uses, which limits
economic activity and deprives the city of
much-needed residential space. The CRS has
the potential to act as a powerful incentive and
guideline for the City to become more resilient
against flooding while reducing premiums
for policyholders, encouraging participation
in the NFIP, and therefore contributing to
the solvency of the program. However, the
NFIP, as it stands, is prohibitively costly and
incentivizes building owners to bear the risk
of flooding.
The Special Initiative for Rebuilding
and Resiliency report (SIRR 2013, 101-03)
proposed a number of initiatives to reform
the NFIP model, which include:
· Support Federal efforts to address
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suffices to understand that, in order to reduce
premiums, no residential uses are permitted
below the base flood elevation. Nonresidential uses are permitted below the base
flood elevation, but only if certain structural
requirements are satisfied.
Further, the most significant
opportunity for premium reduction is
offered through NFIP’s community rating
system (“CRS”), an incentive program that
encourages flood risk mitigation activities
beyond NFIP requirements. Participation
in the CRS is voluntary, and operates, by
law, at the community level. In other words,
before a single policyholder can access
CRS discounts, her entire community must
satisfy basic flood management and risk
mitigation requirements set by NFIP, as well
as the additional requirements set by the
CRS program. As mentioned above, the five
boroughs of New York City act, by choice, as a
single NFIP community. The benefit of a large
NFIP community is shared costs: the cost of

bringing the flood-prone portion of the city
into compliance with the NFIP is spread
across a large number of people. On the other
hand, in a large community, interested parties
have the onerous burden of galvanizing
enough political support for the task.
The CRS provides communities with
the opportunity to reduce flood insurance
premiums through a variety of risk mitigation
activities, categorized as public information,
mapping and regulations, flood damage
reduction, and flood preparedness. Many of
these activities are within the political and
fiscal means of New York City. However, as
mentioned above, participation in the CRS
requires buildings be flood-proofed up to
the base flood elevation of the area. These
requirements reflect a desperate effort to
save the NFIP from insolvency, and a general
public policy that favors detached singlefamily homes in suburban environments.
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“Urge FEMA to expand access
to premium reduction through
alternative risk mitigation
activities. For example, a
community could mitigate risk—
without elevating its buildings—
through weatherproofing, green
infrastructure and storm water
management initiatives.”
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--Neighborworks America, 2009

Planning

for interruptions is critical for
a community-based organization. We
recommend GOLES encourage businesses
and non-profits in the Lower East Side to adopt
a Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP). A
comprehensive plan will include measures to
(1) protect the safety of employees, (2) enable
workers to get to work, (3) protect essential
equipment, records, contacts, and other
assets, (4) reduce disruptions such as internet
connectivity, and (5) identify relocation or
alternate sites (Office for Fair Housing and
Equal Opportunity 2007). Completing a
Continuity of Operations Plan (“COOP”) will
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Image 3.2: Small businesses in Site 1 - photo courtesy of Pratt Studio Fall 2013

help CBOs and small businesses avoid delays
in paper work, prevent destruction of paper
records, and minimize the loss of financial,
programmatic, and client data. COOPs
preserve the organization’s structure, tools
and resources so it can continue to serve the
community immediately following a disaster.
Continuity plans should also include
considerations of necessary pre-disaster
communication or warning with those in

supply chain or partner services to minimize
risk and harm to clients or customers.
Preparation includes not only ensuring the
safety and function of the organization or
business itself, but also of its services which
are essential to responding to disaster. For
example, in San Francisco’s technological
disaster in 2001, National Voluntary
Organizations Active in Disaster (“VOAD”)
staff made calls to home-based care providers

· Continuity of Operations Plan--introduction, sample, questions to ask your
organization, sample contact phones and go-kits, essential partner forms.
http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/FHEO-DisasterToolkit.pdf (pg 40-51)
· Collaborating Agencies Responding to Disaster (CARD) who provide
technical assistance for agencies to create COOP plans http://cardcanhelp.
org/tools-and-resources/continuity-of-operations-planning-coop
· Tech Soup’s Guide for Disaster Planning for Resilient Organizations
(For non-profits and public libraries) http://www.techsoup.org/
SiteCollectionDocuments/resilient-organization-pdf-document.pdf
· Neighborworks America Disaster Prep Manual for Community
Development Organizations. http://www.nw.org/network/documents/
DisasterPreparednessManual.pdf
· OEM Tutorial COOP Plan for businesses. http://www.dhses.ny.gov/oem/
planning/documents/NYS-Business-Continuity.pdf
· Sample plan/check list for businesses by Non-Profit Community
Coordinating Committee of New York (NPCCNY) http://www.ready.gov/sites/
default/files/documents/files/sampleplan.pdf
· Communications, Protection, Readiness: NPower’s Nonprofit Guide to
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery http://www.att.com/Common/
files/pdf/NPower_cpr_guide.pdf
· Tools for Online Backup of information and overview of programs such as
MozyPro, Carbonite, and JungleDisk. http://www.idealware.org/online_data_
backup
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“The single most valuable thing
any nonprofit agency can do
to aid in disaster recovery in
their community is to establish
and maintain its own disasterresistant organization”

HELPFUL RESOURCES
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Introduction

Encourage CBOs and small businesses to
develop a Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP)
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and Meals on Wheels to inform them of
upcoming energy reductions, enabling
these organizations to make proper
arrangements in advance (National
Organization on Disabilities 2009).
There are many resources available
to guide organizations through the process
of developing continuity and disaster
preparedness plans (see list below).
Suggested plans range across levels of
comprehensiveness and costs. However,
for the most part, plans simply guide
organizations on how to organize thoughts
and develop thorough plans to handle a
disaster. Generally, the first steps are to (a)
determine critical services and functions
of the organization or business during
disaster, (b) address information storage
(including technological opportunities for
storage and safekeeping as well as exploring
possibilities of back up equipment, handcrank or solar powered for laptops and
small electronics), and (c) conduct risk
analysis and prepare staff to respond.
CBOs and small businesses that formulate
emergency preparedness plans are more
likely to minimize damage and loss, and
more quickly rebound after a disaster.
Ensuring these entities are prepared will
not only strengthen the resiliency of CBOs
and their clients, but also the overall
socioeconomic resiliency of the Lower East
Side.

· See Appendix on Funding directory for recovery resources for small
businesses and CBOs, including resources to access disaster recovery
funding and non-monetary capital.
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4.1 Advocate for necessary legislation to allow microgrids to be created and
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The Lower East Side was originally low-lying, swampy marshland. Although the area was built up over
time, these original characteristics of the land still affect neighborhood conditions. For example, what
were once streams and ponds above ground may still exist underground or cause a high water table
in those areas, a theory that many “urban explorers” document in the sewer system all over the city
(Gibberd 2007). It is on this base that New York City has built its infrastructure system, and the piecemeal
way in which it was built is now being tested in the face of increasing extreme storm events. One of the
underlying infrastructure issues that we identified in our existing conditions research was the issue of
combined sewer outfalls (CSOs), where raw sewage overflows into NYC’s water bodies because the sewage
treatment facilities are easily overwhelmed in precipitation events. About 27 billion gallons of raw sewage
are discharged into NYC’s waterways annually. There are a number of ways to reduce CSO events, many
of which are aimed at controlling stormwater, either preventing it from entering the sewer system at all or
retaining it so that it does not enter the sewer system until the peak load on the system has passed. This
objective, to improve the resiliency of the infrastructure network, aims to improve both the day-to-day
functioning of the infrastructure network in the Lower East Side, and the ability of these systems to react
to and rebound from storms and other disaster events.
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4

Improve the Resiliency of Sewage,
Power, Telecommunications, and
Transportation Infrastructure Networks

implemented in New York City.

4.2 Collaborate with NYC Green Infrastructure Program to conduct
strategically-placed green infrastructure projects.

4.3 Organize volunteer tree plantings with the NYC Department of Parks and
Recreation in areas that lack a tree canopy.

Conclusion

Conclusion
Conclusion
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Graphic 4.1a: Example of microgrid pilot project. Image created by Chelsea Kelley, Pratt Institute Fall 2013

increase overall energy efficiency, improved
environmental performance and local electric
system reliability. Many of the benefits gained
from a microgrid system are determined
by pre-existing energy infrastructure, and
planned expansion of local power sources.
If a building employs solar and wind energy
power, that building will not be subjected
to market-volatility in the energy market.
(NYSERDA, 2010)

If a grid is connected to the regional
electric grid, some savings can come from
selling excess energy to utility companies,
other microgrid customers, or wholesale
markets facilitated by New York Independent
System Operator. On average, New York loses
5-10% of power delivered from the macrogrid to each unit through electrical physical
infrastructure. Generating energy on-site will
make energy production more efficient.

RESOURCES
Many Federal and State incentives
are outlined in the Database for State
Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency
(DSIRE) here: http://www.dsireusa.org/
incentives/index.cfm?state=us. Other
New York State funding opportunities
can be found at New York State Energy
Research & Development Authority’s
(NYSERDA) website here: http://www.
nyserda.ny.gov/Funding-Opportunities/
Current-Funding-Opportunities.aspx
Other NYSERDA residential programs
for energy efficiency:
h t t p : / / w w w. n y s e r d a . n y. g o v/
BusinessAreas/Energy-Efficiency-andRenewable-Programs/Residential.aspx
The City of New York also offers tax
abatements to property owners for solar
installations, which can be found here:
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dob/html/
sustainability/solar_panels.shtml

Conclusion
Conclusion

Due to flooding during Sandy, the 14th street
ConEd Power Station short-circuited. This
power outage left thousands of residents,
critical infrastructure, and hospitals without
power. Even the Lower East Side evacuation
shelter was left without power. Advocating
for an energy grid that is more redundant,
flexible, and independent is crucial for
ensuring uninterrupted power supply during
future heat waves and flooding events. There
are three levels of advocacy that communitybased organizations can take to create a more
resilient energy distribution system: advocate
for clear policies encouraging microgrid
installation, local energy distribution
autonomy, and integrating renewable energy
sources into the energy grid.
“Microgrids” act as system that links
multiple power generation sources that can be
connected to the larger energy grid system, or
disconnected to function on its own, in a time
of emergency. There are several benefits to
instituting microgrids: lowered energy costs,

guidelines for streamlining microgrid
development and regulatory compliance.
New York State should compile all incentives
that relate to microgrid development to be
made accessible to the public. Government
agencies at all levels related to energy
independence, efficiency, and sustainability
should create specific incentives that
encourage development of micro-grid
systems. All publicly supported micro-grid
project plans should be made available to the
public to encourage replication of successes.
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Conclusion

Encourage government officials to
recognize “microgrids” as a legal entity, and
incorporate advance monitoring & renewable
energy sources into these microgrids

State. As an electric generator site, micro-grids
would be subject to a host of environmental,
consumer, and property laws. This complex
system of regulation, known as the Public
Service Law, is under the jurisdiction of
the New York State Public Commission.
Microgrids are not a legal entity within
New York State Law, but are not considered
illegal. Due to the varying nature of electrical
generation and distribution networks on
private property and across public lines, each
case of micro-grid development is being
judged on an independent basis to meet
Public Service Law. If a micro-grid reaches
across private or public property boundaries
to meet one or more other customers, it is
likely these grids will be considered electrical
corporations subject to similar, but possibly
lighter, regulation. Some micro-grid systems
incorporating cogeneration and thermal
distribution may face similar regulation to
a steam corporation, but may fall in a State
exempt tax status due to the small capacity
of a microgrid. All micro-grids that cross a
public street must gain consent from New
York City municipal government. Operating
a micro-grid requires approval of PSL by
obtaining a Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity. The federal Hurricane Sandy
Task Force’s Rebuilding Strategy identified
a more redundant and resilient energy
infrastructure as a top priority (HUD 2013).
(We encourage the government at the state
and city level to adopt a statutory definition
of “microgrid” and to formalize this legal
entity. The New York State Public Service
Commission and NYSERDA should establish
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4.1

In the case of power outages and
energy security, microgrids provide an
immediate benefit in this regard. Microgrids
also include an advanced metering
infrastructure and automated control systems
to maximize energy efficiency and delivery
during energy disruptions. This system is
known as Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI). It employs the power of smart
metering, home area networks, integrated
communications,
data
management
applications, and standardized software
interfaces (NETL, 2008). This control would
be centralized in a Local Area Network (LAN)
which will be able to manage the complex two
way relationship between the microgrid and
the larger energy grid. Allowing consumers
of energy to comprehensively monitor and
control their energy consumption is a crucial
tool to implementing microgrids, but also
lowering our energy demand by shutting off
power to non-essential services in our own
homes during times of high energy demand.
This AMI technology also allows power
supply companies to identify failures in the
grid much faster than relying on consumer
reports (NETL, 2008). Creating an energy
grid that functions outside of, but can be
integrated into, the larger macro-grid, allows
residents, major institutions, and critical
infrastructure to ensure continuous energy
supply. Micro-grid monitoring systems can
disconnect from the larger macro-grid and
provide a focal point to organize resources
and emergency capacity during a disaster.
Implementation
of
micro-grid
systems face major obstacles in New York
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boilers with combined heat and power, or
“cogeneration” facilities, which would allow
non-inundated buildings to maintain power
and heat even when the larger electrical grid
fails.
New York University houses a Combined
Heat and Power Plant (13.4-megawatt)
comprised of two natural gas turbines that
power 26 electrically connected buildings.
The excess heat from producing electricity
heats the hot water and air of 40 buildings
on campus. (Pyper, September 2013)
Through the GreenBank Resilience Retrofit
Program, the Federal Sandy Recovery
Task Force, HUD, and DOE are providing
funding and technical assistance to support
the implementation of microgrids and
other distributed generation and storage

(IMAGE: A map will highlight the
buildings within CD3 that are candidates
for solar installations.)

Image 4.1c: What Smith Houses could potentially look like with solar panels. By Chelsea Kelley, Pratt Institute
Fall 2013 - base image courtesy of Google Maps

Conclusion
Conclusion

We recommend distributing sources
of power and reducing cooling load by
increasing reflective surfaces on the paved
or covered surfaces in the Lower East
Side. Working with NYCHA may include
regulatory obstacles, but a significant amount
of the building stock in the Lower East Side
are NYCHA-owned buildings, bordering
the waterfront. This centralized property
ownership provides a unique opportunity
for large-scale interventions which would
make a significant impact on the resiliency
of the electrical grid during extreme weather
events. NYCHA is continually updating its
infrastructure, and after Sandy the agency
has been discussing ways to rebuild boiler
systems. We recommend replacing old

Valencia Gardens is 260-unit
affordable housing complex in the
Mission District of San Francisco, CA.
The owner of the development is Mission
Housing
Development
Corporation
(MHCD). When the project was built in
2006, MHDC decided to incorporate
solar panels to offset electricity costs
of common areas in the development. In
2011, the project was able to utilize funds
from California’s Multifamily Affordable
Solar Housing (MASH) program to
significantly increase solar capacity. In
conjunction with MASH, the owner uses
Virtual Net Metering (VNM) to allocate
electricity to 260 individual tenant
meters, and the units receive their share
of the electricity produced by the solar
panels each month in relation to the size
of their unit (SFOE 2013).
When it comes to creating
policy that preserves the environment,
California is ahead of the curve,
compared to the rest of the country.
Valencia Gardens is only able to benefit
from solar power in this way because
solid policy had already been created at
the state level. New York State has taken
some initiative when it comes to solar
energy (as outlined by the Solar Energy
Industries Association here: http://www.
seia.org/state-solar-policy/new-york).
The State of California has developed
creative solutions to maximize the cost
benefits of solar energy, and should be
used as a precedent for future state
legislation in this area.

The installation of solar panels on
multi-tenant buildings throughout the
district would increase resiliency year-round,
and in a post-disaster context. Programs
should be established at a state-level to create
opportunities for renters in multi-tenant
buildings to take advantage of the energy
savings created by solar power. Community
shared solar projects can be established
in many different ways to share the costs
and benefits multiple residents. Guidelines
for community-based solar development
outlined by National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) can be found here: http://
www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49930.pdf. This
is a long-term advocacy recommendation.
The creation and organization of a shared
solar program, as well as the installation of
the panels would take a coordinated effort

by many federal, state, and city agencies, and
most likely private support. As far as our
research suggests, there has been nothing
done about this in the area as of yet.
NYCHA buildings are prime
candidates as the roofs of these buildings
have great sun-exposure year-round. Also,
NYCHA owns all of their buildings, so it would
be easier for tenants to get direct financial
benefits from a program such as the Virtual
Net-Energy Metering (VNM) program
for multi tenant buildings in California
(sfenvironment.org). Each NYCHA building
has the potential to produce between 20 and
30 kW of energy depending on the efficiency
of the solar panels, which would yield 36,50055,000 kWh per year. Specifically, Alfred E.
Smith Houses have the potential to produce
240-360 kW and 438,000-660,000 kWh per
year.
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Co-Generation

CASE STUDY: Community Solar

Solar Panels
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Image 4.1a: Lower Manhattan blackout after Sandy - Source: Salon

technologies. (Rebuilding Task Force: August
2013). The New York Environmental Justice
Alliance has led the effort to change the way
New York assess the environmental impact of
energy production, and its disproportionate
burden on lower income neighborhoods in
New York City. Instituting microgrids is the
first step to lowering energy consumption,
using energy production more efficiently, and
lowering the impact on already vulnerable
communities in the Lower East Side.
Although these facilities are often
seen in new and upscale office towers, (such
as the Bank of America tower One Bryant
Park) one excellent example of a combined
heat and power system in buildings not
dissimilar from NYCHA’s buildings is Penn
South, or the Mutual Redevelopment Houses.
This 2,820 unit co-operative in Chelsea,
Manhattan has a dual fuel cogeneration
plant, which allows them to switch between
oil and natural gas depending on whichever
fuel is cheaper. (Mannino 2003). Installing
a cogeneration plant in place of a traditional
boiler system lowers their utilities costs by
half, and kept the residents of Penn South safe
and unaffected during the 2003 Northeast
blackout. (Mannino 2003).
We recommend that GOLES partner
with NYCHA and other building owners
to promote co-generation as a form of
microgrid in the Lower East Side and connect
this opportunity to public housing residents.
This step can reduce demand on the electrical
grid and ensure that residents of NYCHA and
other large elevator buildings remain safe and
with power during future events.
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of green infrastructure
projects diverts stormwater from New York
City’s aging combined-sewer system. About
27 billion gallons of raw sewage is spilled into
New York City waterways each year, causing
significant environmental and potential
human health impacts (Riverkeeper, Inc.
75

2013). Green Infrastructure also includes
the benefits of air filtration that reduce
asthma rates, and have the ability to lower
temperatures during heat waves. There have
been several plans developed by different
organizations over the last decade to help
manage stormwater and flooding issues

filter polluted stormwater before it reaches
our waterways. For instance, working with
the NYC Department of Transportation to
implement bioswale and rain gardens along
Pike Street. Two Bridges Neighborhood
Council has already secured funding from
the NYC Department of Environmental
Protection to design a rain garden at the Two
Bridges complex (Culhane 2012).
Over the years, much of the tower-in-the-park
development that define NYCHA’s waterfront
properties has been paved over by parking
lots. Adding porous pavers, bioswales, and
rain gardens on NYCHA property along the
waterfront will help manage flooding in the
area by diverting stormwater runoff into
engineered permeable spaces that prevent
this water from reaching the combined
sewage system. NYCHA sponsors garden
and greening programs, like the annual
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Image 4.2b: Example of green roof project atop BBG photo courtesy of BBG

other educational opportunities along the
East River. Brooklyn Bridge Beach is one of
the only semi-public access points to the river.
There has been growing interest in this site,
and we should take all necessary measures
to clean the river to encourage human
interaction with it. (Lubinksy 2012). The East
River Blueway Plan, which is a product of
State Assemblyman Brian Kavanagh, Borough
President Scott Stringer, the Lower East
Side Ecology Center, and WXY Architects,
encourages wetland restoration, with mussel
and oyster beds to naturally filter the water
and slow waves during high tide. These are
long term and achievable strategies with the
goal of cleaning the natural environment.
This would be a long-term project that would
require the support of NYC EDC, private
funding, and several federal, state, and city
agencies to implement this comprehensive
vision of the Lower East Side. The Hurricane
Sandy Rebuilding Task Force has outlined
support for similar projects, and could be a
major partner in this large scale project.
The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task
Force identified green infrastructure as an
important component of flood mitigation
and resiliency planning. They are excited
to support green infrastructure projects that
have a high impact, and are supported by
matching funds. Also, this work is crucial for
carrying out the President’s Climate Action
Plan (HUD 2013).
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Image 4.2a: Bioswale example - image courtesy of NYC Dept of Parks and Recreation

along the coast of the Lower East Side. We
recommend installing a variety of green
infrastructure projects to improve the quality
of life of residents, improve air quality, and
manage stormwater and flooding issues in the
Lower East Side. We also recommend these
agencies work together to install bioswales
along Pike St and Catherine Slip, and work
with NYCHA to create rain gardens in lowlying property areas.
Three waterfront plans have been
conducted on the waterfront of the Lower
East Side. The first was formulated by SHoP
Architects and the New York City Economic
Development Corporation in 2004. This plan
sought to create more recreation areas along
the waterfront. This was followed by A People’s
Plan O.U.R Waterfront Coalition in 2007. The
most recent plan was just published in 2012,
the East River Blueway Plan. The Blueway
Plan looked to create a more unified natural
environment, green infrastructure work, and
more public areas. Since this area lies at one
of the lowest points in the Lower East Side,
this is the last opportunity to capture and

citywide garden competition, that can be
further supported by CBOs. This program
encourages human interaction with the
natural environment on NYCHA property,
increasing health benefits to residents, while
also creating more permeable and productive
green spaces. Developing bioswales in the
right-of-way in partnership with DOT and
Department of Parks and Recreation can
highlight the historical natural landscape,
and lead residents and visitors alike to the
newly developed waterfront.
Bioswales
are engineered street tree pits that include
additional features from a normal tree pit:
curb cuts to allow for stormwater to flow
directly into the pit, structural soil lining the
bottom of the pit to allow excess water to
percolate through the soil and drain back into
the sewage system.
We should encourage the NYC
Department of Transportation and the
New York City Department of Parks and
Recreation to work closely to develop
stormwater catchment systems for the FDR
and surrounding bridges. These projects will
beautify the neighborhood and filter pollutants
out of the environment. NYC EDC should
lead this effort, as they possess the funding
and incentives to make the waterfront as
inviting, and as healthy to humans as possible
(Culhane 2012). Encouraging these efforts to
clean the East River and prevent combined
sewage overflow events will allow us to think
creatively about engaging with the actual
waterfront. Since most of waterfront activity
will be passive along the bulkhead, there is an
opportunity to expand kayaking, surfing, and
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4.2
Collaborate with NYC Green Infrastructure
Program to conduct strategically-placed
green infrastructure projects
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Image 4.3a: Tree planting at NYCHA Vladeck property - photo courtesy of Million Trees Project

recreational spaces.
Street trees can remove almost
26 pounds of carbon dioxide, a known
contributor to climate change, from the
environment each year. They can also remove
about 1 pound of other air pollutants a year.
Trees help clean the air and reduce instances
of asthma. The average tree in New York City

captures 1,462 gallons of stormwater runoff
each year. Shade from street trees help reduce
the average surface temperature in New York
City. The Lower East Side has a very low tree
canopy area. ConEd Settlement Funds, being
matched by the Parks Department, are looking
to comprehensively plant, protect, and care
for street trees in the surrounding area of

Image 4.2a: Tree Planting Day on NYCHA property - photo courtesy of Million Trees NYC
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trees provides an opportunity to
implement many of the benefits of green
infrastructure projects in the Lower East Side.
Planting trees is a short-term solution, and
can be quickly implemented. Planting trees
is one of the best strategies to lower average
temperatures during heat waves, which in
turn lowers our demand on the energy grid
during heat waves. Trees also clean our air and
water, and help to manage stormwater runoff.
A full list of the benefits of tree plantings can
be found in our Existing Conditions Report.
Large trees allow between 10 and 30 percent
of the sun’s energy to reach any given
ground surface (Wong 2008). The other
energy is reflected, used for photosynthesis,
evaporation, or transpiration. Planting more
trees removes particulate matter, reduces
ground level ozone, and reduces stormwater
runoff. Even smaller trees and shrubs help to
lower surface level temperatures by absorbing
and reflecting the sun’s energy before it is
absorbed by the surrounding concrete. Trees
also improve the quality of life for residents
by reducing noise from urban life, providing
a habitat for wildlife, and creating shaded
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4.3
Organize Volunteer Tree Plantings with the
NYC Department of Parks and Recreation in
areas that lack a tree canopy

the ConEd Facility on 14th Street. This is
being carried out through the Lower East
Side Accelerated Greening Program. At
least 55 new street trees, tree pit expansion,
bulb plantings, tree garden installations,
and tree care volunteer opportunities are
currently in progress. (New York Tree Trust
2013). GOLES can work with the NYC
DPR to organize volunteer groups to help
plant trees along East Broadway near the
Manhattan Bridge. This area has almost no
tree canopy, and could benefit from trees to
help manage storm water, clean the air, and
lower temperatures during extreme heat
waves.
Established in 2009, Green City
Force is a non-profit dedicated to ending
the cycle of poverty for low-income
residents in New York City. Green Force
City seeks to reduce “greenhouse gas
emissions and improve the environment,”
as this can be “an avenue to prosperity for
a generation of urban youth in New York
City, as well as a means to build a culture
of sustainability that can drive the growth
of the green economy.” (Green City Force,
2013). Working on a contract basis, this
program utilizes Americorps contracts
to secure funding for youth employment
those residing in NYCHA properties
around New York City. Finding the right
matching funding could provide much
needed jobs on green infrastructure and
tree planting projects around the Lower
East Side that employ low-income residents
in the neighborhood. Matching funding
can come from local businesses, private
donors, and other city agencies.
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Image on opposite page by Pratt
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5.1 Advocate for the development of a berm and collapsible floodwall.
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Superstorm Sandy caused extensive flooding throughout the Lower East Side. Flooding did not only
occur in the streets, but also entered buildings in the path of the storm surge. Many of these structures
lacked any form of flood protection, leaving them open to storm surge waters. Approximately 90 percent
of buildings in the Lower East Side were built prior to 1983--when New York City adopted the Flood
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for new construction, requiring buildings to incorporate flood-proofing
into their design. These aging buildings are thus poorly equipped to withstand such a massive storm
surge event. Our objective of fortifying the ability of the built environment to withstand storm surge
and flooding seeks to address the lack of flood protection for buildings in the Lower East Side. Our
recommendations take a multi-faceted approach, aiming to protect the overall neighborhood, retrofit
buildings to be resilient against flooding events, and educate building owners on how to achieve this.
These recommendations will provide both the infrastructure and community development needed to
fortify the built environment.
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5

Fortify the Ability of the Built
Environment to withstand Storm
Surge and Flooding

5.2 Promote and educate the community on flood-proofing measures for at
risk structures and on available funding for flood-proofing techniques.

5.3 Partner with organizations such as the New York City Chapter of American
Institute of Architects (AIA) to connect building owners and tenants to free
technical assistance and support.

Conclusion
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Conclusion
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of vulnerable tenement and row buildings
constructed prior to 1983. Capital work in
the area would not displace any residents,
and the infrastructure of the area is already in
poor repair. The age and disrepair of the area’s
waterfront infrastructure is documented
in a report commissioned by the New York
City Economic Development Corporation
(NYC EDC) and performed by Parsons,
Brinckerhoff, Quade, and Douglas, Inc. in
2006, which addresses sinkholes at Catherine
Slip and Rutgers Slip.
The lower cost, first phase of this
recommendation, is for the City Office
of Emergency Management to purchase
deployable floodwalls, which would be
constructed along the East River Park as part
of the preparations for an oncoming storm.
These metal walls would be braced on the
inland side to be able to withstand the force
of a storm surge.
Our longer-term, second-phase
recommendation is to rebuild East River Park
and extend it directly to the doorstep of LES
residents by building a berm over the FDR
along the park. This would be a substantial
capital investment, but would also protect

Above: Rendering of a berm connecting residents to
East River Park, by Jose Valdes Grande, Pratt Institute
Fall 2013

a large area of the Lower East Side, better
connect residents to the park, and repair
and upgrade the existing infrastructure. This
recommendation is adapted from a Rebuild
by Design entry from the BIG TEAM, which
suggests building a protective berm above a
new subway line encircling Lower Manhattan
(BIG Team, 2013).
The
third
phase
of
our
recommendation would be to construct
deployable floodwalls on top of the berm,
if floodwaters are predicted to rise that far.
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to its development, much of the
Lower East Side (LES) was swampland. To
accommodate development, this land was
filled; however, it retained its low elevation,
and is still prone to flooding along the
shoreline. The East River Park and bulkheads
along the East River are in poor repair and
should be rebuilt. One of the most common
recommendations in the reports we surveyed
was the construction of physical barriers
to protect vulnerable areas from flooding
(SIRR 2013, Rebuild by Design 2013, Post
Sandy Initiative 2013). It is important to note
that any physical barrier to flooding should
be carefully selected to ensure that it does
not block access to the waterfront. Futher,
it should take into account rising sea levels,
so as not to become obsolete as warming
trends continue. We recommend GOLES
and the LTRG advocate for the aquisition of
deployable floodwalls (shorter term) and the
construction of a berm (longer term).
We have identified East River Park
as an area where these investments would be
appropriate because it was heavily flooded
during Sandy. The building stock in the
Alphabet City area is diverse, comprised

Planning and NYC Economic Development
Corporation. Phase I of the esplanade opened
in July 2011 and Phase II opened in May 2013
(NYC DCP, 2011).
Another EDC project on Pier 35, within
Community Board 3, is currently under
construction, scheduled to be completed in
June 2014 (NYC EDC, 2013). This proposed
project would extend the scope of the East River
Esplanade work along the entire coastline of
the Lower East Side, making needed repairs to
the existing infrastructure and re-envisioning
the function of this resource from a disaster
resiliency perspective.
Although berming can have the
unfortunate result of alienating people
from the waterfront, this unique situation
provides the opportunity for a berm to be
used to improve access to a waterfront that is
currently difficult for people to reach.
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Introduction

Prior

and repairing damaged bulkheads along the
water’s edge. It would increase the ability
of the natural environment to mitigate
the effects of a disaster by improving the
function of East River Park as abandonable
land, with drainage systems and plantings
that can withstand saltwater immersion. It
would also ensure human health during a
disaster by protecting residential areas from
flooding. Finally, this rebuilding of East River
Park would lower demand on infrastructure
networks by ensuring that a storm surge
can inundate the coast and recede without
entering the combined sewer system.
Although elevated for much of its
length, the FDR Drive is at ground level
for the length of East River Park, severely
limiting access to the waterfront and park
space. There are only a few access points
along the length of East River Park in
the form of pedestrian bridges over the
FDR, which can be dangerous and require
expensive maintenance. The section of the
East River Esplanade south of East River
Park was recently rebuilt as a partnership
project between the NYC Department of City
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5.1
Advocate for the development of a collapsible
floodwall and berm

Although there is some concern that these
barriers will have to be continually extended
as flood levels rise, we believe that they can
be used together and in-conjunction with
other flood proofing strategies, such as green
infrastructure projects, to effectively provide
protection for large areas of the city, especially
the Lower East Side. In order to keep the
circulation system of the FDR intact, we
recommend advocating for an adapted version
of this proposal which would allow the FDR
to run under a raised platform that extends
the length of East River Park and connects
the park directly with residential districts
(see rendering). Since this recommendation
is based on a Rebuild by Design finalist, there
will potentially be an existing project to build
the berm that GOLES and other Lower East
Side CBOs can support and expand on.
Our recommendation is for a
complete rebuilding of East River Park to
take advantage of existing infrastructure
elements and re-adapting for storm surge
mitigation. In doing so, this recommendation
would improve the resiliency of the land, an
infrastructure system itself, by rebuilding

Example of a berm cross section from hypar-nature, the HNTB + Michael Van Valkenburgh and Associates entry to the ARC wildlife crossing competition, 2011. This
cross section shows how a berm that creates a tunnel can be blended into the landscape. Although the context is different, in this case it is a design competition entry
for a wildlife bridge project in Colorado, the concept can be applied to the East River Park berm project, a modification of the BIG team entry to the Rebuild by Design
competition. Rebuild by Design winning projects will be funded out of a $100 million pot. Perhaps these funds would be better used for this modified design. - Image
courtesy of Amazon AWS.
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Promote and educate the community
on flood-proofing measures and funding
resources for at risk structures

Row and tenement style mixed use buildings in Chinatown - photo courtesy of Jose Valdes Grande

Distribute
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exposed the city’s long-standing vulnerability
to flooding, Sandy demonstrated that CD3’s
buildings are more vulnerable than previously
thought (PLANYC 2013).
Flood-proofing is an effective
technique that aids in preparing buildings
to withstand flood events, and is a critical
measure in protecting the built environment.
Knowledge about flood-proofing strategies is
an elemental resource that needs to be spread
across the community; not only as a strategy
to help protect their structures and valuables,

Various strategies for flood protection according to SIRR Report. Diagram created by Jose Ramon Valdes Grande, Pratt Institute 2013.

A building is dry flood-proofed when
the structure is made watertight below the
DFE to prevent floodwaters from entering;
this can be achieved by procedures such
as sealing walls with waterproof coatings,
covering surfaces with impermeable
membranes, or installing sliding metal panels
that cover windows and doors.
Dry
flood-proofing
permits
commercial uses below the DFE, making it an
optimal method that allows business owners
to protect their structures without sacrificing
space. This method of flood-proofing is

time and cost efficient as it generally does
not require structural modification or
construction and is eligible for funding under
the FEMA Mitigation Grant Program (FEMA,
2012). In addition, dry flood-proofing may
reduce flood insurance premiums.
Wet flood-proofing a building consists
of modifying the uninhabited portions of a
structure (such as an unfinished basement
or crawlspace) below the DFE to allow
floodwater to enter and exit. This method
ensures the equal hydrostatic pressure in
the interior and exterior of the structure

are equalized, preventing structural failures
and damage. This strategy can be utilized to
flood-proof a structure where techniques like
structure elevation are not viable.
This flood proofing technique is
achieved by creating openings along the
perimeter of the lowest floor of a structure
below the DFE, allowing the free flow of water.
Service utilities, such as water boilers and
electrical systems, need to be raised above the
DFE or waterproofed to endure flood events.
Wet Flood-proofing does not allow
residential uses below the DFE, nevertheless,
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information to building owners
on the financial benefits of flood-proofing
and available funding. The Lower East Side
possesses a diverse building stock with
structures of almost every imaginable type
and combination of uses. These buildings
are homes, workplaces, community centers,
museums, and places of worship; and they all
contribute to the rich and diverse character
that make the urban fabric of Community
District 3 one of the most unique in New York
City. While recent meteorological events have

but also as a method to lower rising flood
insurance premiums.
GOLES, through its network of
influence in the Lower East Side, is the
perfect vehicle to distribute information, so
building owners and renters can identify their
corresponding building type and appropriate
flood-proofing methods, understand the
procedures to follow, and even be guided in
the right direction to obtain funding for flood
proofing measures.
The Design Flood Elevation (DFE),
based on the expected elevation of ﬂood
waters and wave effects during FEMA’s 100year flood, is the minimum allowed height of
the lowest floor of buildings that lie within
the flood prone zones in CD3. In the south
ern and eastern parts of Manhattan, the
average height level of the DFE ranges from
16 to 21 feet (FEMA 2012). Understanding
the characteristics and uses of the buildings
in the Lower East Side and their relationship
to the DFE determines the most viable flood
proofing technique for a particular structure
(see graphic on next page).
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2. Dedicate a section of the GOLES website
to permanently display information on
flood proofing techniques and procedures,
available in several languages to ensure
accessibility. The website can also display
information on funding opportunities
and link users to additional information
resources. Information must be displayed in
a concise, simplified manner, avoiding the
overuse of highly technical terms, to ensure

4. Utilize multilingual printed media,
including posters, informational brochures,
and fliers to be distributed throughout the
Lower East Side. The printed materials
would not only serve to display information
on floodproofing methods, but also promote
seminars, and create a visual identity that
reinforces and expands awareness on the
importance of floodproofing across CD3.
(See Appendix I for a full list of visual guide
resources and pamphlets to distribute)

5.3
Partner with organizations and professional
agencies to offer technical assistance to
building owners
Technical services provided by industry
professionals are necessary for reconstruction
and flood-proofing efforts. These services are
beyond the reach of some building owners,
whether because of financial limitations or
lack of necessary information. In addition,
the affidavit of a licensed professional is
necessary for the floodproofing certification
process, which in return can reduce flood
insurance premiums. We recommend
GOLES partner with professional agencies
such as the American Institute for Architects
to offer technical assistance and support to
building owners.
An example of this recommendation
in action can be seen through the Architecture
for Humanity (AFH) Sandy Design Help
Desks. AFH is a global organization with
chapters in different cities. Its purpose is to
unite professionals working for the public
benefit (Architecture for Humanity, 2013).
For instance, current efforts by the New
York Chapter of this organization include:
demolishing, designing, and planting a
new garden after P.S. 15’s existing garden
had been lost following Superstorm Sandy.

will receive “education hours,” which are necessary
to maintain a professional architecture license.
2. Prepare an internet portal, overseen by the
Long Term Recovery Group and the participating
supporting organizations, enabling industry
professionals to sign up as volunteers and building
owners to request their services.
3. Establish a relationship with non-profit
architecture-related organizations, like The One
Percent and Architecture for Humanity. This
alliance can also serve to obtain funding from
An architect advises a building owner on financing sponsorships.

repairs - photo courtesy of Architecture for Humanity

In Red Hook, another initiative has been
to assemble design professionals who are
knowledgeable on residential construction
techniques to serve in a design charrette to
benefit Superstorm Sandy victims.

4. Publicize the program through distribution of
educational materials in multiple languages and
various mediums.

5. Organize recurring help desks, offered
throughout the year in alternating locations across
the Lower East Side and in multiple languages.
How to Implement:
This will offer CD3 community members the
1. Establish a mutually beneficial relationship opportunity to consult industry professionals on
with the AIA New York Chapter. By providing a walk-in basis.
assistance to the CD3 community, AIA members
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The Flooding report, published by the
Science for Environment Policy branch
of the European Commission in June
of 2013, demonstrates how lack of
information on disaster preparedness,
including floodproofing, prevented
residents of the European Union
from acting accordingly in floodrelated natural disasters. The study
demonstrates how the majority of
the population in flood prone areas
is worried about floods, yet do not
possess enough information to feel
prepared for such events. In addition,
the report shows how distributing
concise, non-technical information on
disaster preparedness is more effective
than campaigns that incite fear of
floods. (European Commission, 2013)

1. Periodic seminars organized by GOLES
can be held throughout the year, especially
in the months leading up to the beginning
of the Atlantic hurricane season on
June 1st. The seminars would serve to
inform members of the community on
floodproofing methods and the benefits
of such measures, as well as provide
information on possible funding sources
to conduct floodproofing techniques.
The informational sessions can be held
at facilities affiliated with the Lower East
Side Long Term Recovery Group (LTRG)
and be imparted by members of said
organization. In an effort to reach a wider
portion of CD3’s population, the seminars
can be hosted in different sites across the
Lower East Side in locations like religious
institutions, community centers, public
housing complexes, or sites designated as
PODs and HUBS. The seminars should
be offered in several languages, including
Chinese, Vietnamese, and Spanish, to
ensure that information is accessible to all
residents of the area.

clarity and comprehensibility by a diverse
public. All information should provide a
link or point of contact for someone to help
answer any questions.
3. Utilize GOLES’ social media channels
(Including the LTRG and affiliated
organizations), to promote educational
seminars, guide users to floodproofing
information on the GOLES website,
and spread awareness on floodproofing
techniques.
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the spaces can be utilized for building access,
parking, or storage; making it a feasible
option for residential-only structures.
Although the cost of wet flood-proofing is
generally low compared to other procedures,
it is greatly dependent on the structural and
service fixture modifications required on
each particular building. Wet flood-proofing,
however, can save considerable expenses as it
prevents structural damage in flood related
events. This method is eligible for funding
under the FEMA Mitigation Grant Program.
(FEMA 2012). (Please refer to Appendix for
additional information on flood proofing
funding sources).

/OBJECTIVE 6:

Image on opposite page courtesy of
Pratt Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013
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6.1 Partner with government agencies, financial institutions, and universities
to increase small business training and workforce development.

Introduction

sufficiency for residents to access affordable and fresh foods.

Ensure Social, Economic, and
Environmental Justice in Future
Development and Planning

Recommendations
Recommendations

A community that is best prepared for disaster is ultimately one that is resilient and self-sufficent year
round, not just in the context of disaster. Social, economic, and environmental justice must be incorporated
into any plan as a mechanism for protecting the interests of the community, especially vulnerable
residents. Developing a community’s social capital through resident training and strengthening of CBOs,
providing the necessary materials and tools for disaster response, and ensuring a framework is in place
to cultivate a resilient community are all essential components in addressing disaster management.
We hope to develop social resilience through workforce training, environmental testing training, and
improved food security. Community based organizations will be crucial partners in this process and it is
therefore essential that these organizations be adequately funded, giving them the resources necessary
to carry out this work. Through the implementation of these recommendations, the Lower East Side will
be better equipped to advocate for a just allotment of resources, equipping all residents with the tools
necessary to ensure a resilient community.

6.3 Partner with CERT and the New York City Environmental Justice Alliance
(NYEJA) to train residents on the use of Hazardous Materials Kits.
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6.2 Partner with local CBOs to improve long-term food security and build self-

6.4 Initiate a Rezoning of R7-2 Districts to improve resiliency and promote
mixed-uses on NYCHA properties and community-serving retail development of
underutilized parcels.

6.5 Advocate for FEMA to develop additional studies to create a multi-family
design guide.

6.6 Advocate for the Chinatown Working Group zoning amendment components
that seek to ensure tenants’ rights as well as opportunities for economic growth
that build the socioeconomic resiliency of the Lower East Side.

6.7 Advocate for the expansion of disaster recovery and resiliency funding for
Conclusion
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community-based organizations.
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Image 6.1a: Job training services - photo courtesy of U.S. Department of Energy

services and resources for small business
and residents will strengthen workforce
development, stabilizing local businesses and
jobs, ultimately creating a more self-sufficient
community. Developing the local workforce
can help reduce the vulnerability of low

income residents to gentrification and reduce
overall vulnerability.
Available services and incentives for
individuals searching to plan, to start up, and
to operate a small business are numerous. For
instance, the New York State Small Business

FUNDING
In December of 2012 the NYC
Center of Economic Opportunity
released a request for proposals
from service providers capable of
implementing NYC Recovers, which the
Center describes as “a subsidized wage
program designed to either provide
Hurricane Sandy-affected residents
with general employment opportunities
and to place unemployed New Yorkers
in recovery-related work within
Sandy-affected communities.” The
program has the potential to improve
job placement success rates with the
carrot of a subsidized wage and fringe
benefits.
Many city, state and federal
agencies have discretionary funding
reserved for creating sustainable
employment opportunities that
serve their respective missions. New
York State provides yearly funding
opportunities through the Regional
Economic Development Council. In
2012, seven of the grants awarded
in NYC provided between $50,000$150,000 in funding to communitybased organizations for workforce
development and job-training
initiatives. Similarly, 2013 saw up to
$250,000 in funding awarded.

Conclusion
Conclusion

recommend that GOLES develop
partnerships with governmental, financial
and educational institutions that provide
training and workforce development by
incorporating their resources into ongoing
workforce development services (GOLES,
2013). Links to these resources can be added
to GOLES’s website. Further, GOLES can
welcome its new partners for regular sessions
to provide additional small business training
and workforce development services.
The Lower East Side has undergone
deep transformation over the last few
decades due to the forces of commercial
and residential gentrification (Manhattan
Community District 3, 2013). Its diverse
retail and manufacturing sector has been
replaced by a specialized high end retail
sector, decreasing the number of employment
opportunities for residents. Creating
partnerships with institutions that provide

Program, which provides contextualized
English learning, and a fund to support
workforce program participants and foreign
professionals’ transition to higher paying jobs
(Programs for Entrepreneurs). Pamphlets of
training programs and business resources,
which GOLES can distribute, is provided in
the Appendix H.
In order to improve access to these
resources, CBO’s can partner with local
economic establishments such as Credit
Unions. For instance, the Lower East Side
People’s Federal Credit Union offers an array
of services including learning opportunities
and seminars. The LES People’s FCU offers
training on topics such as consumer debt,
legal considerations relating to operation of
an online business, negotiating a commercial
lease, cost effective social media marketing,
and understanding and managing cash flow.
GOLES could invite LES People’s FCU to
host seminar for residents. Accomodations
such as childcare, temporary accessibility
improvements, or transportation for the
duration of the seminar, could be provided to
increase attendance.
Taking
possession
of
these
opportunities would help develop GOLES’
staff and would provide great benefits to
the community through dissemination and
implementation. Creating partnerships
with small business can be a medium
range goal, but can begin immediately by
posting these resources to GOLES’ website,
actively engaging in some of the available
training opportunities, and welcoming local
organizations such as the Lower East Side
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Partner with governmental agencies,
financial institutions, and universities
to increase small business training and
workforce development

Development Corporation offers a web-based
learning program for educators to provide
basic training on entrepreneurship and the
skills needed to start and manage a business
(Office of Entrepreneurial Education, 2013).
In addition, it offers an up-to-date listing of
free courses available in the state on various
topics from start-up basics to pro-bono
legal assistance workshops. The United
States Office of Personnel Management
offers guidelines to businesses on the
establishment of internship development
plans and mentorships. At the local level,
the City of New York offers assistance to
small businesses through the Department
of Consumer Affairs’ Small Business toolkit
(NYC DCA, 2013). In addition, their Office
of Financial Empowerment offer resources
for personnel management. Providing these
resources creates a structure that empowers
residents to create diverse local businesses,
from developing a business plan to improving
day to day management and operations. The
purpose is not only to help local residents start
the process, but also to provide continuing
support.
There are a number of examples of
resources that CBOs can access to build
effective partnerships with small businesses.
For instance, the New York State Small
Business Development Corporation offers
courses for CBOs to provide workforce and
small business development workshops
(OE2_NYSBDC 2013).
The New York City Economic
Development Center also offers classes and
programs such as the Immigrant Bridge
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Force is a non-profit founded in 2009, and are often focused on improving green
is dedicated to ending the poverty cycle for infrastructure (such as tree planting projects)
low-income residents in New York City. The and resilience to disasters.
organization’s aim is to “reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and improve the environment...
an avenue to prosperity for a generation of
urban youth in New York City, as well as a
means to build a culture of sustainability that
can drive the growth of the green economy.”
The organization is currently funded by
AmeriCorps to train and employ youths
residing in NYCHA property in clean energy
jobs. A partnership with Green City Force
would magnify the Committee’s impact on
improving unemployment in the Lower
Image 6.1d: NTER Program training presentation
East Side. Further, Green City Force projects
slide- image courtesy of the U.S. Department of Energy
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Image 6.1c: NTER Program training - image courtesy of the U.S. Department of Energy
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1. For example: Henry Steet Settlement’s Workforce Development Center and ATTAIN Computer lab, now managed through NYCHA’s JobPlus program; Nazareth Housing’s
Center for Learning and Self-Sufficiency & LifeLab workshops; GOLES’ professional development courses).

the state to reserve funding and resources to
implement the training necessary to establish
this goal.
Members of the Long Term Recovery
Group can access course material for green job
training through the Department of Energy’s
National Training and Education Resource
Program (“NTER”). NTER is an open-source
web-based platform. Many of the courses
hosted by NTER are focused on training
individuals to prepare for disaster resiliency
jobs, such as weather-proofing construction
occupations. Some courses are certified by
Universities or government agencies, and
provide opportunities to obtain professional
certifications. Further, NTER has courses
designed to train educators and community
groups on using NTER to provide services.
Content is free and may be accessed by any
online user. However, to create a separate
NTER portal with customized content, users
would have to administer their portal. This
requires regular, basic internet technology
maintenance tasks. We recommend members
of the Disaster Preparedness Committee
create a customized NTER portal geared
towards disaster preparedness and “green”
jobs. Further, we recommend they partner
with universities to expand computer access
and administer the customized portal.
We recommend members of the
Disaster Preparedness forge partnerships
with green industry groups and nonprofits to
coordinate placement of participants in green
training programs. For example, Green City
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local clients and business partners, when type of training, we believe, will serve two
implementing the above recommendations. goals: (1) to provide unemployed residents
with the knowledge and skills sought by
Expand the scope of existing job employers in the energy sector, leading to
living-wage employment, and (2) to galvanize
training programs using webinterest in the sustainability and resiliency of
based open source technologies.
the neighborhood.
The member organiziatons of the Long
New York State’s 2100 Commission
Term Recovery Group currently facilitate a
identified
the need for workforce
number of workforce development programs1,
development “to ensure the availability of
contributing to the self-sufficiency—and,
skilled professionals in critical recovery
therefore, the resilience—of the Lower East
and resilience building activities, including
Side. The following recommendations will
restoring
ecosystems,
creating
and
encourage the Committee to expand jobmaintaining
green
infrastructure,
repairing
Retaining Manufacturing Jobs
training programs to include preliminary
In our Existing Conditions Report, training for specific types of employment; damaged equipment and upgrading services”
we acknowledge the role manufacturing namely, “green job” opportunities that are (NYS 2012, 13). The Commission called on
businesses play in providing living-wage jobs focused around mitigating disaster risk. This colleges, agencies and industry groups within
to residents with low educational attainment
and contributing to the overall economic
strength and affordability of the area. There,
we presented findings from a study conducted
for the Chinatown Working Group by the
Pratt Center for Community Development
and the Collective for Community, Culture,
and the Environment, which found the
presence of a well-established network of light
manufacturers (food and jewelry), wholesale
suppliers, commercial suppliers, and retailers
in the area. We identify this agglomeration
of economies as a strength, as it facilitates
the flow of ideas, and therefore, contributes
to the economic resiliency of the area. In the
interest of retaining manufacturing jobs in
the Lower East Side, members of the Disaster
Preparedness Committee should target
Image 6.1b: Weatherization programs increase energy efficiency and can provide jop opportunities for
manufacturing businesses, as well as their
residents- Source: Assoc. for Energy Affordability.
People’s Credit Union to replicate its seminars
at GOLES’ location.
The availability of multiple resources
from many levels of government makes it
difficult to deliver the necessary information
to individuals who can most benefit from
them. Thus, the ability to keep an updated
and comprehensive source of information
is paramount. By strengthening small
businesses the local economy can be greatly
improved, benefitting both quality of life and
the ability to recover from future disasters.

Executive Summary

6.3

Partner with other CBOs to improve long
term food security and build self-sufficiency
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Image 6.2a:Vegetable vendor in Chinatown - image
courtesy of DNA Info 2011

dependence of Lower East Side residents on
food subsidies, but also improving availability
and geographic accessibility to healthy and
fresh foods.
Supporting
community
garden
programs also plays a significant role
in building food security by localizing
production, empowering residents to take
ownership of their food supply, providing a
space to bring communities together around
the environment. It also facilitates educational
programs on health and nutrition.
While the Chinatown neighborhood
is one of the lowest income neighborhoods
in New York City, with one of the highest

rates of reliance on food subsidies, it is also
home to one of the most diversified and
vibrant food markets in the city: Chinatown.
The Two Bridges Neighborhood Council has
been working with DesignNYC to develop a
map that would increase knowledge of and
access to the food sources already in the
neighborhood. The NeighborFood initiative
enhances information and facilitates access
to fresh, affordable, and local food in the Two
Bridges Neighborhood. The program includes
wayfinding signage and an informational
brochure and map to provide LES residents
with a better understanding of the grocery
and household shopping options available
to them. Through the leveraging of small
businesses, the local economy is strengthened.
By increasing traffic to new specialty stores,
food becomes a bridge to cultural divides.
NeighborFood guides are printed in three
languages: English, Spanish, and Chinese, and
will eventually be accompanied by a digital
application. GOLES has already supported
the work of the Two Bridges Neighborhood
Council in their Community Food
Assessment: Shopping Study. Improving food
security will ultimately build self-sufficiency
and the overall resiliency of LES residents.

During disaster events, hazardous materials

in the air and water can pose an immediate
danger to those affected. These threats can
come from existing hazardous material spills
that were exposed because of inundation,
or other reasons. They can also come from
CSO (Combined Sewer Outfall) events,
which means raw sewage would flow inland
if a storm surge and CSO event happened
simultaneously. The biggest threat of
hazardous material spills is from residential
heating oil. These tanks should be properly
secured in order to reduce this risk (State
of New York, 2012). Other locations that
pose a threat in the Lower East Side are
areas close to the waterfront (because CSO’s
are almost equally distributed along the
East River shoreline), areas adjacent to the
Con Ed power station, and other sites with
documented spills, especially buildings
with previous industrial uses. Communities
should be informed as to the hazards that
may arise in a storm event. Test kits are a
way in which residents, business owners, and
especially first responders and Community
Emergency Response Teams (CERT) can

know what hazards the community may be
facing. The alternative to this would be taking
the material in question to a testing location
to determine its toxicity, which is a somewhat
lengthy process that requires extra steps
(FEMA, 2013). Ensuring that storage tanks
and other hazardous materials are properly
stored and installed should also be a major
priority, as this can prevent a hazardous
material spill from occurring in the first place.
Hazardous material test kits require
minimal training, and are tailored to being
operational in disaster situations. Although
they require training, flowcharts and other
user-friendly features allow for a somewhat
streamlined testing process. The most
common toxic substances (or their chemical
properties) that are found in the United States
can be verified by these tests. FEMA (Federal
Emergency
Management
Association)
recommends that the kits should only be used
by trained personnel with a training process
that takes up to two weeks. Partnering with
the New York City Environmental Justice
Alliance (NYC-EJA) to conduct trainings and
analysis is beneficial.

Image 6.3a: Example of a Hazardous Materials Kit image courtesy of Heinz Lab

Along with first responders, these
kits would be very helpful for CERT trained
community members because of the time they
can devote to proper training (FEMA, 2013).
These test kits cost up to $2,500, and can be
funded through Community Emergency
Response Teams, as their funding comes from
FEMA. Therefore, we recommend partnering
with CERT to ensure that there is a framework
for providing test kits and the training required
to utilize them in the event of a disaster.
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to collaborate with Two Bridges
and other local CBOs on the Community
Food Assessment Study. Resources are
available on the GROW NYC website to
create a guide on affordable and healthy
foods for residents, which can be integrated
into existing workshop opportunities.
Partnering with Henry St. Settlement is
crucial to promote the Youth Market, which
is a unique solution to food access in New
York City: GrowNYC purchases produce
from Greenmarket farmers and trains young
people from underserved areas of the city to
operate a farm stand in their neighborhood
as their own small business.
The Lower East Side, though diverse
ethnically and economically, is one of the
lowest income neighborhoods in Manhattan
and has one of the highest rates of reliance
on food stamps. According to the 2010 U.S.
Census, 21% of CD3’s total households rely on
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Programs,
almost double the average rate in Manhattan.
In census tracts along the waterfront, up to
55.6% of residents depend on them as their
primary means of accessing food. Building
food security not only includes reducing the
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Partner with NYC-EJA and CERT to train
residents on the use of Hazardous Materials
Test Kit
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Initiate rezoning of R7-2 districts to
Improve resiliency and promote mixeduses on NYCHA properties

Image 6.4a: Bird’s eye view of NYCHA Smith Houses
and open space surrounding - Source: DNAInfo NY

Rezoning of Waterfront R7-2
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of high-rise residential towers, surrounded
by significant quantities of open space (DCP,
2013). This existing zoning poses three
challenges for the district and its residents.
Firstly, the cost of flood-proofing waterfront
properties is high and it is therefore essential
to secure revenue streams to fund these
projects. Due to regulations resulting from
the updated flood maps, first floor spaces are
no longer permitted to have residential uses,
presenting a need to explore alternative uses.
These uses can be leveraged to incorporate
floodproofing into NYCHA buildings, as well
as bring commercial necessities to NYCHA
properties. Secondly, this designation impedes
the mixed-use character present in the rest of
the district from extending onto waterfront
properties, which consist primarily of NYCHA
public housing. Thirdly, new commercial
construction is not currently allowed on NYCHA
properties, which creates further complications
both in trying to bring commercial necessities to
NYCHA residents, as well as opening up more
retail space for local entrepreneurs.

Image 6.4b: NYCHA buildings and parking lots - image
courtesy of New York Daily News

These
zoning
changes
are
recommended to address gaps in the flood
resilience of R7-2 districts, provide a source
of revenue for flood-proofing NYCHA
buildings, and encourage mixed-uses on
NYCHA properties. Commercial overlays will
extend the mixed-use environment of CD3
onto NYCHA campuses. GOLES can advocate
for this rezoning as a measure to improve the
mixed-use character of the Lower East Side.
Through this action, NYCHA buildings will
be allowed to utilize first floor spaces that
are currently barred from residential use,
due to their location within the flood zone.
The zoning changes aim to leverage true
employment benefits for NYCHA residents
through a lease review process that would
require incoming businesses to hire a certain
percentage of their workforce from NYCHA
complexes within CD3 and comply with
HUD’s Section 3 program. The Section 3
program requires that, to the greatest extent

Conclusion
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There is a great variety of commercial
developments in the greater Lower East
Side, however not all residents have access
to basic necessities (such as grocery stores,
pharmacies, etc.), as many of these businesses
are clustered in Chinatown. Since the
Pathmark Supermarket at 227 Cherry Street
closed last year, public housing residents in
the Two Bridges neighborhood have had to
endure long commutes for basic necessities.
The waterfront high-rise public housing

buildings are surrounded by green areas and
underutilized land. Additionally, due to recent
building code changes, first floor residential
uses are no longer permitted within flood
zones, presenting an opportunity to close
some of these commercial gaps and create
permeable open spaces. The Department of
City Planning rezoned the Lower East Side
in 2008, improving the commercial overlays
that are important to retail vibrancy in the
neighborhood; we have reimagined this
rezoning to incorporate NYCHA properties,
creating mixed uses districts where they
previously did not exist. GOLES can advocate
for these uses, as they fill retail gaps, provide
space for entrepreneurial startups, and have
the potential to provide community-needs
businesses.
Due to the current R7-2 zoning along
the waterfront in CD3, commercial uses are
not allowed in this area. We recommend that
GOLES, along with the LTRG, initiate a zoning
amendment process of these districts to allow
for commercial uses. R7-2 districts consist
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Graphic 6.4a: R7 Height factor regulations diagram - image courtesy of NYC DCP
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Image 6.4c: Open space on NYCHA property - photo
courtesy of Pratt Fundamentals Studio 2013
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1) NYCHA first floor sites – NYCHA’s first floor spaces will have
commercial overlays, providing entrepreneurs and local businesses
with startup spaces. This is also an opportunity for Section 3 of
the HUD Act of 1968 to be incorporated. Section 3 aims to provide
preference to low and very-low-income people residing in the
community where the business is located. (U.S. HUD, 2013)
2) Madison Street site on the LaGuardia complex – The proposed
rezoning of the R7-2 districts on Madison Street would allow
for new commercial use and development, such as a grocery
market. This is a great location because the demolished Pathmark
Supermarket on 227 Cherry Street is located a block away
from Madison Street. A grocery store on the Madison Street
site would simply replace an asset that was removed from the
neighborhood. In addition to compliance with the rezoning, this
proposed development should be subject to ULURP, incorporate
green design, and follow floodproofing guidelines as per the Flood
Resilience text amendment.
There are several types of green design this development should
consider:
1. Using native plants for water retention.
2. Using permeable pavement materials to facilitate
stormwater abosrption and prevent runoff.
3. Incorporating green roof technologies.
4. Maximizing the use of existing trees and other vegetation
to shade walkways and other open areas.

Conclusion
Conclusion

Graphic 6.4b: ULURP Timeline Process - image courtesy of NYC DCP

PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
OPPORTUNITIES
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It is essential that any new construction or
modification in zoning of NYCHA properties
go through ULURP, and make a concerted
effort to incorporate the needs of NYCHA
residents into their plans.
Last year, NYCHA proposed a
plan to lease underutilized sites on several
Manhattan properties to private developers
for the construction of market-rate housing
developments (New York City Housing
Authority, 2013). The Madison Street site was
identified as an underutilized parcel within
the LaGuardia housing development to be
developed into private, primarily market-rate
housing. This plan is problematic because it
fails to both involve NYCHA residents in the
planning process, and leverage true benefits
from the proposed developments. City and
state officials are putting pressure on NYCHA
to follow the ULURP process on property
ground leasing. There are potentially 30.5
million square feet available for potential
development on NYCHA properties in
Manhattan alone. Advocating for NYCHA to
follow the ULURP process is vital in regulating
the impact of these potential developments
(Manhattan Borough President, 2008).
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possible, businesses receiving financial
assistance from HUD provide job training
and employment opportunities for low and
very-low income residents (HUD, 2013).
Additionally, commercial tenants could be
key partners, working with NYCHA to ensure
that buildings are retrofitted to comply with
the flood resilience text amendment (DCP,
2013). Revenues from the commercial leases
would go directly into a fund for floodproofing NYCHA properties. The fund
would be overseen by NYCHA, members
of the tenant’s associations and local CBOs.
This action will require advocating for a
zoning map change with the Department
of City Planning, as well as changes to the
NYCHA commercial lease review process. By
subjecting commercial tenants to a rigorous
review process, NYCHA can ensure that
these uses will be appropriate for NYCHA
developments and aid in the goal of floodproofing these properties. The rezoning
would be subject to public review through
the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure
(ULURP), allowing the community to serve
as partners in the planning process.
In order for development to
appropriately meet the needs of residents,
the land leasing process itself should go
through ULURP, to incorporate resident
input. ULURP is a standardized procedure
where proposals affecting land use in the
city are publicly reviewed. The land-lease
process is not currently subject to this
requirement, as NYCHA is under the purview
of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, not the City (NYCHA, 2013).
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Advocate for FEMA to develop additional
studies to create a Multi-Family Building
Design Guide
The National Flood Insurance Program and

Image 6.5a: Multi-family housing in the Lower
East Side. This type of housing can be found
throughout NYC. A FEMA Multi-Family
Design Guide would benefit not just the LES,
but millions of residents throughout NYC. Image courtesy of Pratt Fundamentals Studio
Fall 2013.

The

fundamental necessity for ultimate
disaster preparedness is to strengthen
the overall resilience of the economy and
residents’ stability in the Lower East Side. As
seen in the Existing Conditions Report, LES
small businesses and low-income residents are
threatened with displacement through rising
commercial and residential property values
caused by gentrification. Businesses that serve
local community needs are pushed out and
replaced with the growing retail and service
sectors, including restaurants and bars.
Manufacturing continues to shrink
not only as a result of 2008 zoning changes
that limited its space, but also through global
trends that are impacting, for example, the
historic garment industry in the Lower East
Side. It is necessary to continue to advocate
for greater opportunities for small business
diversification, preservation of manufacturing
opportunities (especially for current residents),
and greater regulation and accountability of
landowners who justify rent raises through
building repairs and harass or displace tenants.
Another part of strengthening socio-economic
resiliency includes securing good local jobs
and housing for those displaced, which is

Image 6.6: Tailor Shop - photo credit Pratt 2013

vital in the preservation of community ties
(Alliance for a Just Rebuilding, 2013).
This recommendation serves primarily
to affirm GOLES’ existing work on advocating
for affordable housing and other issues
regarding justice and the economy. Currently,
the Chinatown Working Group has been
working with the Pratt Center for Community
Development (PCCD) and the Collective for
Community Culture and the Environment
(CCCE) to develop a series of zoning changes
to help address some of these growing concerns
of economic and residential affordability and
stability. Although these recommendations

from PCCD and CCCE are not directly about
disaster resilience, certain components address
the gaps and challenges that our studio found
from our research. Thus, as the final decisions
on zoning provisions rest in the hands of the
members of the Chinatown Working Group, we
encourage GOLES to continue advocating for
the following principles and recommendations
of the rezoning that we believe are important
to strengthening the socioeconomic resiliency
of the area:
· Anti-harassment and anti-demolition
overlays to protect tenants rights.
· Programs that foster the next generation
of economic development leaders.
· Zoning and programming that maintains
affordable commercial space for local
businesses.
· Enhancing services to support a vibrant
business community.
· Guaranteed affordable housing (defined
as 50% AMI).
· Planned Community Preservation and
Resilience areas, which require the ULURP
process.
· Zoning density & height limits that
reflect existing scale of the district.
104
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FEMA literature is geared towards one and
two family houses, but most of the building
stock in the Lower East Side does not fall
into this category. The Post-Sandy Initiative
Report identified the lack of a FEMA multifamily design guideline. We recommend
that GOLES and the LTRG advocate for
additional studies by FEMA to a develop a
comprehensive multi-family building design
guide.
There is a need for a separate report
exclusively for multi-family buildings due
to differences in height, longevity, and
combustibility. Multifamily housing typically
incorporates robust materials such as
masonry and concrete. Following Sandy, it
became clear that these structures performed
better than the wood framing typical of one
and two family homes (Post Sandy Initiative,
2013). A FEMA multi-family design guide
would be beneficial for the Lower East Side,
New York City, and all cities with a high
density of multi-family housing. It would also
create appropriate policies for multi-family
housing, allowing these buildings to be more
103

resilient against natural disasters.
In our research, the development
of a multi-family design guideline has
only been suggested in the Post-Sandy
Initiative Report (Post-Sandy Initiative,
2013). It is vital for public officials to
recognize this need, as it would assist
multi-family buildings, such as the Lower
East Side NYCHA developments along
the waterfront, plan for a resilient future.
The
Post-Sandy
Housing
Working Group have identified and
suggested several areas where they believe
they can assist FEMA with outlining and
authoring a multi-family design guide
(Post Sandy Initiative, 2013).

Advocate for Chinatown Working Group
Zoning Amendment components that
seek to build socioeconomic resiliency
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6.7
Advocate for the expansion of disaster
recovery and resiliency funding for
community-based organizations
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Image 6.7: GOLES Advocating - photo courtesy of The
Lo-Down 2009

After Superstorm Sandy, the Sandy
Regional Assembly’s Recovery Agenda
recommended the allocation of technical
assistance grant funding for community based
groups to organize disaster resilience projects,
and support resilience centers in waterfront
communities (Sandy Regional Assembly
2013, p. 13). In addition, the Pratt Institute’s
Recovery, Adaptation, Mitigation and Planning
(RAMP) Initiative hosted a conference entitled
“Financing an Equitable and Resilient Future”
in November 2013 that explored innovative
financing measures for a more socially,
economically and physically resilient New York.

During recovery from a disaster,
individuals and municipalities alike
rely on funding from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) as a main source of funding
for recovery. While FEMA’s Public
Assistance program does extend
coverage to non-profit organizations
in recovering from disasters, it is
only extended to organizations that
meet a specific, narrow set of criteria,
generally those that are educational
institutions or that provide critical
services such as utilities, health-care,
and other safety-related organizations
of a governmental nature (FEMA
Online, 2012). This narrow definition
leaves
out
community-based
organizations such as GOLES that
are often more directly connected to
the needs of the communities they
serve. Low-interest rate disaster
loans available through the U.S. Small
Business Administration are subject to
the same restrictions. Further funding
for these organizations can be found
through other sources, such as those
that we have identified in Appendix H.
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of the greatest challenges facing
community-based organizations (CBOs) in
responding to the needs of the community
they serve, both in the preparation for and
in the aftermath of a disaster, is accessing
adequate funding for their work. Funding is
essential to allow CBOs both to pay for staff
members to undertake the needed work and
to access resources to make resiliency and
recovery measures possible.
Building on the proposal by the Sandy
Regional Assembly and the work begun by
the RAMP Initiative, we believe that GOLES,
in conjunction with the LES Ready Long
Term Recovery Group, should advocate for
greater amounts of funding to be directed
to CBOs to improve local resiliency. One
of the major issues to resolve is whether
community organizations are more reliant
on and get more use from governmental or
from philanthropic and foundation funding
sources. Determining the funding methods
that most effectively allow CBOs to undertake
resiliency work will help focus advocacy
efforts for any necessary changes to programs
and increases in funding amounts available
for resiliency and recovery efforts.
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Above: Community garden meeting discussing disaster resiliency. A community resilient to disaster is one that is
inclusive, organized, and resilient year-round. Source: M’Finda Kalunga Community Garden
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/IMPLEMENTATION

Image on opposite page courtesy of
Pratt Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013
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One of the ways that the Pratt Fundamentals studio informed our recommendations was to conduct on site surveys of
three sites in the Lower East Side. We propose these pilot projects as a way to implement our recommendations.
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Conclusion

it might take to make each recommendation
a reality. Each recommendation has short and
long term components and varying costs. We
have taken an average to help illustrate. Short
term and low cost projects are low hanging
fruit projects on which GOLES can take direct
action or partner with other organizations to
implement. Long term and high cost are more
ambitious projects that require collaboration
across various levels of agency and
community advocacy starting now. Moving

forward, it is essential that residents, CBOs,
and government agencies work together
to implement a multi-faceted approach to
prepare for future disaster scenarios. These
objectives and recommendations serve to
provide a framework for the Long Term
Recovery Group and GOLES to ensure the
development of a more informed, connected,
prepared, adaptive, and resilient Lower East
Side.
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We have drafted recommendations
to fit within the operational and budgetary
capacities of GOLES as a community-based
organization already very active in the
community. The recommendations are to
inform, take direct action, build partnerships,
and advocate for governmental resources and
policy changes to enable resiliency in the Lower
East Side. Above, we’ve created a visualization
of the overall implementation timeline and
costs of some of the recommendations--what
109
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/ISSUES FOR FURTHER
EXPLORATION
The following is a series of issues we found
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through our research to be important to
strengthening the resiliency of the Lower
East Side. However, with the constraints of
time and resources in our studio, we were
unable to dig deeper into them and explore
their possibilities in the Lower East Side.
We recommend exploring these topics if
an opportunity presents. The Long Term
Recovery Group is already working in these
issues, and we would like to encourage
continuing these efforts in moving towards a
more resilient Lower East Side.

Utilitiy Companies
Accountability

Conclusion
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Above: Con Edison station. Photo credit Christine Chou

today. A current major issue is that there is that
the Federal Communications Commission
does not regulate or mandate their investment
in equipment and infrastructure networks in
preparation for future storms and restoration
of services without significant burden to
residents who used their service before. The

1. Interview with Anthony Rosario from the Hope Project at University Settlement on Nov 21, 2013. New York, NY.
2. Sandy Regional Assembly 2013
3. Ibid

National Regulatory Research Institute
published a report on the trend of increasing
deregulation of telecommunications and
other utility industries as a national issue
(Lichtenberg, Sherry 2012). Advocacy in
this field is necessary to protect the rights of
customers. A utility company’s emergency

Conclusion
Conclusion

Advocating for accountability of utility
companies for disaster failures and immediate
restoration of services is a recommendation
and issue for further exploration. In order
for emergency communication to be most
effective, telecommunications technologies
need to function properly. After Sandy, this
posed a large problem for communication.
Some businesses and community-based
organizations are still without internet access
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Our recommendation on establishing
an Emergency Information Communications
Network is a short term project that could
ultimately lead to the establishment of a
permanent Disaster Resilience Center--a sort
of localized OEM/FEMA office for the Lower
East Side to help coordinate planning before
disaster as well as management of information
communication and educational resource
center. This is also a project mentioned by
the Sandy Regional Assembly3, and should
be further explored for the Lower East Side.

Long Term Shelter so that residents
are not displaced and can return to the Lower Addressing Inadequate
East Side. A recommendation provided by Sewer Infrastructure
the Sandy Regional Assembly was the need
The sewer infrastructure of the Lower
for long-term housing for those displaced East Side is insufficient to meet the current
longer2.
and future needs of the area. The existing
117

sewer system was built in a piecemeal fashion
nearly 100 years ago as a combined sewer
system. Combined sewer systems commingle
sewage from homes and businesses with
stormwater runoff from impermeable
surfaces such as asphalt roads or buildings.
This combined sewer system frequently
causes raw sewage to overflow directly into
the waterways surrounding the city. Every
year, 27 billion gallons of raw sewage are
discharged into NYC’s waterways due to these
events, called combined sewer overflows
(CSOs) (Riverkeeper, 2013).
In addition to CSO events, GOLES
has informed us of frequent sewer backups
in the area which also bring raw sewage
dangerously close to residents’ living spaces.
Because 61% of sewer backups are caused by
grease or fat buildup in sewer pipes, backup
instances are likely to become more frequent
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A Disaster Resilience Center
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Long Term Shelter

Above: Arial view of the Lower East Side. Adapting to become resilient. Source: Green Source Construction

over time in the Lower East Side as the bar
and restaurant industry in the area grows
(NYC DEP, 2012). In order to prevent these
overflows from increasing, GOLES and
Lower East Side residents should be active in
reporting observed backups to 311.
DEP has defined priority combined sewer
watersheds for targeting their CSO-reducing
and stormwater runoff management grants
and activities. The LES does not fall into one
of these areas because the Newtown Creek
priority watershed is defined only along the
Newtown Creek itself. Because the pumping
station that pumps the sewage from a large
area of Lower Manhattan to the Newtown
Creek Wastewater Treatment plant is located
in the LES, LES residents may be able to
make the case to DEP to include the LES
in this priority watershed, or as an annexed
area. This would open funding opportunities
Above: Flooding of streets during Hurricane Sandy. Source: The New Yorker
for green and “blue” infrastructure (such as
water-retaining roofs) such as the DEP’s own install high-level storm sewers (HLSS) in significant infrastructure investment in the
Green Infrastructure Grant Program.
flood-prone areas near the waterfront across area, and although the final product would
DEP has also started a program to the city. According to DEP’s website, “HLSS be buried underground, would provide
are designed to capture 50% of the rainfall, significant benefits for the community by
before it enters our pipes, and divert it directly considerably reducing flooding and CSO
into the waterways through permitted outlets, events in the Lower East Side.
reducing the volume of flows that pass through
the treatment plants and the combined sewer
system.” GOLES could advocate for new
high level storm sewers to be installed in the
Lower East Side, as it meets the requirements
of being flood prone and near the waterfront.
NYC DEP has planned HLSS in seven areas
so far, including Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal,
Springfield Blvd in Southeastern Queens, and
Aboce: clogged sewer drain during dry event. Photo
Throggs Neck in the Bronx. This would be a
by Pratt Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013
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plan should not be a business plan to expand
the cost of their services.
Specifically, advocating for regulation
of utility companies to mandate the activation
of free land-line service to all buildings will
provide an additional essential network.
During Superstorm Sandy, computerized and
wireless phones did not work, but landlines
and rotary phones did1. The extent of this will
need to be further explored. Partnering with
utility companies to enable this free service
during a storm could be a short term and low
cost method for increasing communication
capabilities. Community-based organizations
such as GOLEs could rely on traditional
rotary phones as another to communicate
as long as telephone lines are still running.
If this is successful, communication trees/
communication
protocol
should
be
established, elaborating the EICN and
formalizing a network of who exactly to
contact to communicate an emergency when
other methods are not available. From person
to person contact, physical forms, vocal
means such as megaphones, social media,
texting, and rotary lines, diversifying and
expanding the means of communication will
enable a stronger more prepared and resilient
Lower East Side.

/CONCLUSION

Image on opposite page courtesy of
Pratt Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013
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/CONCLUSION

“We are not hapless beings caught in the grip
of forces we can do little about, and wholesale
damnations of our society only lend a further
mystique to organization. Organization has been
made by man; it can be changed by man.”
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View of East River from Lower East Side - photo courtesy of Pratt
Fundamentals Studio Fall 2013

future planners must adapt their work to these dynamic changes.
We hope the Disaster Preparedness Committee and the
Long Term Recovery Group will use this report as a framework to
create a more informed, connected, prepared, adaptive, and resilient
Lower East Side. Community-based resiliency projects not only
fortify assets vulnerable to disaster, but can act as an opportunity to
improve the quality of economic, social and environmental life for
all residents.
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Recommendations

--William H. Whyte

attention to the particular issues of climate change and natural
disaster events in the Lower East Side neighborhood. We hope
that these recommendations also speak to a greater cause. Disaster
planning should also mean comprehensive planning. Many of our
recommendations hope to build on the strong social cohesion in this
neighborhood. Many of the issues not discussed in this report, can
only be overcome by the social bonds of community and the ability
to advocate for issues facing neighborhood residents. Our studio
is in awe of the hard work being done in this community, and we
hope our work can be a small part of the process in this amazing
neighborhood.
Superstorm Sandy subjected the Lower East Side community
to a previously unimaginable environmental crisis. Our research
on existing conditions found that the Lower East Side, like much
of New York City, was ill prepared to withstand a disaster of this
magnitude. However, we also found a strong existing social
network comprised of dedicated residents and community-based
organizations with a highly specialized collective knowledge of
the area. This network played a life-saving role during and after
Superstorm Sandy. The recommendations presented in this report
largely build off of this community asset, and lead us to conclude
that bottom-up, community-driven resiliency projects are the most
effective way to improve the Lower East Side’s ability to recover from
a disaster. Community-based organizations should leverage their
crucial role in disaster response to acquire additional funding for
resiliency projects. Furthermore, community-based organizations
and government agencies responsible for resiliency planning should
work collaboratively to find solutions to the difficult questions
raised in this report. We hope this report can serve as a framework
for future resiliency planning work in the Lower East Side. As
technology, funding, the environment, and social conditions evolve
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The recommendations presented in this report are meant to bring
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/APPENDIX A.1: Disaster Supplies Kit

/APPENDIX A.2: Red Cross Ready Plan

APPENDIX : Basic Disaster Supplies Kit recommended by FEMA
The following items are recommended for inclusion in your basic disaster supplies kit as advised by
FEMA:
• T hree-day supply of non-perishable food
• Three-day supply of water – one gallon of water per person, per day
• P ortable, battery-powered radio or television and extra batteries
• F lashlight and extra batteries
• F irst aid kit and manual
• S anitation and hygiene items (moist towelettes and toilet paper)
• Ma tches and waterproof container
• W histle
• E xtra clothing
• Ki tchen accessories and cooking utensils, including a can opener
• Photocopies of credit and identification cards
• C ash and coins
• Sp ecial needs items, such as prescription medications, eye glasses, contact lens solutions, and hearing
aid batteries
• Items for infants, such as formula, diapers, bottles, and pacifiers
• O ther items to meet your unique family needs:
If you live in a cold climate, you must think about warmth. It is possible that you
will not have heat. Think about your clothing and bedding supplies. Be sure to
include one complete change of clothing and shoes per person, including:
• J acket or coat
• L ong pants
• L ong sleeve shirt
• S turdy shoes
• H at, mittens, and scarf
• Sl eeping bag or warm blanket (per person)
Be sure to account for growing children and other family changes. See Appendix B
for a detailed checklist of disaster supplies. You may want to add some of the items
listed to your basic disaster supplies kit depending on the specific needs of your household.
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/APPENDIX B: Mold Remediation Guide

131 Source: Environmental Protection Agency
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/APPENDIX C: Household Energy Savings
A New York State
Public Service Commission
Consumer Guide

SUMMER SEASON

ary
s

ELECTRIC
DEVICES

LEVEL
OF USE

MONTHLY ENERGY
COST
SAVING TIPS

Room air
conditioner

6 hrs./day

$41.00/mo.

$123.10/mo.

Circulating fan 6 hrs./day

and
g costs
ndows

$2.90/mo.

•
•

Swimming
pool pump

e

(1 horsepower)

MONTHLY ENERGY
COST
SAVING TIPS

Dehumidifier

8 hrs./day

$22.80/mo.

8 hrs./day

$36.50/mo.

thermostat
Keep windows shut
Use a fan to circulate the
air better

Freezer

air around and bring in
cooler air at night
Fans use much less energy
than air conditioners

• Check that the pump filter is
•
•

clean and the pump is well
lubricated
Turn off when not needed
Use a programmable timer

24 hrs./day

$23.80/mo.

(frost free;
10-15 years old)

the doors

ENERGY STAR® unit which
uses one-third the amount
of electricity

Waterbed
heater

10 hrs./day

10 regular
light bulbs

4 hrs./day

Fish tank

$21.49/mo.

5/11
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Hot tub
(500 gallons)

WINTER SEASON
ELECTRIC
DEVICES

LEVEL
OF USE

MONTHLY ENERGY
COST
SAVING TIPS

Portable
Heater

8 hrs./day

$68.40/mo.

$22.80/mo.

ELECT
DEVIC

Room
condit

• Only use when necessary
and in occupied rooms

(1,500 watts)

Electric
blanket

(12,000 B

8 hrs./day

$7.70/mo.

Furnace

• Consider using the electric

Centra
condit

blanket only to warm up
the bed
• Turn it off when you settle in

(King size bed)

24 hrs./day

50-60%
• Insulate your attic
• Insulate heating ducts and
of winter
energy costs save 10-30% of heating costs

Circula

• Seal cracks around windows

• Insulate your waterbed,

and doors

• Lower your thermostat at

keeping it covered with a
comforter or other blankets
• Use a timer to run the heater
only when needed

Swimm
pool p

night and when you are
not home
• Install a programmable
thermostat

• Turn off lights when you

(1 horsep

don’t need them

• Replace light bulbs you use
the most with compact
fluorescent bulbs
• CFLs use only one-quarter
the amount of electricity

7 hrs./day

$9.40/mo.

(with light and
filter; 50 gallons)

For more do-it-yourself tips
and energy efficiency programs
with financial incentives,
visit www.AskPSC.com or call
1-888-Ask-PSC1.

• Limit the time you open
• Consider purchasing an

(100 watts each)

your
es
he day
at night

• Try to identify and eliminate

sources of moisture in your
home in order to reduce use
of the dehumidifier
• Run with windows closed

• Use fans to help move the
•

t at
e

LEVEL
OF USE

• Use a programmable

Central air
conditioner

ettle in

• Use only when necessary
• Turn it down or off when

ELECTRIC
DEVICES

you are not home

(12,000 BTU)

ctric
up

HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY USE
AND ENERGY SAVING TIPS

MISCELLANEOUS ENERGY DEVICES

• Use the light only when you
need to maintain the water
temperature

24 hrs./day

$31.40/mo.

• When not in use, turn

temperature down and
use an insulated tightfitting cover

Insulate attics,
foundations,
heating ducts and
hot water pipes

Caulk
around windows
and doors

Open your
shades
during the day
and close at night

100M
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KITCHEN
ELECTRIC
HOUSEHOLD HOUSEHOLD
DEVICES
ELECTRICITY USE AND ELECTRICITY USE
AND

ENERGY SAVING ENERGY SAVING
Refrigerator

TIPS TIPS

LEVEL
OF USE

MONTHLY ENERGY
ELECTRIC
LEVEL
COST
SAVING
DEVICES
OF USETIPS

24 hrs./day

$32.10/mo.
Refrigerator
• Limit
opening the doors
24 hrs./day
$32.10/mo.

(18 cubic feet;
10-15 years old)

Look around. What appliances are on?
Doaround.
you know
how
much they
Look
What
appliances
areare
on? Do you knowOven
how much they are
30 min./day
costing you? Knowing how much your
mainyou?
electric
devices
cost
to run
costing
Knowing
how
much
your main electric devices cost to run
will help you lower your utility billswill
andhelp
become
more energy
efficient.
you lower
your utility
bills and become more energy efficient.
This brochure includes a list of common
household
electrica devices
and
This brochure
includes
list of common
household electric devices and
appliances, their estimated operating
costs based
onestimated
level of usage,
and costs based on level of usage, and
appliances,
their
operating
Stove
top and 30 min./day
some energy saving tips. The operating
costs
of your
appliances
some
energy
saving
tips. The and
operating costs of your
appliances
burner
electric devices may differ from those
listeddevices
here depending
theirthose listed here depending on their
electric
may differon
from
(large burner)
size, age and frequency of use.
size, age and frequency of use.

Dishwasher
The estimated monthly cost is based
onestimated
a certain level
of use.
your
The
monthly
costIf is
based on a certain level
of use. If your 1 load a day
(washing
level of use is different from the amount
shown,
shouldfrom
recalculate
level of
use isyou
different
the amount shown, you
shouldand
recalculate
drying cycles
your cost based on your usage. For example,
your on
personal
computer
your costifbased
your usage.
For example, if your personal computer
is on for 10 hours a day, instead of the
five
shown
in the
chart,ofthe
is on
forhours
10 hours
a day,
instead
the five hours shown in the chart, the
amount of electricity it consumes would
beof
twice
as much.
Therefore,would be twice as much. Therefore,
amount
electricity
it consumes
Microwave
30 min./day
your monthly personal computer cost
be $16.00,
instead
of $8.00.
yourwould
monthly
personal
computer
cost would be $16.00,
instead of $8.00.
(1,400 watts)

Use the information in the chart to Use
estimate
your savingsinifthe
youchart
reduce
the information
to estimate your savings if you reduce
your energy use. For example, if youyour
normally
your
energyrun
use.
Fordishwasher
example, ifeach
you normally run your dishwasher each
day, the monthly cost would be $5.70.
youmonthly
were able
to would
reducebe
the$5.70. If you were able to reduce the
day,Ifthe
cost
number of times you use your dishwasher
day,dishwasher
you
numbertoofonce
timesevery
you other
use your
to once every
other
day, you30 min./day
Coffee
maker
could cut your cost in half and savecould
$2.85.cut your cost in half and save $2.85.
The cost figures are based on 19 cents
kilowatt
the New
Theper
cost
figureshour,
are based
on 19 cents per kilowatt hour, the New
York State average. A kilowatt hour York
is theState
standard
unitAofkilowatt
electricity
average.
hour is the standard unit of electricity
measured by a meter. For example, ameasured
100-wattby
light
bulb used
for 10 a 100-watt light bulb used for 10
a meter.
For example,
hours consumes one kilowatt hour of
electricity.
hours
consumes one kilowatt hour of electricity.
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KITCHEN

(18 cubic feet;
10-15 years old)

$20.10/mo.
Oven

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
AND OFFICE
LAUNDRY AND BATHROOM
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
AND OFFICE
LAUNDRY AND BATHROOM

ELECTRIC
MONTHLY ENERGY
DEVICES
COST
SAVING
TIPS

• Set the refrigerator at 38-40º
and the freezer at 0-5º
• Consider purchasing an
Energy Star® unit which will
use one-third the amount of
electricity

• Consider
using a toaster
30 min./day
$20.10/mo.
or microwave oven, which
use about one-tenth the
amount of electricity of a
conventional oven

LEVEL
OF USE

Screen
• LimitLarge
opening
the doors 6 hrs./day
• Set TV
the refrigerator at 38-40º

and the freezer at 0-5º
Standard
Size
6 hrs./day
• Consider
purchasing
an
TVStar® unit which will
Energy
use one-third the amount of
Cable box
24 hrs./day
electricity

MONTHLY ENERGY
ELECTRIC
LEVEL
COST
SAVING
DEVICES
OF USETIPS

$9.40/mo.
Large
Screen • Turn
the TV off when $9.40/mo.
6 hrs./day
you are not watching it
TV
$6.80/mo.Size 6 hrs./day
Standard
$6.80/mo.
TV
$4.80/mo.
Cable
box
• Consider
unplugging $4.80/mo.
24 hrs./day
extra cable boxes that
are not in use so they
do not draw power
• Ask your cable provider for
an ENERGY STAR device

• Consider using a toaster

or microwave oven, which
use about one-tenth the
amount of electricity of a
conventional oven

Personal

• Smaller
burners use one
half
30 min./day
$7.30/mo.

• Smaller
burners use one half
computer

$8.00/mo.
Personal
computer

(large burner)

• Cook with lids on your pans

• Cookand
with
lids on your pans
printer)

(with monitor
and printer)

$5.70/mo.
Dishwasher

• Run
dishwasher
1 load
a dayonly when
$5.70/mo.

• Run dishwasher only when

$7.30/mo.
Stove
top
burner

(washing and
drying cycles

$4.00/mo.
Microwave
(1,400 watts)

the amount of electricity

full
• Use air dry (instead of heat
dry) to use one-half the
amount of electricity

• Use
microwave oven$4.00/mo.
for
30amin./day
cooking when possible
• Microwaves use about
one-tenth the amount of
electricity as an oven

$1.70/mo.
Coffee
maker • Turn
coffee maker$1.70/mo.
when
30 off
min./day
not brewing or warming
coffee

5 hrs./day

the (with
amount
of electricity
monitor

ELECTRIC
MONTHLY ENERGY
DEVICES
COST
SAVING
TIPS

• If5you
are not using your
hrs./day
$8.00/mo.
computer, turn it off,
including the monitor
and printer

heater
• TurnWater
the TV off
when

LEVEL
OF USE

MONTHLY ENERGY
ELECTRIC
LEVEL
COST
SAVING
DEVICES
OF USETIPS

24 hrs./day

$77.00/mo.
Water
heater • Insulate
hot water heater
24 hrs./day
$77.00/mo.
and hot water pipes
electric

youelectric
are not watching it

(52 gallons)

(52 gallons)

• Consider unplugging

extra cable boxes that
are not in use so they
Clothes
dryer 1
do not
draw power
• Ask your cable provider for
an ENERGY STAR device

load/day

Hair dryer

• Lower water temperature

to 120º (140º if you have a
dishwasher)
• Install faucet aerators and
low-flow showerheads

$17.80/mo.
Clothes
dryer • Use
a clothesline when
1 load/day
$17.80/mo.
possible

Clothes
• If you
are not using your 1 load/day
computer,
turn it off,
washer
including the monitor
and printer

MONTHLY ENERGY
COST
SAVING TIPS

15 min./day

and hot water pipes

• Lower water temperature

to 120º (140º if you have a
dishwasher)
• Install faucet aerators and
low-flow showerheads

• Use a clothesline when
possible

$5.90/mo.
Clothes
washer

• Use
cold water when $5.90/mo.
you can
1 load/day

• Use cold water when you can

$2.30/mo.
Hair
dryer

• Dry
hair only when
you
15 your
min./day
$2.30/mo.

• Dry your hair only when you

need to
• Consider air drying in warmer
weather

full
• Use air dry (instead of heat
dry) to use one-half the
amount of electricity

• Insulate hot water heater

need to

• Consider air drying in warmer
weather

• Use a microwave oven for
cooking when possible

• Microwaves use about

one-tenth the amount of
electricity as an oven

• Turn off coffee maker when
not brewing or warming
coffee

Install a
programmable
thermostat

Take advantage
of a
Use
Take advantage of
Install
rebates andprogrammable
discounts
ENERGY
STAR®
rebates
and discounts
on energy effi
ciency
appliances
on energy efficiency
thermostat
improvements
and devices
improvements

Use your
Use washer
and clothes
dryer
ENERGY
STAR®
at nighttime or
appliances
off-peak
hours
and
devices

Compact Use
fluorescent
off lightsfluorescent
your washer TurnCompact
bulbs and
(CFLs)
use dryer
in rooms
bulbs (CFLs) use
clothes
75% less electricity
than or
not
useelectricity than
75%inless
at nighttime
incandescent
bulbshours
incandescent bulbs
off-peak

Turn off lights
in rooms
not in use
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/APPENDIX D: Neighor to Neighbor
Preparedness and Response Network
Needs Volunteer Task Force.
· Maintain Building Captain Binder with contacts of all floor captains and
units.
· Support floor captains as needed.

(4) Special Needs Volunteer Task Force

(1) Buddy System
·
·

Contact cards of someone else from another unit, any special needs
Pre disaster and during disaster, buddies check in on each other

(2) Floor Captains

· CERT Trained and on each floor (or 1-2 floors)
· Initiate communication with floor-mates. Ensure floor-mates are prepared for
disaster; assist in distributing information on preparedness.
· Develop a means of contact with floor-mates; maintain a Floor Captain Binder.
· Understand the location of special needs floor-mates or meeting area if possible.
· Pre storm: Check in with floor residents door to door and note doors with special needs populations. Assist with evacuation or directing special forces to units with
special needs.
· Idea: place a tag on each doorknob for residents to fill out/update their status
(out, at a shelter, with family, have special needs). This could serve as a means to
check-in with neighbors while they are out.
· After disaster: Check-in door to door and gather floor situation (who might
need translators or critical supplies, where there might be emergencies, and ensuring
people are okay).
· Report critical information and special needs to Building Captains.

(3) Building Captains
·
·
·
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Staggered by 5th or 8th floor.
Centralize information from floor captains on needs, priority response units, etc.
Communicate this information to the ground floor Base Captains and Special

· Group of building residents with diverse skills (multilingual, can do sign
language, has health care certification, strength and endurance, etc.) and are CERT
trained.
· Could incorporate a youth task force to respond to disasters (as recommended by Sandy Regional Assembly 2013, p12).
· Serve as assistance for special needs throughout the building and work together with First Responders (FDNY, EMT, etc).
· Work with social service in building, if possible, to create a Special Needs
Registry of residents in the building [recommendation from the Sandy Regional
Assembly and NY Rising 2013 to create public housing registries].
· Work with floor captains to address special needs of vulnerable populations in
disaster preparedness.

(5) Base Captains

· Gather information from building captains and Special Needs Volunteer Task
Force.
· Work in collaboration with a social service to maintain a Special Needs Registry of the building to supplement door to door neighborhood response.
· Serve as a gateway and information desk working together with the Special
Needs Volunteer Task Force and external agencies (volunteers, first responders,
CBOs, supplies, etc.) when they arrive on the ground floor/entry point, and help
direct them to priority/emergency units.

Other Aspects:

· It should be made clear that these leadership roles are not required to put
their individual safety in jeopardy (Columbus Division of Fire 2010).
· They should not be regarded as safety or emergency personnel experts and
are not expected to argue with people who do not wish to cooperate (World Cares
Leading and Management Training 2013).
· They are meant to serve as a check-in network to ensure special needs are
accommodated and decrease risk.
· These groups would regularly meet, about once a month, with each other and
build relationships.
· Each high-rise should possess one or two escape chairs to help accommodate
emergency evacuation for those with limited ability.

/APPENDIX E: VRC GUIDELINES
14.

GUIDELINE FOR VOLUNTEER
RECEPTION CENTERS (VRCs)
Clermont County Citizens Corps in Ohio has
created thorough guidelines for creating
Volunteer Reception Centers. Guidelines pose
questions that must be answered in order to
ensure effective implementation of disaster relief
centers:
What supplemental space will be required to
continue operations for several days – or weeks?
What support facilities need to be considered?
Where will volunteers eat?
How will food be supplied and prepared and by
whom?
Are bathrooms and showers available and
equipped?
Is there any quiet space available for cots for
volunteers and staff to rest between shifts?
What is the parking situation?
How secure is the facility?
Is there auxiliary power?
Are telephones available?
Is there a loading dock?
Is there Internet access?

APPENDIX I

12. Safety
Briefing

12. MRC
Briefing

13. All Volunteers – I.D.

C.
11. Risk
Management

B.

11. Risk
Management

Sitting Area
A.

9. Interviews
&
Assignment
s

7.

10. MRC
Assignment

6. Credential Checking

Registration

Greeters

2.

8.

MRC
Registration

4. Volunteer Requests

5. PIO

Communications
Data Processing
Supplies
Security
Medical/Prof Staff

Entrance

SUV
Reg CCV
Reg MRC

Additional information can be found at
Ohio Citizen Corps and Rusty Groselle (Co-Project Director)
Volunteer Reception Center Manual, 4th edition. November
2006: http://www.clermontcitizencorps.org/vrcmanual.pdf

Exit

Greeters

3. Orientation

Unreg CCV

1.

MRC, Citizen Corps & Spontaneous, Unaffiliated Volunteers
APPENDIX II

A schematic of a VRC, produced by Clermont County Citizens Corps
Source: http://www.clermontcitizencorps.org/vrc_site_plan_schematic.pdf
31
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/APPENDIX F.1: Map Population 65+ Disabled

/APPENDIX F.2: Special Needs Preparedness: Insulin
FDA Information Regarding Insulin Storage and
Switching Between Products in an Emergency
Insulin Storage and Effectiveness
Insulin for Injection

In the northeast corner of the district, from
Jacob Riis Houses down to the Williamsburg
Bridge, 66% to 77% of residents age 65 and
up are disabled. According to Census 2000,
there were 22,101 residents 65 years and older
in CD3 comprising 13.4% of the population.
That percentage rose 1% in the Census 2010
data to 23,541 residents (NYCDCP 2013, 13).
In Census tract 10.02, where NYCHA’s Baruch
Houses are located, there are 1,095 residents
over 65, 77% of which are disabled, which
means that 843 residents in this particular
census tract are disabled and in need of
attention in the event of a disaster.

Insulin from various manufacturers is often made available
to patients in an emergency and may be different from
a patient’s usual insulin. After a disaster, patients in
the affected area may not have access to refrigeration.
According to the product labels from all three U.S. insulin
manufacturers, it is recommended that insulin be stored in a
refrigerator at approximately 36°F to 46°F. Unopened and
stored in this manner, these products maintain potency until
the expiration date on the package.
Insulin products contained in vials or cartridges supplied
by the manufacturers (opened or unopened) may be left
unrefrigerated at a temperature between 59°F and 86°F
for up to 28 days and continue to work. However, an insulin
product that has been altered for the purpose of dilution or
by removal from the manufacturer’s original vial should be
discarded within two weeks.
Note: Insulin loses some effectiveness when exposed to
extreme temperatures. The longer the exposure to extreme
temperatures, the less effective the insulin becomes. This
can result in loss of blood glucose control over time. Under
emergency conditions, you might still need to use insulin
that has been stored above 86°F.
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You should try to keep insulin as cool as possible. If you are
using ice, avoid freezing the insulin. Do not use insulin that
has been frozen. Keep insulin away from direct heat and
out of direct sunlight.

When properly stored insulin becomes available again,
the insulin vials that have been exposed to these extreme
conditions should be discarded and replaced as soon as
possible. If patients or healthcare providers have specific
questions about the suitability of their insulin, they may call
the respective manufacturer at the following numbers:
Lilly: 1-800-545-5979
Sanofi-Aventis: 1-800-633-1610
Novo Nordisk: 1-800-727-6500

Additional Storage Information for Insulin Pumps
Insulin contained in the infusion set of a pump device (e.g.,
reservoir, tubing, catheters) should be discarded after
48 hours. Insulin contained in the infusion set of a pump
device and exposed to temperature exceeding 98.6°F
should be discarded.

Insulin Switching
Switching insulin should always be done in consultation
with a physician and requires close medical supervision,
and if possible, close monitoring of blood glucose. If medical
supervision is not possible under emergency conditions,
the following recommendations may be considered. Make
sure to closely monitor your blood glucose and seek medical
attention as soon as possible.
Short-acting (regular insulin) and Rapid-acting Insulins
One brand of regular insulin (e.g., Humulin R, Novolin R) may
be substituted for another brand of regular insulin and for
rapid-acting insulins (e.g., Humalog, NovoLog, Apidra), and
vice versa, on a unit-per-unit basis in emergency conditions.
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Regular insulins are to be injected approximately 30
minutes before the start of each meal. Rapid-acting insulins
begin working more rapidly than regular insulin and are
to be injected no more than 15 minutes before the start of
each meal to avoid dangerously low blood glucose levels.

Intermediate and Long-acting Insulins
One intermediate-acting insulin product (e.g., Humulin N,
Novolin N) may be substituted for another intermediateacting insulin product on a unit-per-unit basis in emergency
conditions. Likewise, these intermediate insulins may also
be substituted for long-acting insulins (e.g., Lantus, Levemir)
on a total unit-per-day basis, or vice versa in emergency
conditions.
--Importantly, when switching from a once a day long-acting
insulin (e.g., Lantus, Levemir) to an intermediate-acting
insulin the dose of the once a day long-acting insulin should
be cut in half and given as two injections of intermediate
acting insulin, one in the morning with breakfast and one
in the evening with dinner to avoid dangerously low blood
glucose levels.
--When switching from an intermediate-acting to a once
a day long-acting insulin, add up the total amount of
intermediate-acting insulin units for one day, and give it as
a single long-acting insulin dose once a day.
Close monitoring of blood glucose and adjustment in insulin
dose may be needed in the transition period.

Insulin Mixes
Switching between types of insulin should be done in
consultation with a physician and requires medical
supervision, and if possible, close monitoring of blood
glucose.
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What is an Insulin Mix
Insulin mixes contain a ratio of intermediate- and short/
rapid-acting insulin. The first number denotes the quantity
of intermediate insulin and the second number denotes the
quantity of short/rapid-acting insulin delivered with each
dose administered. For example, each dose of a 70/30 mix
contains 70% intermediate-acting insulin and 30% short/
rapid-acting insulin.

Switching from Your Insulin Mix: Substitution
or Replacement
Patients using pre-mixed insulin products (e.g., Humulin
70/30, Humalog Mix 75/25, Novolin 70/30, NovoLog Mix
70/30) have the following options to consider:
In emergency conditions, one insulin mix product may be
substituted for another on a unit-per-unit basis.
Insulin mixes containing a rapid-acting insulin analog (e.g.,
Humalog Mix, Novolog Mix) should be injected closer (within
15 minutes) to the start of the meal compared to mixes
containing regular insulin (e.g., Humulin 70/30).
If an insulin mix is not available, patients should follow this
two-step process:
--First, substitute an intermediate-acting component of the
mix (e.g., for most of the examples listed above this will be
approximately 70% of the total units for each dose) with an
intermediate-acting or a long-acting insulin on a unit-perunit basis.
Substituting with an intermediate-acting insulin:
Give 70% of total units for each dose
Substituting with a long-acting insulin:
Add up the total insulin units given in one day
Give 70% as one daily dose
--Second, if regular or rapid-acting insulins are also
available, they may be used before major meals in doses

equivalent to approximately 30% of the total dose of premixed insulin and in combination with the intermediate- or
long-acting insulin usually taken before that meal.
Note: Inject longer and shorter acting insulins separately
unless directed otherwise by a physician.

/APPENDIX F.3: NYC
Prescription Drug Availablity FAQ

Insulin Pumps
Switching between types of insulin should be done in
consultation with a physician and requires medical
supervision, and if possible, close monitoring of blood
glucose.

Using a Different Insulin in Your Insulin Pump
--Patients administering insulin using a pump device may
be able to substitute rapid-acting insulin (e.g., Humalog,
Novolog, Apidra) for another on a unit-per-unit basis in
emergency conditions. Patients should check instructions
for use of the pump device to see if available insulins are
compatible with their devices.

Switching from an Insulin Pump to Injected Insulin
--Patients using insulin pumps who must switch to injected
insulin may substitute intermediate or long-acting insulin
for the total “basal” dose infused over 24-hours on a unitper-unit basis in emergency conditions.
For example, an individual using a pump with a
basal rate of 1 unit per hour has a total 24-hour “basal”
dose of 24 units.
If an intermediate insulin (e.g., Humulin N or
Novolin N) or long-acting insulin (e.g., Lantus or Levemir)
is available, the 24 units should be administered as two
injections of 12 units, once in the morning and once in the
evening.
--If regular or rapid-acting insulin is also available, patients
should administer these insulins with each meal. The
individual should substitute their meal time “bolus” dose
on a unit-per-unit basis to an injected dose.
Source: http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/EmergencyPreparedness/ucm085213.htm

Source: http://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/emergency/weather/hurricane/docs/
open_pharmacies_faq.pdf
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/APPENDIX G: EBT Guide
MANUAL VOUCHER
PROCESSING PROCEDURES
Processing a Manual Voucher Transaction
for Food Stamp purchases when the EBT system or
equipment is not working.
What You Will Need
·

·
·

·
·

An original manual voucher form
provided by JPMorgan EFS. The
vouchers are provided to you when the equipment
is first installed or delivered. If you run out, call the
Retailer General Helpdesk at 800-350-8533 to have
additional vouchers mailed to you free of charge.
The Manual Authorization telephone
number.
Your store’s 7-digit Food and
Nutrition Service (FNS) authorization
number.
The customer’s EBT card number.
The exact dollar amount of the
transaction.

Completing a Manual Voucher
Step 1: Calculate the amount of the sale and
ask the customer to present his/her EBT
card.
Step 2: Complete all sections of the manual
voucher except for the
voucher approval number, the amount, and the
signatures.
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Step 3: Call the Manual Authorization
telephone number and follow the prompts
on the ARU to obtain a voucher approval
number. A voucher cannot be processed
without an approval number. You may use
a cellular phone to place the call if regular
phones are not available. If the purchase is
denied because there are insufficient funds in
the customer’s account, request assistance
from a customer service representative.
Step 4: Write the voucher approval number
on the voucher and fill-in the exact
authorized purchase amount.
Step 5: Have the customer sign the voucher
on the indicated line.
Step 6: Sign the voucher or have the front-end
supervisor sign the voucher on the indicated
line.
Step 7: Ensure that all the blanks are filled-in
on the voucher.
Step 8: Keep the original voucher and give the
copy to the customer.
Step 9: Once the EBT system is working again,
process the voucher by performing a
“Voucher Clear” transaction on the POS
device within 15 calendar days. If you do
not clear the voucher within 15 calendar days,
the approval number will expire and you will

not get paid for the transaction.
Clearing a Voucher when the EBT System is
Working Again
This transaction will initiate payment to your bank
account.
For exact procedures regarding the Voucher Clear
transaction, please refer to your EBT manual
provided with the equipment. If you have lost or
misplaced your manual, please contact the Retailer
General Helpdesk at 800-350-8533 to obtain a new
manual.

message will be placed on the ARU to inform you of
the emergency and the amount per sale that can be
approved using a manual voucher in this situation.
For additional information regarding your state,
documents available for download, or EBT-related
phone numbers, please visit our website at:
http://www.ebtretailerinfo.jpmorgan.com

If you use credit/debit equipment to process EBT and
need assistance with performing the Voucher Clear
transaction, please contact your processor.
As part of the Voucher Clear transaction, you will
need to enter the following information from the
voucher:
·
Customer’s Card Number
·
Voucher Number
·
Approval Number
·
Purchase Amount
Once the voucher is cleared, the terminal will print
a receipt containing the result of the voucher settlement
transaction. Please retain this receipt for your records.
Declared Emergency Authorization
The only time a retailer is reimbursed for a manual
voucher transaction without a voucher approval
number is in the event of a Declared Emergency. A
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/APPENDIX H.1: Disaster Relief Directory
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/APPENDIX H.2: Tools for Organizations
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/APPENDIX H.3: Workforce Development
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/APPENDIX I: Flood-proofing Funding Source
Incentives to Improve Building Resiliency
Existing funding for flood-proofing (as of 12/18/2013)
City Capital ($5.5B)
Fund aimed at making vulnerable assets, such as buildings,
more resilient through structural retrofits.
Government Incentive Programs
Initiative 7 – Offer grants, loans and fund a percentage of
costs completing all of some Core Flood Resiliency Measure
(Residential)
Initiative 9 – Retrofit public housing units damaged by
Sandy and increase future resiliency (108M) (NYCHA)
Also supports by Federal Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
(HMGP)
Initiative 10 – Launch a sales tax abatement program
for flood resiliency in industrial buildings ($10M)
(Manufacturing)
Community Development Block Grants – First Allocation
($1.8B)
- CDBG-DR funds will address long-term recovery
needs including the most urgent housing, business, and
infrastructure needs in the neighborhoods hardest hit by
Hurricane Sandy through several new programs. These
programs fall into three categories of immediate need
(housing recovery, business recovery, and infrastructure
and other City costs) and one program under development
(long- term resilience).
- The funding will be leveraged against supplemental
sources of funds allocated toward recovery, including FEMA
(Public Assistance Grant Program and Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Federal
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Sources:
A Stronger, More Resilient New
York SIRR p.68~86
A Stronger, More Resilient New
York SIRR p.400~406
NYC Hurricane Sandy After
Action Report p.33.34
NYC CDBG-DR Partial Plan A
NYC Recovery website: http://
www.nyc.gov/html/recovery/html/
home/home.shtml
Mayor’s Fund To Advance New
York City
http://www.nyc.gov/html/fund/
html/projects/hurricane_sandy_
relief.shtml

Highway Administration, SBA Disaster Loans, and National
Flood Insurance Program payouts.
Housing Recovery & Resiliency Program ($648M)
(Residential)
- Offers $108M (Public Housing Rehabilitation and
Resilience) for NYCHA buildings’ resiliency (NYCHA)
- Offers $225 (Multi-Family Building Rehabilitation) for
improving the resiliency of multi-family buildings
- Also supported by Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
Business Recovery & Resiliency Program ($293M)
(Commercial)
- Business Resiliency Investments: $90 million to provide
grants to companies for physical investments to improve
resiliency against severe weather.
- The NYC Business Recovery & Resiliency programs
include low-interest loans and expedited grants, funding
opportunities for flood protection measures and innovative
technologies that improve resiliency, and other critical
community development efforts to foster economic growth.
- Also supported by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
Repair & Restoration of City Infrastructure Program
($360M)
- $120M for building resiliency and assistance in vulnerable
buildings to implement the Core Flood Resiliency Measures.
(Residential)
- Supported by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)

Other Sources:

Future Programs and Funding

Loan & Grant programs for small business (25M)
(Commercial)
- The funding aids small business owners in making their
buildings more resilient.
- Supported by NYCEDC, private organizations, and the
Mayor’s Fund.

Community Development Block Grants – Future Allocations
- If HUD were to allocate a significant share of the available
funds in the same proportion as the initial allocation, the
City could receive billions of dollars in additional CDBG
funds.
- Funding for the City’s Resiliency Investments will be
requested in a future Partial Action Plan amendment.
Under this initial incremental obligation, New York City is
requesting 29% of the remaining funds.

Mayor’s Fund
When Hurricane Sandy hit New York City, Mayor Bloomberg
encouraged relief contributions to the Mayor’s Fund,
recognizing its unique ability to build public-private
partnerships that could begin work immediately and
effectively. Besides, the Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York
City has been a critical support in the relief and recovery
efforts.

Section 404 - Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP)
funding ($1B) (Residential)
- Mitigation investments for destroyed or substantially
damaged homes (e.g., elevation).
- Mitigation investments other than the elevation of
vulnerable buildings.
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/APPENDIX I.2: Flood-proofing Education
Pamphlets--English
Vulnerable buildings in the ﬂood zone

This guide is also available in
audio format and in the language
below.
CHINESE

Where is your building?

Get Your Buildings Ready !

HAITIAN CREOLE

Flood Proofing

KOREAN

Get It Ready!

Funding Resources toward Flood Prooﬁng

ITALIAN

Funding Resource

JAPANESE
SPANISH

Resindential - CDBG
Housing Recovery & Resiliency Program
* $108M for NYCHA buildings’ resiliency
* $225M for multi-family building’s resiliency
Residential

Commercial -CDBG

Incentive 7 - Oﬀer grants, loans and fund
a percentage of costs completing all of
some Core Flood Resiliency Measure.

Repair & Restoration of City Infrastructure

$120M sponsored for building resiliency
and assistance in vulnerable buildings to
implement the Core Flood Resiliency
Measures.

Mixed-use

Business

Residential

1B Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
* Mitigation investments for destroyed
or substantially damaged homes
* Mitigation investments other than
elevation of vulnerable buildings.

Map oﬀered by
Map produced by
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Christine Chou

image source
http://www.hdwallpapersinn.com/hurricane-katrina-wallpapers.html

Dry Flood-Prooﬁng

Wet Flood-Prooﬁng

Elevating structure

Business Recovery & Resiliency Program

* $90M to provide grants to companies
for physical investments to improve
resiliency to severe weather.

Commercial
Loan & Grant Program for Small Business
$25M for small business building resiliency.

Wet floodproofing allows floodwaters
to enter the enclosed areas of a home.

Manufacture
Government Incentive Program
Incentive 10 - $10M to launch a sales
tax abatement program for ﬂood
resiliency in industrial buildings .

Residential - Section 404
Institution

Diﬀerent Flood Prooﬁng Methods

Government Inventive Program

Residential

RUSSIAN

Funding Resources toward Flood Prooﬁng

For further information:
NYC-CDBG report http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/downloads
/pdf/cdbg-dr_action_plan_8-23-13.pdf
NYCRecovery website http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/html/
plan/housing_programs.shtml

Dry floodproofing seals all openings
below the flood level and relies on the
walls of the building to keep water out.
Dry floodproofing is practical only for
homes with walls constructed of flood
damage-resistant materials and only
where flood depths are low (no more
than 2 to 3 feet).

Wet floodproofing is generally used to
limit damages to enclosures below
elevated buildings, walkout-on-grade
basements, below-grade basements,
crawlspaces, or attached garages.
Advantage: If floodwaters are allowed
to enter the enclosed areas of the home
and to quickly reach the same level as
the floodwaters outside, the effects of
hydrostatic pressure, including buoyancy, are greatly reduced. Therefore, the
likelihood of structural damage may be
greatly reduced.

When a home is properly elevated, the
living area should be above most flood
levels.
Several elevation techniques involve
(1) lifting the home and building a new,
or extending the existing, foundation
below it
(2) leaving the home in place and either
building an elevated “false” floor
within the home or adding a new
upper story and converting the
ground level to a compliant
enclosure.
For further information:
Homeowners’ guide to retrofitting
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/480?id=1420
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/APPENDIX I.3: Flood-proofing Education
Pamphlets--Spanish
Ediﬁcios vulnerables en la zona de inundación

Esta guía se puede escuchar en
los siguientes idiomas

Prepara tu Edificio!

CHINESE

Donde esta su edificio?

HAITIAN CREOLE

Tenlo listo !

Protección Contra Inundaciones

KOREAN
ITALIAN

Recursos Económicos

Recursos Económicos para Financiar la
Protección Contra Inundaciones en Viviendas
Vivienda - CDBG
Programa de recuperación y resistencia para viviendas
* 108M para resistencia de ediﬁcios de NYCHA
* 225M para la resistencia de ediﬁcios multifamiliares
Vivienda

SPANISH
RUSSIAN

Vivienda - Reparación y Restauración
de Infraestructuras Municipales
120M en recursos económicos para resistencia de ediﬁcios y asistencia para ediﬁcios
vulnerables para que puedan implementar las
medidas principales para resistir inundaciones
Institución

uso mixto

comercio

vivienda

Vivienda – Sección 404

1B Programa de Préstamos para Mitigar Riesgos
* Inversiones de mitigación para casas
destruidas o casas sustancialmente dañadas.
* Inversiones de mitigación para medidas otras
que la elevación de ediﬁcios vulnerables.

Mapa producido por
image source
http://www.hdwallpapersinn.com/hurricane-katrina-wallpapers.html
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Comercial – CBGB

Diferentes Métodos de
protección contra inundaciones

El Método Mojado

Elevando Estructuras

El Método Seco

Programa de Recuperación y Resistencia para
las Empresas

* 90M para proporcionar préstamos a
empresas e inversiones para mejorar la
resistencia contra los climas severos.

Programa del Gobierno de Incentivación

Incentivo 7: Este programa ofrece becas, y
préstamos para ﬁnanciar un porcentaje de
los costos para completar la totalidad o
parte de las medidas primordiales para
resistir inundaciones.

JAPANESE

Recursos Económicos para Financiar la
Protección Contra Inundaciones en Viviendas

Comercial - Programa de Becas y
Préstamos para Pequeñas Empresas
25M para que las empresas pequeñas
construyan medidas de resistencia en sus
ediﬁcios

El método mojado permite que el agua de
una inundación entre en las áreas cerradas de una casa.

Manufactura - Programa del
Gobierno de Incentivación
Incentivo 10 – 10M para iniciar el
programa de la reducción de impuestos para resistencia de inundancion en
ediﬁcios industriales.
Para obtener más información:
NYC-CDBG report http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/downloads
/pdf/cdbg-dr_action_plan_8-23-13.pdf
NYCRecovery website http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/html/
plan/housing_programs.shtml

Este método cierra todas las aberturas
debajo del esperado nivel de
inundación. Este método depende de
las paredes del edificio para mantener
el agua fuera.
Este método solo funciona para casas
con materiales resistentes a inundaciones, y
solo cuando el esperado nivel de
inundación es bajo (no más de 2 o 3 pies de
altura)

Este método se utiliza generalmente para
limitar los daños a áreas debajo de edificios
elevados como un sótano a nivel del suelo, un
sótano en el subsuelo, un semisótano, o
garajes adjuntos.
Ventaja: Cuando el agua entra en los
sótanos o los subsuelos de una casa y
rápidamente alcanza el nivel de la inundación
afuera, los efectos de la presión hidrostática,
incluyendo la flotabilidad, se reducen
drásticamente. Entonces, la posibilidad de
danos estructurales a la edificación también se
reducen drásticamente.

Cuando un edificio es elevado con seguridad, las áreas habitables deben estar arriba
del nivel de inundación.
Métodos de elevar implican
(1) Levantar un edificio o construcción de
una nueva fundación más profunda.
(2) Dejar la casa en su lugar y construir un falso
suelo dentro de la casa que sea elevado, o
añadir un piso superior y convertir el piso a
nivel del terreno en una estructura cerrada
que cumpla las condiciones necesarias contra
inundaciones.
Para obtener más información:
Homeowners’ guide to retrofitting
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/480?id=1420
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/APPENDIX I.2: Flood-proofing Education
Pamphlets--Chinese
洪水區內易受損的建築

我們同時提供聲道版本以及以下
的多種語言

為你的房子做好準備！

CHINESE

你的房子在洪水區嗎?

防洪資金來源

HAITIAN CREOLE

防洪資訊

KOREAN
ITALIAN

請做好準備!！

資金來源

JAPANESE

住宅 - CDBG計劃

房屋復原及恢復計劃
* 提供NYCHA住宅一億零八百萬美元
以增加災後復原力
* 提供集合住宅二億兩千五百萬美元
以增加災後復原力
住宅 - 政府獎勵計劃

獎勵計劃7–提供一定比例的補助金、
貸款和基金使屋主完成防洪措施

SPANISH

（Core Flood Resiliency Measures）

RUSSIAN

住宅 - 都市基礎建設的修補及回復

提供一億兩千萬美元以增強建築的恢
復力及幫助擁有易受損建築的屋主實
施防洪措施

防洪資金來源

商業 - CDBG計劃

商業

地圖由

住宅

機構

住商混合

商業

住宅

住宅- 條文404款

提供十億美元的方案補助減緩災害
* 對象：易受損的建築
（不包含抬高房屋）

提供
地圖由
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住商混合

周奕帆 製作

乾式防洪

濕式防洪

抬高建築

商家復原及恢復計劃
*提供九千萬的補助金給公司或商家，
以對房屋進行實質上的改善，來面對
未來惡劣的氣候

商業
針對小商家的補助資金方案
提供兩千五百萬美元給小商家來增強
建築的恢復力

此方式能讓洪水流入與房屋隔絕
的區域使建築內部不會遭受損害

製造業 - 政府獎勵計劃
獎勵計劃10 - 提供工業用建築一千
萬美元開辦銷售稅降低計劃

此方式為封閉低於洪水可能高度的
開放空間，防止洪水流入建築物

（Core Flood Resiliency Measures）
機構

防洪方式

更多資訊請上以下網站

NYC-CDBG report http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/downloads
/pdf/cdbg-dr_action_plan_8-23-13.pdf
NYCRecovery website http://www.nyc.gov/html/cdbg/html/
plan/housing_programs.shtml

乾式防洪適用於擁有阻擋洪水建材的
建築及洪水高度小於2至3呎的區域

濕式防洪通常用在降低一樓以下的
災害，例如儲藏室、地下室、車庫
等。
優點：如果洪水流入了與房屋隔絕
的區域並使建築內外的洪水高度
達到一致，水壓會大幅減低，使
建築結構的損害隨之降低。

當房屋升高到適當的高度，代表生
活空間會在洪水的高度之上，使損
害降到最低
抬高建築的技術包含了
1. 抬升房屋，並在底部建造一個新
的或擴大現有的地基
2. 騰出一個區域，或者建造新的一
層樓讓原本的一樓變成可讓洪水
流入的地方
更多資訊請上以下網站

Homeowners’ guide to retrofitting
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/480?id=1420

圖片來源
http://www.hdwallpapersinn.com/hurricane-katrina-wallpapers.html
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/APPENDIX J: NYCHA Maps

Each map is accompanied by a list:

This is a sample map from New York City Housing Authority’s website. Maps that represnt all of the public housing campuses
can be found at: http://www.nyc.gov/html/nycha/html/resources/manhattanmaps.shtml - These could be helpful directly after a disaster
when responders assist residents in door-to-door fashion.

New York City
Housing Authority
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Image created by Christine Chou, Pratt Institute 2013

